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With the availability of robots capable of performing complex missions, formal
approaches to controller synthesis are gaining increasing attention as a means
for synthesizing controllers that guarantee, by construction, the execution of
such missions. The approach frees users from having to hand-design such im-
plementations and have utility for missions in which the system must maintain
safety in dynamic, uncontrolled environments. For instance, a personal assis-
tant might be entrusted to fetch a box from a location and then deliver it to
the required location in the household, while avoiding collisions with closed
doors, people, and static obstacles. In this work, three interrelated problems
are solved, each addressing the overall problem of automatically synthesizing
controllers with applicability to robots with complex, nonlinear dynamics.
First, an off-line approach is introduced for synthesizing low-level con-
trollers for nonlinear systems. The approach builds on sample-based motion
planning and nonlinear system analysis techniques, and is capable of synthesiz-
ing a palette of controllers that certifies a task (mission instructions provided by
a user via a formal specification). To address cases where a task cannot be guar-
anteed on a given physical platform, the second contribution is an automated
approach to specification revisions using information contained in a discrete
representation (i.e. abstraction) of the dynamical system. The user is provided
with a concise yet expressive set of revisions as instructive feedback required
to guarantee the specification. The final contribution is a novel synthesis ap-
proach that extends the revisions approach to enable a team of robots operating
in workspaces shared with other agents (e.g., humans or cars). Whereas typical
centralized controllers are combinatorially expensive to compute, our approach
lessens this complexity while retaining correctness by leveraging a local motion
planner and employing a high-level scheme that reasons about deadlock be-
tween two or more agents. Throughout this work, the various approaches are
demonstrated through a variety of missions carried out both in simulation and
on physical platforms in dynamic environments.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
With each robot that arrives on the market, new ideas are sparked for tasks
we wish for them to accomplish. For instance, programming the Atlas1 to ac-
complish a task such as package sorting and delivery would be cumbersome to
carry out manually. Over the last decade, automated, correct-by-construction
synthesis frameworks have been developed for robotics applications to guaran-
tee tasks in unpredictable environments [10, 38, 42, 46, 52, 61, 91]. The common
feature among such approaches is the automatic synthesis of controllers from a
formal, high-level specification and geometrical description of the environment.
This essentially removes the need to program, by hand, each action for the robot
to take and then exhaustively check that controllers that use these actions ac-
tually satisfy the specification under all possible conditions faced at runtime.
Synthesis approaches that are able to reason about a dynamically-changing en-
vironment are dubbed reactive synthesis; such systems enable sensor-rich sys-
tems to execute tasks in dynamic, human environments in a provably-correct
manner.
Reactive synthesis addresses the problem of finding a controller that guar-
antees tasks expressed in a formal specification language, while reacting to the
presence on an environment that evolves over time. We adopt linear temporal
logic (LTL), a formal specification language that enables users to specify the re-
quired guarantees that the system must uphold over an infinite horizon, as well
as any assumptions placed on the dynamic environment. For instance, given
the robot and workspace shown in Figure 1.1, a user may write the specifica-
1an anthropomorphic robot with several degrees of freedom per limb
1
Figure 1.1: A robot executing a user-assisted warehouse supply task.
tion: “If you see a box, move to the pick-up location. If you are carrying a box,
then visit a requested drop-off location. Always avoid people.”
While many approaches focus on simple robot models, in general, the ex-
istence of a satisfying controller relies on the the ability to extend high-level
guarantees (on a discrete abstraction of the system) to a potentially com-
plex, nonlinear dynamical system. While recent activity toward this end has
focused on frameworks that use a combination of on-line and off-line ap-
proaches for correct-by-construction controller synthesis for nonlinear systems
(e.g. [10, 20, 59, 64, 89, 91]), the overall goal of this work is an approach that will
provide, at synthesis time, the guarantee that the task is implementable on a given
physical system.
The first contribution is an approach for synthesizing controllers that adhere
to the reactive composition properties for the given task [20]. To do so, we
introduce a new composition property to assure that the controllers produce
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continuous trajectories which guarantee the reactive behaviors of a finite-state
machine (FSM) synthesized for the task. The algorithm takes as an input a high-
level controller with reactive behaviors, and tries to automatically synthesize
a library of low-level (atomic) controllers that are guaranteed to satisfy these
behaviors. To the authors’ knowledge, ours is the first attempt at synthesis of
verified controllers for reactive tasks using nonlinear systems.
The second main contribution addresses cases where there exists no satis-
fying controller for the mission, given the dynamical system and the environ-
ment’s assumed behaviors [21]. From an LTL mission specification, we intro-
duce an approach that leverages information about an abstraction of the dynam-
ical system to automatically generate a concise set of revisions to such specifi-
cations. We provide a graphical visualization tool as a design aid, allowing the
revisions to be conveyed to the user interactively and added to the specifica-
tion at the user’s discretion. Any accepted statements become certificates that,
if satisfied at runtime, provide guarantees for the current mission on the given
dynamics. Our approach is cast into a general framework that works with vari-
ous discrete representations (i.e. abstractions) of the system dynamics.
The final contribution is a method for automatically synthesizing reac-
tive controllers for a team of robots with non-trivial dynamics operating in a
workspace shared with other agents, such as humans or other robots [2]. From
a mission specification written in LTL, we synthesize an automaton representing
a strategy for a robot’s motion that guarantees the specification. This automa-
ton is executed at runtime in conjunction with a distributed local motion plan-
ner that guarantees avoidance of collisions with dynamic obstacles. Our con-
tribution is a correct-by-construction synthesis approach to multi-robot mission
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planning that guarantees collision avoidance and resolves encountered dead-
locks. The proposed method provides environment assumptions under which
deadlock will be avoided by identifying environment behaviors that, when en-
countered at runtime, may prevent the robot team from achieving its goals. The
abstraction approach yields high-level controllers that provide guarantees even
when a high density of dynamic obstacles is present in the environment. As
such, the proposed synthesis approach overcomes the hurdle of scalability in
multi-agent mission planning. We demonstrate the off-line synthesis approach
and on-line execution of the controllers with aerial vehicles (quadrotors) navi-
gating in 2D and 3D environments and with walking humanoids moving in 2D
environments.
1.1 Related Work Overview
In Table 1.1, some key technical features of the frameworks proposed in Chap-
ters 2 and Chapter 3 are compared with similar correct-by-construction ap-
proaches reported in the literature. The reader is referred to Chapter 4 for a
similar comparison of related work in multi-agent controller synthesis.
Approaches are categorized according to three factors: whether or not they
are suited to controlling nonlinear systems, whether they express tasks that are
reactive to a dynamic environment or assume a static environment, and whether
the algorithms compute the controller on-line (at runtime) or off-line. If the ap-
proach is capable of handling nonlinear systems, the specific classes of systems
reported by the author are provided. The contribution of this thesis is on ad-
dressing reactive specifications and nonlinear systems; therefore, the remainder
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Table 1.1: Comparison of several correct-by-construction control schemes.
The techniques developed in Chapters 2 and 3 belong to the cat-
egory indicated in boldface.
Handles linear systems Handles nonlinear systems
Reactive tasks,
off-line synthesis
[36, 52]
Reactive tasks,
off-line synthesis
[59]2,
( [22, 25], Ch. 2)3,
( [57], Ch. 3)4
Reactive tasks,
on-line computation
[91]
Reactive tasks,
on-line computation
[93]5, [10, 64]6
Non-reactive tasks,
off-line synthesis
[6, 46, 94]
Non-reactive tasks,
off-line synthesis
[89]7, [45]8, [42]9
of this section compares, in greater detail, the works that are most similar to
ours - nonlinear controller synthesis for reactive tasks (the two entries in the
upper-right corner of Table 1.1).
The funnels-based controller synthesis framework discussed in Chapter 2,
in particular, handles nonlinear systems whose dynamics are polynomial in the
states and inputs. The approach furthermore handles reactive task specifica-
tions in an off-line synthesis approach where the strategy for the robot to follow
is determined before runtime. The work bears similarity to approaches such
as [59]; however, the distinction to be made is the dynamics used in [59] are
restricted to the class of differentially-flat systems, which applies to many in-
2Nonlinear differentially flat systems
3Nonlinear polynomial systems and nonlinear hybrid polynomial systems
4Discrete-state abstractions of nonlinear systems on uniform grids
5Discrete-state abstractions of nonlinear time-invariant systems
6General smooth nonlinear systems
7State-constrained nonlinear systems
8Nonlinear hybrid systems
9General smooth nonlinear systems
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teresting robotic systems (wheeled robots and simple car models) but leave out
others (aircraft, 3D manipulators). Our work, on the other hand, provides an
approach to capture the class of polynomial systems inclusive of many robots,
such as mobile robots and manipulators, but may require approximations when
more complex dynamics must be assumed.
Other off-line controller synthesis approaches assume even wider classes of
nonlinear systems, provided that the systems can be represented using discrete
abstractions - a discrete approximation of the system usually over a gridding
of the state space. The runtime certificates approach presented in Chapter 3
is one such case, where an abstraction-based approach similar to that reported
in [57] is used. Where the proposed synthesis approaches differs from [57] is
in the ability to handle the assumptions on the environment’s behavior; our
approach adds a feedback channel to alert the user of the certificates generated
during the synthesis process. The approach of [57], in contrast, does not offer
user feedback but is suited for the case when the high-level controller must be
robust to bounded uncertainties; for instance, if sensor noise is experienced at
runtime.
There are a few key differences between control approaches that are com-
puted at runtime, such as on-line control approaches of [10, 64, 93], and those
whose mission plans are completely determined off-line before the plans are ex-
ecuted. Except under certain assumptions on the system model, environment,
or specification, on-line control schemes generally do not have the ability to
guarantee that the resulting controller will be able to achieve its specified goals
safely. In [93], for instance, a receding-horizon controller defines control actions
taken over a finite horizon at a particular sampling instant, and the controller is
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re-computed at every subsequent instant based on new observations captured
at each step. There is a possibility that the environment may not behave in
a way that leads to satisfaction of the goals, for instance, if a door shuts be-
hind the robot. In our work, the set of states that guarantee the entire task are
computed at synthesis time, and the plan remains fixed when applied at run-
time. Since off-line approaches generally require the computation and storage
of a complete mission plan and controllers for use at runtime, there are usually
greater demands on storage than their on-line counterparts. Also, in dealing
with a dynamic environment, the user is required to state all of the assumptions
on the environment as part of the specification. While this can be cumbersome
for a user, the objective of Chapter 3 is to alleviate this burden somewhat by
formulating a synthesis paradigm that provides revisions to the user without
requiring him/her to specify every assumption by hand.
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CHAPTER 2
SYNTHESIS OF NONLINEAR CONTINUOUS CONTROLLERS FOR
VERIFIABLY-CORRECT HIGH-LEVEL, REACTIVE BEHAVIORS
2.1 Introduction
As robots become more sophisticated, we see increasing potential for them to
perform complex tasks. Sensor-rich platforms such as self-driving cars, robotic
manipulators, humanoids, and unmanned air vehicles enable capabilities rang-
ing from human-assistance to search-and-rescue to exploration. To operate ef-
fectively in the real world, a robot must be able to perform tasks in a way that
avoids causing harm to itself or the people it encounters, by appropriately react-
ing to the environment. Tasks that are reactive require that the robot’s behaviors
change in response to real-time sensory information. It is therefore imperative
that the controllers we provide to these robots produce behaviors that are guar-
anteed to satisfy all task instructions provided to the robot given our knowledge
of the environment. Building upon existing concepts from the controller verifi-
cation and motion planning communities, we present an automated methodol-
ogy for computing (if possible) a set of verified controllers that fulfill the reactive
behaviors of a high-level task.
In the controller synthesis literature, recent activity has focused on solving
the “reach-avoid” problem for nonlinear systems. Methods based on a game-
theoretic representation of the problem have been solved [28], as have game-
theoretic solutions involving a sequence of goals [80]. Rather than working di-
rectly with the nonlinear system, other researchers compute symbolic abstrac-
tions of the underlying system model [95] for which efficient algorithms exist
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for the exact computation of reachable sets. The particular formulation in [95]
enables the synthesis of hybrid controllers for goal satisfaction with static obsta-
cles [65].
Concepts from nonlinear controller verification have been adopted in the
motion planning domain. For example, libraries of verified motion plans have
been generated for hybrid systems [41] as well as for nonlinear polynomial sys-
tems [82]. Both use a sampling-based strategy and employ solution methods
that are efficient enough to allow on-line re-planning based on runtime sen-
sor information [63]. The latter method ( [63, 82]) builds upon the controller
sequencing work of [13] by combining sampling-based motion planning with
local feedback controllers to define a robust neighborhood (funnels) computed
about one of the sample trajectories. Controller sequencing has been applied
to specific robotic applications; for example, in [17], local verified motion con-
trollers have been devised for robots with nonholonomic kinematic models.
While each of these methods provide the framework for motion planning in
the context of safety and reachability, they are not immediately equipped to
handle automatic synthesis of controllers for reactive tasks with possibly infinite
duration.
Ongoing work in the robotics community has been devoted to developing
provably correct synthesis algorithms for complex robot task specifications. A
variety of techniques exist for synthesizing controllers for non-reactive tasks
[10,38,42,46,61], as well as those for reactive tasks [52,93]. The typical workflow
is a three-step process: abstract the system model and the robot’s workspace;
perform synthesis based on the abstraction and task specification; and design
low-level controllers fulfilling each of the behaviors in the high-level controller.
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Low-level controller design can be performed using potential functions [18],
vector fields [7], or rapidly-exploring random trees (RRTs) [54], to name a few.
While such strategies often suffice for fully-actuated robots, correctness guar-
antees usually do not extend to robots with more complicated dynamics. The
work of [50] describes an application of provably-correct reactive synthesis to
cars with a rear-drive Ackermann steering model. In that work, the authors
manually designed a palette of controllers specific to the robot model that could
be automatically instantiated in different environments. Here we describe algo-
rithms for automatically generating such controllers for a wider class of nonlin-
ear robot models. Some researchers have extended provably correct controller
synthesis to nonlinear systems [59, 89]. These methods, however, rely on find-
ing suitable discrete abstractions for the nonlinear system model, if any such
abstractions exist. Others have introduced a multi-layered synthesis strategy in
which the high-level controller is designed off-line, while the motion planning
layer processes the high-level requests by accounting for nonlinear dynamics
and any encountered workspace obstacles [10, 64]. However, the tasks that
are considered in those works are non-reactive and the task fulfillment guar-
antees are obtained at runtime, rather than at the time of synthesis. Synthesis of
provably-correct controllers for a complex vehicle in the presence of uncertainty
is treated in [16]. The approach takes into account uncertainty bounds on the
evolution of trajectories over time, however a challenge is in the application to
reactive task specifications under indefinite execution durations. In the work
of [35], an automated framework is introduced for translating the behaviors of
a high-level controller into low-level continuous controller specifications. The
possibility exists to use such specifications in the design of nonlinear motion
planners.
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2.1.1 Problem Statement
In this chapter, we address the following two questions. Given a high-level re-
active mission plan (a control strategy consisting of deterministic region tran-
sitions that satisfy a user-defined mission specification), a robot model, and a
workspace, can we design a set of low-level controllers that guarantee satis-
faction of the task in a dynamic environment? If so, what is the set of allowable
robot configurations for which these guarantees hold?
To be precise, we are given a deterministic finite-state machine (FSM), the
nonlinear differential equations of the robot, and a representation of the robot’s
workspace. The FSM represents a control strategy synthesized from a high-
level mission specification using, e.g., the approach described in [11]. The re-
maining problem - the focus of this chapter - is devising a synthesis method
that automatically generates a collection of low-level atomic controllers (if any
exist) to realize each of the transitions in the FSM. In contrast to receding-
horizon controllers (e.g. [85, 93]) that are computationally expensive to imple-
ment on resource-constrained robots, the approach we adopt is based on a set
of switched state-feedback controllers that are all precomputed offline. Thus,
we aim for an efficient implementation at the expense of a slightly larger offline
computational load compared to existing approaches. We work directly with
coarsely-partitioned workspaces rather than synthesize controllers on a grid as
in [58]. This is to alleviate the approximations needed to generate discrete ab-
stractions and the complexity issues as workspaces are scaled larger.
The main contributions of this work are as follows. First, building from the
notion of sequential composition introduced in [13,69], we define a new compo-
sition property, which we call reactive composition, to assure that the derived con-
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trollers produce continuous trajectories which guarantee the reactive behaviors
of the FSM. That is, if the environment changes part-way through a transition,
the robot must be able to correctly switch to a different transition. We do this by
creating a set of constraints for the construction of low-level controllers. This
part of the work is inspired by the general approach in [35], however, in our
work we extend controller specifications to encompass nonlinear robot mod-
els satisfying high-level reactive tasks. Another contribution of our work is an
algorithm for synthesizing controllers that adhere to the reactive composition
properties for the given task. The algorithm takes as an input a high-level con-
troller with reactive behaviors, and tries to automatically synthesize a library
of low-level (atomic) controllers that are guaranteed to satisfy these behaviors.
To the authors’ knowledge, ours is the first attempt at designing verified con-
trollers for reactive tasks. Finally, we contribute a sample-based method for
computing controllers that implement each specific transition in the high-level
controller, avoiding any unintended behaviors. We adapt the invariant funnels
method in [62, 82], which takes advantage of powerful numerical optimization
techniques to produce a set of verifiably-safe atomic controllers. We introduce a
new set of constraints in order to enforce reactive composition while preventing
any robot behaviors prohibited by the high-level controller.
In the authors’ preliminary version of this work, [24], we introduced the
concept of reactive composition, developed a constructive algorithm to ensure
this property, and presented preliminary simulation results. This work serves to
build upon that work by detailing the precise technical conditions upon which
reactively composable reachable sets should be constructed. Also, we explain
the numerical method we use to compute atomic controllers, in particular our
approach for incorporating the necessary invariance conditions for the reactive
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Figure 2.1: Workspace and FSM for Example 2.1. In (a), a 2-D environment
is shown, along with a set of trajectories: one that does not sat-
isfy the controller (solid) and one that does (dashed). The •’s
indicate when S blocked turns from False to True. In (b), the
number designates the state; the name in parenthesis denotes
the region associated with that state. For each transition, the
truth values for the S blocked sensor are given; unlabeled tran-
sitions imply that S blocked can take on any value.
setting. We furthermore provide more illustrative examples in more complex
environment settings.
We motivate the work through an example.
Example 2.1. Consider an autonomous delivery robot, modeled as fixed-wing aircraft,
operating in a dense urban environment in Figure 2.1(a). The robot must continually
deliver items between the store (S ) and the restaurant (R) by visiting them infinitely
often. If the plane is in O and en route to S but it senses that store is blocked, then it
must re-route to the charging station C (without entering S ). We adopt the synthesis
approach in [11] to construct the FSM shown in Figure 2.1(b).
Our goal is to construct feedback controllers that guarantee the sequence of
motions of the FSM like the one in Figure 2.1(b) using, in this case, a fixed wing
airplane model and the workspace in Figure 2.1(a). This task is a reactive one be-
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cause the behavior changes depending on whether or not the store is “blocked.”
If the robot starts in S and S blocked stays False forever, the robot should follow
the sequence of regions SOROS . . . indefinitely; if S blocked becomes True, then
it may follow the sequence SOROCC . . ., i.e. the robot must go to C and stay
there once it has visited R. In the continuous domain, there may be instances
where the robot may fail this task. To see this, consider the solid-line trajectory
pictured in Figure 2.1(a), where the plane moves counterclockwise starting with
S blocked = False. If the robot senses S blocked = True at the •, it may be un-
able to avoid hitting S , and the task would fail. On the other hand, a clockwise
trajectory (the dotted line in Figure 2.1(a)), is likely to succeed in this workspace.
In general, it is possible that S blocked may toggle between True and False at
any point in the robot’s continuous trajectory, and so the robot must always
be in a configuration where it can make any legal transition. If, for a different
workspace, such controllers are found not to exist for the given platform, then
the specified task may may not be suitable for that robot.
2.1.2 Chapter Outline
In the next section, we introduce the reader to relevant background concepts
for our atomic controller design approach. In Section 2.3, we introduce our
approach to solving the problem and outline an algorithm for automatic con-
troller synthesis. The trajectory-based approach used for computing verified
controllers is presented in Section 2.4, and the execution of the controllers in
Section 2.5. We then present simulations of tasks performed by different robots
in Section 2.6. The chapter concludes in Section 2.7 with a summary and discus-
sion.
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2.2 Preliminaries
2.2.1 Robot and Environment Abstractions
Similar to the implementations in [52], we define an abstraction as a partitioning
of the robot system and the environment in which it is operating. In particular,
we partition the continuous mapM ⊂ Rnw into M disjoint proposition-preserving
map regionsMi, each associated with a label ri, where nw is the dimension of the
workspace. In a planar environment, for example, the workspace is made up of
two-dimensional polygons, some of which may represent holes in the map. We
also assume that the robot can travel between any adjacent regions.
In addition to the workspace, sensor and action values are discretized such
that they may be effectively replaced by a set of Boolean propositions. Dis-
cretization is achieved by dividing the continuous space into a finite number
of equivalence classes and assigning unique propositions to each class [52]. In
this work, we assume that sensors and actions are binary. Here sensors refer to
events external to the robot (detection of a person, non-detection of a person),
whereas actions refer to discrete robot functions (pick up, drop). We define X as
a set of environment propositions, collecting sensor propositions, andY as a set of
system propositions, collecting robot action propositions and region propositions.
Define the set R = ⋃i ri ⊆ Y as the subset of Y corresponding to regions.
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2.2.2 Controller Finite-State Machine
High-level controllers synthesized from task specifications and abstractions [52,
93] are assumed to be given in this work. The synthesized controller takes the
form of a FSM A, defined as a tuple A = (X,Y,Q,Q0, δ), where:
• X and Y are proposition sets as defined in Section 2.2.1.
• Q ⊂ N is a set of discrete states.
• Q0 ⊆ Q is a set of initial states.
• δ : Q × 2X → Q is a deterministic transition relation, mapping states and
subset of environment propositions to successor states.
We introduce the following additional definitions. Define γR : Q → R as a
state labeling function assigning to each state the region label for that state, ri.
Define the operator R : Q→ Rn as a mapping that associates with each q ∈ Q the
subset Xq = R(q) of the free configuration space X, where Xq corresponds to an
n-D polytope labeled with γR(q). For example, a nonholonomic planar mobile
robot with X ⊂ S E(2) would use 3-D polytopes for Xq; Xq for higher-dimensional
systems would be polytopes of appropriate dimension. We also define ∆ to
be the collection of state-pairs corresponding to each transition, namely ∆ =
{(q, q′) ∈ Q2 | ∃z ∈ 2X . δ(q, z) = q′}. Furthermore, we assume that actions other
than locomotion are instantaneous.
For some sequence w(0)w(1)w(2) . . ., w(i) ∈ 2X, i = 0, 1, 2, . . ., denote a
run of A as q(0)q(1)q(2) . . ., with q(i + 1) = δ(q(i),w(i)). We call the sequence
w(0)γR(q(0))w(1)γR(q(1)) . . . an execution trace of A.
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2.2.3 Continuous Dynamics and Operations
We consider systems of the form
x˙ = f (x, u, d), x(0) ∈ S , d ∈ D, u ∈ U (2.1)
where we are given a state vector x ∈ X ⊆ Rn, a control vector u ∈ U ⊂ Rm, a
vector of unknown disturbances d ∈ D ⊆ Rnd , and a set of initial states S . f is
considered to be a smooth, continuous vector field with respect to its arguments.
Under the action of a full-state feedback control law u(t) = κ(x(t), t), let x˙ =
fˆ (x, d) represent the closed-loop system for (2.1) under κ(x(t), t). Given a concrete
start state x(0) ∈ S and a time horizon T > 0 (a free parameter that will be
discussed in Section 2.3.1), denote ξT : [0,T ] → X as a continuous finite-time
trajectory of states under fˆ , µT : [0,T ]→ U as a trajectory of control inputs, and
ξdT : [0,T ] → D as a trajectory of disturbances. Say we are given a sequence of
time indices, t ∈ {0, . . . ,T }; then, we can represent the continuous trajectory as a
sequence of states x = {ξ(τ)}τ∈t, and a sequence of control inputs u = {µ(τ)}τ∈t.
Given a smooth function V(x, t), some ρ(t) > 0, and some T , we define the
ρ-sub-level set as
`(ρ(t), t) = {x | V(x, t) ≤ ρ(t)}, ∀t ∈ [0,T ].
Let Xi, X j ⊂ X be regions in the configuration space where Xi∩X j , ∅ (the regions
are adjacent). Define an atomic controller κi j as a controller that steers f (x, u, d)
from Xi to X j without leaving Xi ∪ X j under all possible disturbances. Formally,
an atomic controller κi j exists iff there exists some initial state ξT (0) ∈ Xi and
some relative final time Ti j such that ξT (Ti j) ∈ X j and ξT (t) ∈ Xi ∪ X j for all ξdT (t),
t ∈ [0,Ti j]. We leave Ti j as a free parameter to be chosen by the algorithm, as
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will be discussed subsequently. We refer to trajectories driven by the action of
an atomic controller as atomic trajectories.
Lastly, given Xi, X j ⊂ X, define a reach tube Li j : [0,Ti j] → Xi ∪ X j as the set
of trajectories in which the controlled system remains for t ∈ [0,Ti j] under the
action of a feedback controller. Formally, suppose that we define some initial
set S i j and some atomic control law κi j, then Li j = {ξT (t) | ξT (0) ∈ S i j,∀ξdT (t), t ∈
[0,Ti j]}. We write Li j(t) to denote a slice of the reach tube Li j evaluated at time
t. In the following, we abuse notation and write, for example, Xi ∪Li j to express
the union of Xi and the set covered by the reach tube (in place of Xi
⋃
kLi j(tk)).
2.3 Controller Synthesis Approach
To lay the foundation for our approach, in this section we introduce different
classes of atomic controllers and the technical conditions that allow us to guar-
antee behaviors in the high-level controller. Lastly, we describe an algorithm
which takes as its input the FSM and returns a library of atomic controllers that
guarantee the continuous executions of the FSM at runtime.
2.3.1 Composition Strategies
Define Iiout = {k ∈ N | (qi, qk) ∈ ∆} as the index set of all successor states for
state qi (e.g. for state 4 in Figure 2.1(b), I4out = {1, 5}), and let Iout = {Iiout}qi∈Q. As
defined by [13], for a given set of atomic controllers to be sequentially composable,
we require goal sets of the reach tubes to be contained within the domain of
successor reach tubes. Formally:
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Definition 2.1 (Sequential Composition [13]). Let Li j(t) denote the slice of Li j at
time t. For Li j to be sequential composable for each pair in ∆ implies that Li j(Ti j) ⊆ L jk
for all k ∈ I jout.
For reactive tasks, the underlying conditions for sequential composition do
not capture the possibility that the robot might need to change its motion part-
way during a trajectory in response to some event. Consider again Example 2.1
and the two trajectories pictured in Figure 2.1(a). When the robot is in O with
S blocked = False, and moving towards S , both trajectories may in fact satisfy
the sequential composition property if atomic controllers exist for transitions
between R and O and O and S . However, if S blocked turns True during the
execution, the robot must already be in a state where it may access C without
first entering S (a violation of the specification). The configurations where S is
reachable from O must also be the set of configurations where C is reachable
from O. We introduce a constraint called reactive composition to deal with co-
reachability of successor regions.
Definition 2.2 (Reactive Composition). Let X¯i ⊂ X denote the set of states such that,
for all qi ∈ Q, there exists a trajectory from qi to any qk, k ∈ Iiout, i.e. X¯i =
⋂
k∈Iiout Lik. A
given reach tube Li j is reactively composable with respect to A if, for (qi, q j) ∈ ∆, for
all state trajectories ξT ∈ Li j ⇒ ξT ∈ X¯i ∪ X¯ j.
Reactive composability is illustrated in the 2-D scenario in Figure 2.2(b),
where the solid blue trajectory shown exiting region R1 (corresponding to state
1) and entering R2 (state 2) is both contained completely within its own reach
tube (shaded blue) and the reach tube (shaded red) for trajectories leading to R3
(state 3). Note that T12 and T13 signify the times beyond which all trajectories in
L12 and L13 have reached their respective goal regions. As discussed next, we
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.2: Illustration of reactive composition. (a) shows a reach tube
from R1 to R2 and possible trajectories. (b) shows a reach tube
from R1 to R3 . Along any given trajectory leading to R2 (blue)
in L12 ∩ L13, there exist L13 trajectories (red dashed) leading to
R3 also in L12 ∩ L13.
fulfill this property by imposing additional constraints on the reach tubes we
generate.
2.3.2 Classes of Atomic Controllers
We now introduce two types of atomic controllers for constructing reactively
composable controllers, and describe the constraints we apply in each case.
Transition controllers κi j refer to those which invoke a transition between ad-
jacent regions. Inward-facing controllers κci are used to maximize coverage of the
region. Respectively, the reach tubes for κi j and κci are Li j and Lci .
Transition Reach Tubes, Li j
Consider a pair (qi, q j) ∈ ∆. When we construct reach tubes for this transition, we
want it to satisfy the current transition in the context of all possible subsequent
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transitions, that is, satisfy the reactive composition requirement. To this end, we
introduce the following three conditions.
1. Trajectories must be atomic with respect to the reactively composable set
X¯i ∪ X¯ j: we want trajectories to start in the set R(qi) and progress to R(q j)
while remaining in an invariant Invi j (defined in Section 2.3.2). For now,
we apply definition 2.2 by choosing Invi j = X¯i ∪ X¯ j.
2. Trajectories must reach a goal set Gi j ⊆ X j; formally, ξT (Ti j) ∈ Gi j after some
time Ti j has elapsed relative to the start of the trajectory. We require Gi j,
whose precise definition will become clear in Section 2.3.2, in order for the
reach tube to be sequentially composable with reach tubes for successor
states from q j. For now, we will assume Gi j to be X¯ j.
3. To prevent the robot from re-entering a region Xi once it has entered X j for
Xi , X j, the trajectories need to be invariant in finite time to the set X j. That
is, for some τ ∈ [0,Ti j],
ξT (τ) ∈ ∂X j ⇒ ξT (t) ∈ X j, τ < t ≤ Ti j
where we denote ∂X j to mean the boundary of the set X j.
To devise a certificate for the third condition, we can draw from region-of-
attraction analysis [43], as follows. Let V : Rn × [0,Ti j] → R be a smooth differ-
entiable function with V(ξT (t), t) = 0 and V(x, t) > 0, x , ξT (t). We further restrict
V(x, t) to be bounded from below and above by class-K functions for all t ∈ R+.
[43]1 We therefore want to ensure that the level set ∂`(ρ(t), t) = {x | V(x, t) = ρ(t)}
satisfies V˙(x, t) = ddtV(x, t) < 0 on {x | x ∈ ∂`(ρ(t), t)∩X j}. Put in terms of the closed-
loop system fˆi j(·, ·), the third condition can be reduced to the easier problem of
1In Section 2.4, we will be choosing V(x, t) as a quadratic that satisfies these conditions.
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restricting ρ(t), the size of the attraction region, such that it satisfies:
V˙(x, t) =
∂
∂x
V(x = ξT (t), t) fˆi j(ξT (t), d) +
∂
∂t
V(ξT (t), t) < 0, ξT (t) ∈ ∂X j ∪ `(ρ(t), t) , ∅,
∀d ∈ D.
Intuitively, this statement requires that the system flow toward the successor re-
gion only on that segment of the region boundary which is also in the computed
region of attraction.
We can satisfy these conditions by simultaneously imposing constraints on
the construction of Li j(t). Respectively, these constraints are:
Li j(0) ∩ S i j , ∅, (2.2)
Li j(t) ⊆ Invi j, ∀t ∈ [0,Ti j], (2.3)
Li j(Ti j) ⊆ Gi j, (2.4)
V˙(x, t) < 0, ∀x ∈ Li j(t) ∩ ∂X j , ∅, ∀d ∈ D, ∀t ∈ [0,Ti j]. (2.5)
where condition (2.2) assures that Li j has a nonempty intersection with the start
set. Note that when Xi = X j, condition (2.5) can be dropped, and condition (2.3),
the set inclusion Invi j is merely X¯i.
Extending Controller Coverage: Inward-Facing Reach Tubes, Lci
Although in principle it is possible to employ transition controllers to synthe-
size atomic controllers for a given FSM, in practice, there are cases where it is
impossible to find reactively composable sets which are not spatially discon-
nected, as required to satisfy (2.3). This can happen whenever the computed
reach tubes are small compared with the region; for example, when construct-
ing controllers in long corridors or regions with a large number of obstacles. In
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similar rationale to the techniques in [29, 82] that employ a maximization step
to widen the basin of attraction to a goal region, we introduce another type of
reach tube, inward-facing reach tubes, to achieve the needed spatial coverage.
Consider a state qi ∈ Q. Our goal is to generate atomic controllers that admit
finite-time trajectories and satisfy the following two conditions:
1. The region Xi must be invariant; that is, trajectories starting within some
subset of Xi must remain in Xi.
2. Trajectories need to reach a goal set Gci ⊆ Xi; that is, ξT (Ti) ∈ Gci .
The above statements require that trajectories are both invariant to the region
and are sequentially composable with respect to Gci . This leads immediately to
the following reach tube conditions:
Lci (t) ⊆ Xi, ∀t ∈ [0,Ti], (2.6)
Lci (Ti) ⊆ Gci . (2.7)
Notice that, by adding in the inward-facing controllers, we are able to expand
the reactively-composable invariant in (2.3) (with a slight abuse of terminology)
as Invi j = (X¯i ∪ Lci ) ∪ (X¯ j ∪ Lcj), and likewise also expand the goal set in (2.4) as
Gi j = X¯ j ∪ Lcj. As will be shown in the next section, this additional set of con-
trollers will help our iterative approach for synthesizing atomic controllers. The
larger the sets are, the greater the likelihood of finding controllers that satisfy
the specification.
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2.3.3 Atomic Controller Synthesis Algorithm
Using the composition strategies and the two types of atomic controllers, we
now outline our process for constructing atomic controllers in Algorithm 2.1.
The basic procedure is as follows. First, the set of all transitions ∆ are extracted
from FSM A (automTransitions in line 2). Next, atomic controllers and their
reach tubes are computed for each edge in ∆ in lines 8–18. Reach tubes are com-
puted iteratively until either all possible configurations within R(qi) for each qi
are enclosed (to within a desired tolerance) or until it is determined that cover-
age is not possible, i.e. it is not possible to compute Li j for some (qi, q j) ∈ ∆. The
algorithm terminates successfully if reach tubes are found for each edge (line
20). If not, then the reach tube computations are revised by repeating lines 7–25
to ensure they are reactively composable in the sense of Definition 2.2. That is,
each reach tube associated with either an incoming or outgoing transition from
qi is checked whether or not it lies within the set of states for which all successor
regions of qi are reachable.
Computing Li j
Figure 2.3 illustrates, through an example, the computation steps in Algorithm
2.1. In the first iteration of lines 8–14, reach tubes are computed for each edge
(qi, q j) ∈ ∆. The set Li j is initialized as the whole configuration space, while
the goal set Gi j is the region R(q j) and the invariant Invi j is the region R(qi) ∪
R(q j). In Figure 2.3(a), reach tubes are computed for the two transitions (q1, q2)
(blue region) and (q1, q3) (green region), and the intersection of the two is taken
(yellow region). Intuitively, this intersection (see Figure 2.3(b)) defines the set of
states from which any region of successor states can be reached (by using either
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Algorithm 2.1: Construct atomic controllers for all execution paths of A.
1: procedure CONSTRUCTCONTROLLERS((A,R, f , ,N))
Input: Synthesized FSM A with region mappings R(·), closed-loop robot dynamics f (·),
coverage metric , and number of iterations N for coverage
Output: A set of funnels L and controllers κ guaranteeing the execution of A
2: (∆, Iout)← automTransitions(A)
3: for (qi, q j) ∈ ∆ do
4: Li j ← Rn
5: end for
6: Lci ← ∅, κci ← ∅ ∀qi ∈ Q
7: while True do . Repeat until all reach tubes are reactively composable or failure
8: for (qi, q j) ∈ ∆ do
9: S i j ← ⋂k∈Iiout Lik ∩ R(qi)
10: Gi j ←
(⋂
k∈I jout L jk ∩ R(q j)
)
∪ Lcj
11: (Li j, κi j)← getReachTube(S i j,Gi j, S i j ∪ Lci ∪Gi j, f , ,N)
12: if Li j = ∅ then
13: return ∅ . No controller exists
14: end if
15: S ci ← R(qi)\
⋂
k∈Iiout Lik
16: Gci ←
⋂
k∈Iiout Lik ∩ R(qi)
17: (Lci , κci )← getReachTube(S ci ,Gci ,R(qi), f , ,N)
18: end for
19: if ∀(qi, q j) ∈ ∆ :
[(
Li j ∩ R(qi)
)
⊆
((⋂
k∈Iiout Lik ∩ R(qi)
)
∪ Lci
)]
∧
20:
[(
Li j ∩ R(q j)
)
⊆
((⋂
k∈I jout L jk ∩ R(q j)
)
∪ Lcj
)]
then
21: L ←
(⋃
i, jLi j ⋃iLci )
22: κ ←
(⋃
i, j κi j
⋃
i κ
c
i
)
23: return L, κ
24: end if
25: end while
26: end procedure
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 2.3: Illustration of the reach tube computation steps, assuming
symmetric transitions between each adjoining region. In (a),
a pair of transition reach tubes L12 and L13 are computed for
q1 , the intersection of which (yellow) defines the new start set
for the next iteration (see lines 8–14 in Algorithm 2.1). In (b),
the same is done for the remaining states q2 and q3. Next, in
(c), inward reach tubes Lci (red) are generated for each region,
(see lines 15–18 in Algorithm 2.1). This expanded region de-
fines the invariant for the next iteration. In (d)–(f), the process
in lines 8–18 is again repeated for the new start sets and in-
variants, and terminates at (f) since all reach tubes lie inside
the regions bounded by the dotted borders (e.g. for q1 this is
R(q1) ∩ ((L12 ∩ L13) ∪ Lc1)).
controller κ12 or κ13). The process repeats for the remaining edges in the FSM.
The algorithm immediately returns failure if an edge is encountered where a
reach tube cannot be constructed (lines 12–14).
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Computing Lci
In order to expand the size of reactively composable regions, we create inward
reach tubes in lines 15–18 to provide controllers that steer the robot to a configu-
ration from which it can take a transition. The collection of Li j from the current
iteration produce the start sets S ci and the sequentially composable goal sets G
c
i
for each qi. The set S ci in line 15 is the set R(q j) minus the intersection of all tran-
sition reach tubes from that region (the white portions in Figure 2.3(b)), while
the set Gci in line 16 is found from Definition 2.1 (the yellow portions in Figure
2.3(b)).
In Figure 2.3(c), the red regions enclosed by the dashed lines, Lci , denote
where controllers were found to drive the system into the yellow region. We
seek transition reach tubes that are contained within the union of the red and
yellow regions in Figure 2.3(c).
Further Iterations
After a single iteration, if the sequentially-composable transition reach tubes are
not reactively composable, the algorithm continues alternately computing Li j
and Lci until they are reactively composable for all Li j. To test if Li j is reactively
composable, we need to determine if Li j is contained within a subset of states
where outgoing transitions from qi or q j are possible, i.e. satisfies
(
Li j ∩ R(qα)
)
⊆((⋂
k∈Iαout Lαk ∩ R(qα)
)
∪ Lcα
)
for α ∈ {i, j}. As such, the termination criterion in line
20 enforces Definition 2.2, by requiring that transition reach tubes must either lie
within an inward reach tube or the sets where any successor state is reachable.
An additional iteration of the algorithm is shown pictorially in the bottom row
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of Figure 2.3.
In any given iteration, the sets S i j, Gi j, and Invi j for the i jth edge are updated
by the Li j and Lci from the previous iteration. Figure 2.3(d) shows the second
iteration of lines 8–14, where new transition reach tubes for a are computed
(L12 and L13), constrained to stay within the red and yellow regions for q1, q2,
and q3. After intersections are taken (yellow regions in Figure 2.3(e)), the reach
tubes from the previous iteration are replaced with a new set of inward reach
tubes computed in lines 15–18. Figure 2.3(f) illustrates this last step, and is an
example of a situation where the algorithm successfully terminates because the
reactive composability criterion in line 20 is fulfilled. If the algorithm terminates
successfully, a library of reach tubes L is returned in lines 22–20 along with a
library of controllers C.
2.4 Computing Atomic Controllers
We now present an implementation for constructing reach tubes in possibly
cluttered workspaces. Probabilistic planning approaches, such as rapidly-
exploring random trees [54], have gained widespread use in various path plan-
ning applications. In such methods, exploration of the configuration space is
probabilistically complete; that is, the probability of solving a motion planning
problem for a given initial configuration improves with the number of samples.
Recent techniques such as the Invariant Funnels technique in [82] uses sampled
trajectories to compute verified controllers in a randomized tree structure. We
adopt this framework to construct, in a piecewise manner, the reach tubes in Al-
gorithm 2.1. For each computed sample trajectory, we also compute a region of
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invariance (funnel) about the sample trajectory. The workflow for constructing
each funnel is as follows [62, 82]: (1) generate a nominal trajectory connecting a
given starting configuration and goal configuration, (2) design a local feedback
controller to stabilize about the trajectory, and (3) solve a sum-of-squares pro-
gram for the trajectory/controller pair to find the maximally-permissive funnel
for this trajectory.
Throughout this section, let us denote m as the index of a sample trajectory
associated with some reach tube L. Let `m and κm denote, respectively, a funnel
and controller associated with this trajectory. Each reach tube L is constructed
from a collection of funnels such thatL = ∪m`m. Likewise, each atomic controller
κ is constructed from a collection of local controllers such that κ = ∪mκm.
2.4.1 Trajectory Generation
In our work, we solve a two-point planning problem to generate each sam-
ple trajectory, where we attempt to connect a point in S with a goal point
in G. For differentially-flat platforms such as nonholonomic wheeled mo-
bile robots, we apply feedback linearization [70]: a nonlinear transformation
on the robot’s inputs yielding new pseudo-inputs that are derivatives of the
robot’s Cartesian coordinates. For static feedback linearization the pseudo-
inputs are upseudo = [x˙, y˙]T . We can then generate an instantaneous steering
command by choosing this command to be the Cartesian vector displacement
between the current robot configuration and the desired goal configuration, i.e.
upseudo = [x − xgoal, y − ygoal]T . Using this strategy, we make use of standard ODE
solvers to solve the planning problem.
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We discard those trajectories that do not satisfy the constraints for the current
reach tube (as detailed in Section 2.3.2); those that are accepted are represented
by the pair (ξmT , µ
m
T ). For systems which are not feedback linearizable (e.g. 3-D
Cartesian robot arms), trajectories can still be generated using nonlinear trajec-
tory optimization methods [9], or any number of motion planning tools.
2.4.2 Trajectory-Stabilizing Controllers
We apply local controllers to correct for deviations from the nominal sample tra-
jectory due to disturbances or initialization errors. In this work, we use a linear
quadratic regulator (LQR) approach [44] applied to a linearized version of the
system (2.1) based on the mth trajectory (ξmT , µ
m
T ). LQR controllers are generated
using the metric quantities x¯(t) = x(t) − ξmT (t) and u¯(t) = u(t) − µmT (t) using a cost
function of the form
∫ T
0
(x¯TQ1 x¯ + u¯TQ2u¯)dt + x¯TST x¯. The matrices Q1, Q2, and ST
are design parameters that can be adjusted to tailor the shape of the funnels. In
our case, we are interested in funnels with wide mouths (initial sets) and small
tails (goal sets), so we typically choose ST one order of magnitude larger than
Q2, while the values in Q1 are chosen to remain within the same relative order
as Q2. The control gain Km(t) is computed based on the matrix solution Sm(t) to
a Riccati equation.
2.4.3 Invariant Funnels
Given the nominal trajectory (ξmT , µ
m
T ) and controller K
m(t), the task is to find
a maximally-permissive funnel that satisfies the conditions in Section 2.3.2.
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The matrix solution to the Riccati equation from the controller generation step
immediately parameterizes quadratic Lyapunov functions Vm(x, t) = x¯TSm(t)x¯.
Working with quadratic functions averts the problem of searching exhaustively
over all classes of Lyapunov function candidates. Given that quadratic repre-
sentations in general carry only local guarantees, the task is equivalent to find-
ing a maximal ρm(t) such that the ρm(t)-sub-level sets of these Lyapunov func-
tions `m(ρm(t), t) (represented as ellipsoids) satisfy the finite-time invariance con-
ditions explained in [82], while also adhering to the conditions of Section 2.3.2.
To explain our approach in the context of [62, 82], we present the most gen-
eral problem statement for solving for transition reach tubes using the system
(2.1), then remark on which parts of the problem are changed when adapting
the problem for inward-facing reach tubes. Computing a transition reach tube
involves the following objective:
max ρm(t), t ∈ [0,Tm] (2.8)
s.t. ρm(t) ≥ 0, ∀t ∈ [0,Tm], (2.9)
V˙m(x, t) ≤ ρ˙m(t), ∀t ∈ [0,Tm],∀x ∈ {x | Vm(x, t) = ρm(t)},∀d ∈ D (2.10)
V˙m(x, t) ≤ 0, ∀t ∈ [0,Tm],∀x ∈ {x | Vm(x, t) = ρm(t)} ∩ X j, (2.11)
`m(ρm(t), t) = {x | Vm(x, t) ≤ ρm(t)} ⊆ Inv, ∀t ∈ [0,Tm], (2.12)
`m(ρm(Tm),Tm) = {x | Vm(x,Tm) ≤ ρm(Tm)} ⊆ G (2.13)
where X j is the polyhedral set corresponding to the successor state q j. Con-
straints (2.9) and (2.10) enforce trajectory invariance to the funnel and positive-
semidefiniteness of the level set. The constraint (2.11) is a re-statement of (2.5)
in the funnel setting. Likewise, (2.12) and (2.13) are, respectively, re-statements
of the invariance (2.3) and goal (2.4) conditions. Condition (2.2) is not included
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here because satisfaction of the start set is implicitly satisfied by sampling the
initial state of the trajectory from within S . It is worth pointing out that the dif-
ference between our formulation and the one in [62] is precisely the addition of
conditions (2.11)–(2.13).
Oftentimes, we find there are unknown disturbances (wind gusts pushing
the robot in one direction or another), causing unexpected motions and colli-
sions with obstacles. When we have such disturbances affecting the dynamics,
we require that the invariance condition in (2.9) to be true for all d ∈ D.
When computing funnels for inward reach tubes, the inequality (2.11) is re-
moved and the inclusion (2.12) is replaced with the following:
`m(ρm(t), t) = {x | Vm(x, t) ≤ ρm(t)} ⊆ Xi
to reflect the condition in (2.6).
When solving the optimization problem in (2.8) – (2.13) using numerical
methods, we replace the trajectory (ξT , κT ) with its discrete sequence (tm, κm, xm).
We then express the closed-loop system fˆ (x, d) under the action of κm as being
polynomial in its arguments x and d. We then transform the problem (2.8)–(2.13)
into a sum-of-squares program replacing the intervals [0,Tm] with tm and by
making the following substitutions:
Eq. (2.10) and (2.11):
−
(
∂
∂xV
m(x, t) fˆ (t, x, 0) + ∂
∂tV
m(x, t) + λ1(x, t) (ρm − Vm(x, t))
+λ2(x, t)P j(x) + λ3(d, t)Pd(d)
)
is s.o.s., t ∈ tm,
λ1(x, t), λ2(x, t), λ3(x, t) are s.o.s., t ∈ tm,
(2.14)
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Eq. (2.12):

(Vm(x, t) − ρm) − λ4(x, t)Pinv(x) is s.o.s., t ∈ tm \ Tm,
λ4(x, t) is s.o.s., t ∈ tm \ Tm,
(2.15)
Eq. (2.13):

(Vm(x,Tm) − ρm) − λ5(x)PG(x) is s.o.s.,
λ5(x) is s.o.s.
(2.16)
Where λi(x, t), i = 1, . . . , 5 are positive-definite polynomial multipliers and P j(x),
Pinv(x),PG(x), and Pd(d) are all polynomials used in parameterizing the sets X j,
Inv, G, and D as zero-sub-level sets. In particular,
X j = {x | P j(x) ≤ 0}, Inv = {x | Pinv(x) ≤ 0},
G = {x | PG(x) ≤ 0}, D = {d | Pd(d) ≤ 0}.
The sum-of-squares program is solved via the MATLAB toolboxes SPOT [66]
and Ellipsoids [53].
2.4.4 Algorithm
The steps for generating reach tubes are encapsulated in an algorithm
getReachTube, outlined in Algorithm 2.2. The process is iterated up to N
times. getInit on line 4 randomly picks an initial point in the S . The function
getFinal on line 5 picks a final point insideG, seeking the centroid of the region
if the goal set is a polygon and randomly if it is defined by reach tubes. With
the boundary conditions defined, the algorithm next invokes simTrajectory to
generate a feasible trajectory and a controller based on the LQR design. Given
a tm, the function returns a controller library κm as the sequence (µm,Km), where
µm = {µm(t)}t∈tm and Km = {Km(t)}t∈tm . A trajectory is deemed infeasible if it ever
leaves the invariant for the current transition. If this happens, new final points
and trajectories are generated until it is unobstructed. If a feasible trajectory
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is found, computeFunnels computes the funnels according to the procedure in
Section 2.4.3. Lines 10–13 check if a feasible funnel is found. If so, it is appended
to the existing library of funnels.
Algorithm 2.2: Computing reach tubes for a system f respecting state in-
variants and start and goal sets.
1: procedure GETREACHTUBE((S ,G, Inv, f , ,N))
Input: A start set S , a goal set G, an invariant set Inv, along with f , ,N
Output: A set of reach tubes L and controllers κ
2: m← 0, L ← ∅, κ ← ∅
3: while Vol(L ∩ S ) < (1 − )Vol(S ) ∧ m < N do
4: m← m + 1
5: xi ← getInit(S )
6: x f ← getFinal(G)
7: (tm, xm, κm)← simTrajectory( f , xi, x f , Inv)
8: if xm , ∅ then
9: `m ← computeFunnel(tm, xm, cm,G, Inv)
10: if `m , ∅ then
11: L ← L ∪ `m
12: κ ← κ ∪ (tm, xm, κm)
13: end if
14: end if
15: end while
16: return L, κ
17: end procedure
Note that perfect coverage of a region is often not possible when the bound-
aries of a region are included as constraints. We allow for incomplete cover-
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age by introducing a coverage metric  ∈ [0, 1] and declare the set covered if
Vol(L ∩ S ) ≥ (1 − )Vol(S ) or if m = N where Vol is the volume of a particular
set defined in Rn, m is the current funnel iterate, and N is an integer. Since the
set S is represented as the intersections of unions of ellipsoids, the volume is
computed in an approximate manner with the aid of the Ellipsoids toolbox [53].
The former condition asserts that coverage terminates if the volume of the reach
tube Lwithin the start set is a significant enough fraction of start set. If the cov-
erage is not achieved before N iterations, then there may be transitions from
region γR(qi) that are not reachable from some parts of the state space R(qi) for
that region. Hence, the method is sound, but not complete.
Another implementation issue arises from the curvature of the ellipsoidal
level sets. At the boundaries of polyhedral sets, coverage degenerates where
the ellipsoid level sets meet the polyhedral region boundaries, sometimes caus-
ing difficulty when generating transition reach tubes. We work around this is-
sue by relaxing the interface between neighboring regions by some fixed toler-
ance value reg. This parameter allows regions to share territory by an amount
defined by this fixed distance. To more strictly enforce one of the two region
boundaries, one can adjust the shared boundary in the direction of one region
or another. Although not explored in this work, it is also possible to remove this
shared boundary by altering our approach slightly to allow ellipsoidal level sets
to be expanded beyond region boundaries as long as the boundary itself is cer-
tified as an invariant.
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2.4.5 Complexity
Here we state the time complexity of our overall approach. The implemen-
tation in Algorithm 2.1 runs in time O(|Q|3). Put in terms of a set number of
transitions |∆|, we can express this more precisely as O(|∆||Q|). Algorithm 2.2 ap-
plies two semidefinite programs; one for solving the sums-of-squares program
and another for estimating the set volume. Both run in polynomial-time: the
sums-of-squares solver is polynomial in both the state dimension n and the size
of the FSM |Q|, while solver used for volume estimation is polynomial in n. In
Section 2.6 we give more empirical insight into the complexity of the approach
as a whole by providing actual runtimes when performing the computations for
several example tasks.
2.5 Controller Execution
At runtime, low-level controllers are selected according to the current state of
the robot and the current values of the sensor propositions. The planner exe-
cutes the controller associated with the funnel associated with the current robot
state (e.g. κmi j if within `
m
i j(t)). In order to adhere to the transitions of the con-
troller FSM as the system evolves, a new funnel is selected if one of three events
occur: (i) the end of a funnel is reached, (ii) a region transition is made and ei-
ther an inward funnel or a transition funnel for the next transition is reached, or
(iii) an environment proposition changes. Priority is always given to transition
controllers κi j over inward ones κci . That is, if the robot is currently executing a
controller in κci and the trajectory reaches a funnel in Li j, with r j as the goal for
that transition, the motion controller is switched from κci to κi j. In Example 2.1,
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consider the case when the robot is in state q4 with S blocked = False. At the
current time step, the robot is executing the controller κ34 and has just reached
O. The next goal (S ) is implemented by switching controllers to κ41 if within the
associated funnel. Otherwise, the planner will choose κc4. If the trajectory is in
more than one funnel, the execution paradigm operates deterministically (the
first funnel encountered in the library is always selected).
We now show that the algorithm, when executed using the runtime imple-
mentation described above, produces trajectories that remain consistent with re-
spect to the behaviors in the FSM. Define ω : R+ → X as a possible environment
proposition trajectory initialized at ω(0). Let q(0) be the initial state, and ξq(0) be
a disturbance-free continuous trajectory in Xq(0), with the robot’s configuration
initially ξq(0)(0). Let q(k), k > 0 be defined as follows. Initializing k = 0, τ0 = 0, we
increment k either when a time t = τk > 0 is reached for which ξq(k)(τk) ∈ ∂Xq(k)
(the trajectory reaches a boundary) or when δ(q(k), ω(τk)) = q(k) (a self-transition
is already satisfied at time t = τk under the environment inputω(τk)). Each time k
is incremented, let ξq(k−1)(τk−1) = ξq(k)(τk−1) to ensure continuity of the trajectories
and build a trajectory segment ξq(k)(t), t ∈ [τk−1, τk). To avoid livelock, we assume
that the environment does not change too fast by restricting ω(t), t ∈ [τk, τk+1)
to only those input traces for which livelocking does not occur for all k ∈ N.
Given any such ω, we call the sequence σ = ω(0)R(q(0))ω(τ1)R(q(1)) . . . a reactive
execution trace associated with the continuous trajectory.
In the following proposition, we show that the continuous trajectories ob-
tained by executing the atomic controllers synthesized from Algorithm 2.1 yield
reactive execution traces that enforce the behaviors of the high-level controller.
Proposition 2.1. Consider a robot initialized within
⋂
k∈Iiout Lik∪Lci , qi ∈ Q0∧(qi, ·) ∈ ∆.
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For all ω, executing Algorithm 2.1 produces a reactive execution trace σ of the high-
level controller A.
Proof. To show that σ produced by the execution is in fact an execution trace of
A, we remark that reach tubes are constructed from edges in ∆. For any (qi, q j) ∈
∆, the robot will either be in Lik for some k ∈ Iiout where conditions (2.3) and
(2.4) hold true, or will be in Lci , where (2.6) and (2.7) hold true. Once in X j, the
robot will not re-enter Xi as a consequence of (2.5). Therefore, the robot will not
exhibit additional behaviors not in A.
To show that the converse is true; that is, there exists a σ for every possible
execution path of A, it is only necessary to show that, for any state in
⋂
k∈Iiout Lik ∪
Lci , we can take any valid transition from qi. By construction, the set
⋂
k∈Iiout Lik ∪
Lci is reactively composable, thus proving completeness of the executions of A.

Note that in general possible successor regions can be far away from each
other and so, we cannot guarantee the behaviors of A for any arbitrary trajectory
of environment propositions. For example, consider again state q4 in Example
2.1. The environment is allowed to toggle S blocked between True and False
indefinitely when the robot is within O. In the continuous setting, this would
cause the robot to get trapped forever in q4, while in the FSM, there is no such
livelock, since this toggling does not appear in the discrete execution. This is
due to the physical setting in which robots operate and is a limitation of the
abstraction, rather than the low-level controller synthesis approach.
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2.6 Simulations
In this section, we demonstrate the application of the method developed in this
chapter to three examples. For these examples, we make use of a unicycle robot
model consisting of three states, governed by the kinematic relationship:
x˙r
y˙r
θ˙
 =

v cos θ
v sin θ
ω
 ,
where xr and yr are the Cartesian coordinates of the robot, θ is the orientation
angle, and v and ω are, respectively, the forward and angular velocity inputs to
the system. In this work, we augment the model by limiting ω such that
ω =

ωmax if u ≥ ωmax
ωmin if u ≤ ωmin
u otherwise
and v = vnom. The input u is governed by a feedback controller that steers the
robot from some initial configuration to the desired configuration. We adopt
the parameter settings ωmin = −3, ωmax = 3, and vnom = 2.
For each example, we perform computations using MATLAB on a standard
64-bit Windows desktop machine, with an Intel Core i7 processor clocked at
3.40 GHz and 8 GB of RAM. To simplify our implementation, when computing
funnels we make sure to choose from a single ρm regardless of the time index,
so that ρ˙m = 0.
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(a)
1 (r1)
2 (r2)
4 (r2)
3 (r3)
¬pursuer
pursuer
¬pursuer
pursuer
(b)
Figure 2.4: (a) Workspace for the “patrolling two regions” example. (b)
FSM for the example. The transitions are labeled with the truth
value of the pursuer sensor; unlabeled transitions imply that
pursuer can take on any value.
2.6.1 Patrolling Two Regions
Consider a unicycle robot moving in the 10m × 9m workspace shown in Figure
2.4(a). The robot is initially in r1 and must continually patrol r3 and r1. If the
robot senses a pursuer, then it must return to r1 (safe zone). The specification is
implemented in the FSM shown in Figure 2.4(b).
A library of reactively-composable controllers is generated. For this exam-
ple, we set the coverage metric  = 0.2, the number of iterations N = 100, and the
interface relaxation reg = 0.2m. Reach tubes L23 are generated in the first and
second iterations for (r2, r3) and sample funnels are shown in Figs. 2.5 and 2.6.
Also shown are the θ-slices of the union of the inward reach tube and transition
reach tube Lc2 ∪ L21 (shown in red). In the first iteration, it is apparent that the
funnel spans a gap in the set of inward funnels and hence the controllers are
not reactively composable. If the controller drives the robot to this portion of
the configuration space, the robot cannot change direction if it senses a pursuer.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.5: (a) shows a transition funnel for the transition from r2 to r3 and
a slice of the set where r1 is reachable from r2 at θ = 1.35 (de-
fined by Lc2 ∪ L21) after the first iteration of Algorithm 2.1. (b)
shows a 2-D view of the slice. In this iteration, the funnel is not
reactively composable because the portion in r2 is not confined
to the red set. If the robot is outside of the red set when enroute
to r3, there are no controllers which can deliver it to r1 if it sees
a pursuer.
We thus continue with another iteration of Algorithm 2.1. After the second it-
eration, the revised funnel is reactively composable for all transitions and no
further iterations are necessary. The volumetric region coverage for each of the
four states are shown in Table 2.1. Here, volume fraction is defined as the ratio
of the actual volume of the region polytope R(qi) in (xr, yr, θ) and the subset of
that polytope which contains
⋂
k∈Iiout Lik ∪ Lci .
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.6: (a) shows a transition funnel for the transition from r2 to r3 and
a slice of the set where r1 is reachable from r2 at θ = 1.05 (de-
fined by Lc2 ∪ L21) after the second iteration of Algorithm 2.1.
(b) shows a 2-D view of the slice. The funnel is now reactively
composable because the portion of it which lies in r2 is now
completely enclosed by the red set. The robot is therefore able
to move to r1 if it senses a pursuer anywhere along its path to
r3.
Table 2.1: Fraction of (xr,yr,θ) coverage for each Xi associated with the FSM.
q1 q2 q3 q4
(r1) (r2) (r3) (r2)
0.5846 0.5976 0.5295 0.6171
Figure 2.7(a) shows a sample trajectory of a robot starting in r1, in which a
controller in κ12 is applied, followed by a controller in κc2 and one in κ23. Part way
through its motion to r3, the pursuer sensor turns True, invoking the sequence
κc2, κ21 to take the robot to r1. pursuer once again becomes False prompting
activation of a controller in κc2 followed by one in κ23. As can be seen, the robot
remains within the funnels and is able to satisfy the specification regardless of
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.7: Closed-loop trajectory generated from an initial state in r1. (a)
shows a set of control laws are applied to implement the tran-
sitions (r1, r2) and (r2, r3), driving the robot from state 1 to state
2, then from state 2 to state 3 in Figure 2.4(b). 2-D projec-
tions of the active funnels are also shown, the red corresponds
to inward and green corresponds to transition. pursuer turns
True when at the location marked by the “+” sign. At this
instant, another controller is invoked to make the transition
(r2, r1). pursuer turns False at the “×” location, and new con-
trol laws are used to resume the transition (r2, r3). (b) shows an
long-term path when the robot starts at the red “” in r1 and
pursuer remains False throughout.
the environment as it moves between regions. Figure 2.7(b) shows a long-term
trajectory starting at a given initial condition in r1∩ ((L12∩L11)∪Lc1). The figure
indicates that the controllers generated by our algorithm can produce an infinite
trajectory which is correct with respect to the infinite execution traces of A.
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Figure 2.8: FSM for the pursuit-evasion example. For simplicity, we label
each edge by the value the sensor proposition must take, and
exclude labels for which the remaining input labels can be in-
ferred based on the assumptions on the enemy’s behavior. For
example, the transition (q6, q7) is labeled inR2; by mutual exclu-
sion of the regions the enemy can occupy, when inR2 is True,
inR1 and inR3 are False.
2.6.2 Pursuit-Evasion Game
Consider a game being played between a robot and an adversary, where the
robot must repeatedly visit the home and goal regions pictured in Figure 2.9,
while evading an adversary which visits each of the three remaining regions
infinitely often. Evasion is encoded by the requirement that the robot should
never enter the same region as the enemy. By assuming the enemy patrols its
three regions, the robot cannot get trapped forever in the goal region. As a
fairness condition, in the specification we assume also that the enemy cannot
enter the region the robot is currently in. The high-level controller (Figure 2.8)
consists of eight states and 13 transitions. The sensor values inR1, inR2 and inR3
correspond to the sensed location of the adversary.
Reach tubes are constructed for each of the 13 transitions. A subset of these
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(the highlighted edges in Figure 2.8) are shown in Figure 2.9, showing the pos-
sible trajectories that the robot may follow when transitioning between goal and
r3 (denoted green), and when transitioning between r3 and r1. Note that the
goal–r3 funnels all deliver the robot to the left of goal. The reason for this is that
there are two possible transitions out of r3 (r1 and r2) depending on the location
of the enemy. If the robot invokes these reach tubes, it always exits the left-hand
facet of the goal region, where the robot is easily able to toggle between the
goals r1 and r2 as the enemy toggles between those regions. The gray trajectory
in Figure 2.9 illustrates this for the case when inR1 remains True. Without re-
active composition, a motion planner may cause the robot to exit goal via the
top or bottom facets. If the robot follows the hypothetical magenta trajectory in
Figure 2.9, if inR1 stays True when in r3, the robot will have no other option but
to enter r1 (violating the specification) because there are neither any transition
funnels L68 nor any inward funnels Lc6 in the area above the goal region.
2.6.3 Delivery in a Cluttered Environment
We next return to the example in Example 2.1. The task, once again, is to re-
peatedly deliver supplies between region S and R, connected via O, and return
to C if the store S is blocked. We apply two models to fulfill this task: a model
of the under-actuated unicycle and a model of a non-holonomic car. The non-
holonomic car is represented by the four-dimensional system:
x˙r
y˙r
θ˙
φ˙

=

v cos θ
v sin θ
v
`r
tan φ
ω

,
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Figure 2.9: Transition funnels for L56 and L67 (green) in the pursuit-
evasion example. Lc5 and Lc7 are shaded blue and Lc6 is shaded
red. Two hypothetical trajectories are shown; the one exiting
the top of goal is not reactively composable and hence always
enters r4 regardless of the environment when in r3, while the
one exiting the left face of goal is reactively composable allow-
ing the robot to choose between entering r1 or r2.
where xr, yr, θ, v and ω are the same as for the unicycle, φ is the steering angle
and `r is the axle spacing, which we take to be `r = 0.5 m. In this car model,
we have control of both forward velocity v and steering rate ω, and impose no
restrictions on their values.
We apply Algorithm 2.1 to this problem for a workspace similar to the one
shown in Figure 2.1(a). Because the central region (O) consists of a large area in-
terspersed with several obstacles, we forego attempting to cover the entirety of
the region and instead seed inward controllers at configurations where transi-
tion controllers already reside. We do this to aid composition; for a given num-
ber of funnels, concentrating funnels together reduces gaps in the reactively-
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and sequentially-composable sets. Rather than keeping the goal region the same
for all inward funnels, we attempt to increase coverage depth by permitting in-
ward funnels to be sequentially composed with one another. We do this by re-
defining the goal region to include the most recent inward funnel each time one
is computed. We limit the number of transition controllers to 20 and the num-
ber of inward controllers to 100. With these parameters, each major iteration
in the while loop (lines 7–25) the MATLAB implementation took approximately
780 minutes to complete for the unicycle robot and 1470 minutes for the car.
For both models, we terminate after two major loop iterations. We note that the
method we introduce is intended as an offline verification and controller synthe-
sis approach, and therefore the code and computer hardware implementations
were not optimized in this work.
As constructed, the controllers are able to handle infinite executions of the
high-level controller in Figure 2.1(b). A partial sample trajectory for the uni-
cycle robot starting in region S is shown in Figure 2.10. The controller cover-
age (projection of the inward and transition reach tubes onto xr, yr) is indicated
by the shaded regions in the map. In the first iteration of the synthesis algo-
rithm, transition funnels initially cover a large portion of region O. After the
first iteration, sampling of the funnel trajectories becomes more concentrated
only in areas where reactive composition can be met. In our case, this is in the
central part of the region. A side benefit to the approach is that the resulting
controllers tend to yield efficient (non-circuitous) trajectories in the free config-
uration space. Figure 2.11 shows the same scenario as Figure 2.10, except using
the car robot. Similar to the unicycle, the car robot is able to fulfill the transi-
tions of the high-level controller. One of the differences is that the coverage area
for the car is slightly smaller than the unicycle, which is primarily due to the
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dynamics being restricted by nonholonomic constraints.
For both robot models, the trajectory remains within the verified reach tube
for most of the trajectory, but in a few cases the trajectory momentarily exits the
reach tube. This is attributable to the fact that we construct reach tubes based
on an a polynomial approximation of the true dynamics. We simulate the poly-
nomial approximation (dashed trajectories) in Figures 2.10 and 2.11. For both
test cases, we have verified that the trajectories computed with the polynomial
approximation do in fact remain within the funnels; this observation is reflected
in the figures. If a bound on the divergence between the trajectories of the true
system and its approximation can be found, we can use this bound to guarantee
correctness in the actual system by imposing a certain amount of inflation on
all obstacles and regions. We intend to address such approximation issues as
future work.
2.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, a method is presented for synthesizing controllers in the contin-
uous domain based on a discrete controller derived from a high-level reactive
specification. The central contribution is an algorithm that generates controllers
guaranteeing every possible execution of a finite-state machine for robots with
nonlinear dynamics.
Since a large number of computations are required to compute trajectories
and funnels satisfying ellipsoidal constraints, the trade-off between complete-
ness and complexity will need to be explored further. In contrast to the approach
taken in this work, one could devise a depth-first strategy which seeks to gen-
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Figure 2.10: Partial sample trajectories of the unicycle robot (solid), and its
polynomial approximation (dashed) for the delivery scenario
in Example 2.1 . The robot pose is shown at uniform time in-
tervals, and the projection of the funnels appears as shaded fill
areas. The red ◦ indicates the rising edge of the S blocked sen-
sor. Note the yellow circled portion of the true system trajec-
tory, indicating a place where it momentarily leaves the fun-
nel.
erate atomic controllers in concentrated parts of the configuration space. While
there is much to be gained in terms of computational efficiency (there would
be fewer funnels in the database), this would be at the expense of complete-
ness, since the vast majority of possible configurations would not be tied into
the funnel libraries.
If a set of atomic controllers cannot be synthesized, a natural question might
be to ask: which parts of the specification, when modified, would allow the syn-
thesis of controllers? If the algorithm fails to find a set of low-level controllers
satisfying the specification, one may apply techniques such as the one in [6] to
revise specifications in such a way that low-level controllers exist. Creating a
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Figure 2.11: Partial sample trajectories of the non-holonomic car (solid),
and its polynomial approximation (dashed) for the delivery
scenario in Example 2.1 . The robot pose is shown at uni-
form time intervals, and the projection of the funnels appears
as shaded fill areas. The red ◦ indicates the rising edge of
the S blocked sensor. Note the yellow circled portion of the
true system trajectory, indicating a place where it momentar-
ily leaves the funnel.
general, intuitive way of providing user feedback for specification revisions is a
topic we intend to explore as future work.
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CHAPTER 3
AUTOMATED GENERATION OF DYNAMICS-BASED RUNTIME
CERTIFICATES FOR HIGH-LEVEL CONTROL
3.1 Introduction
As industrial processes, homes, and personal vehicles become more automated,
formal approaches to mission planning are particularly appealing as a means
to creating reliable controllers. Such controllers find utility when complicated
tasks must be carried out in collaborative, human environments in which hu-
man safety is a primary concern. Automated synthesis of controllers from high-
level specifications also frees users from the burdens of directly programming
controllers that satisfy complex tasks. Previous works have focused on tools
for automatically synthesizing discrete controllers for carrying out high-level
mission plans expressed as formal mission specifications, e.g. [47, 52, 79, 93].
Application of such techniques to physical systems requires the addition of
discrete abstractions that represent a physical system that must execute the mis-
sion (for instance, the dynamics of a mobile robot or a robotic manipulator).
Several works have focused attention on computational approaches for obtain-
ing such abstractions that represent a system’s dynamics in structured environ-
ments; see [39, 76, 95]. The body of work in computational tools for generating
abstractions have enabled others to develop methods for synthesis of mission
plans using systems ranging from simple single or double integrators ( [36, 52])
and piecewise linear models ( [84,94]) to nonlinear ( [10,39,89,93,95]), switched
( [58]) and hybrid systems ( [64]). Synthesis for switched systems was consid-
ered in [57,58], where the authors propose methods for computing fine-grained
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abstractions and switching protocol synthesis for reactive tasks. Tools for au-
tomatically synthesizing controllers based on high-level specifications written
over task-oriented abstractions of nonlinear systems have been introduced re-
cently in [20].
When there does not exist a controller that is guaranteed to satisfy a specifi-
cation under the worst-case behaviors of the environment, i.e. it is unrealizable,
the task of debugging the specification can be difficult and may be worsened
with the existence of a discrete abstraction. For instance, if a manipulator tasked
with fetching parts on a conveyor belt cannot reach for fast-moving parts, the
designer must revise the specification with additional statements that consider
both the physics of the manipulator and the underlying assumptions on the
uncontrolled environment (in this case, the motion of the parts). To assist the
designer, automated frameworks have been introduced recently for debugging
unrealizable specifications [49, 73]. Further work has shown progress toward
automated repair of unrealizable specifications through the synthesis of revi-
sions to such specifications [5, 34, 55].
In this chapter, we address the problem of realizability of specifications
caused by the dynamics of a system by introducing a framework that automati-
cally suggests additions to such specifications and provides them to the user in
a clear, understandable manner. We focus on systems involving physical mo-
tion, encompassing tasks carried out by mobile robots, land or air vehicles, or
industrial process machinery, to name a few. We adopt an iterative procedure
that uses the discrete abstraction of the physical process to assist in interactively
computing revisions to the specification. Using a graphical visualization tool,
the user may accept or deny the revisions at each step. The goal is to give the
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user a concise set of revisions to choose from, yet also ones that are consistent
with the original intent of the specification. Any revisions that are accepted
then become certificates that, if upheld at runtime, will guarantee the mission
success.
As an example, consider a collaborative scenario in which a mobile robot
tasked with fetching parts in a factory setting, illustrated in Figure 3.1. In this
scenario, the robot is required to continually visit the supply room and work-
stations, while avoiding any workstations that are occupied. It must be able to
robustly avoid collisions with obstacles and appropriately react to the worksta-
tion as it is occupied or unoccupied. If this specification is applied to a vehicle
with inertia, the robot’s speed and deceleration will become a factor in synthe-
sizing a controller that fulfills the the task. For instance, once a region is sensed
as being occupied, the task could fail because the vehicle may not be able to
stop by the time it reaches that region, violating the requirement “avoid any oc-
cupied workstations”. To accommodate the effect of inertia, we could recover if
the user is given the environment assumption “A workstation must not be occupied
if the robot is within 1 meter of it,” and it is accepted for inclusion as an additional
assumption in the specification. Notice that, by giving the user the option to
accept such assumptions, he/she is aware that the robot will succeed if that as-
sumption is met. On the other hand, the robot may succeed if the assumption is
not met, but there are no longer any formal guarantees for the task.
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Figure 3.1: Factory resupply example scenario.
3.1.1 Related Work
Several researchers have focused attention to the problem of formal synthesis of
controllers for physical systems. [10,64] have approached this problem from the
standpoint of multi-layered synthesis, where certain parts of the control strat-
egy are left open for an online planner to complete at runtime. Our approach
is different in the sense that we seek controllers that guarantee the task under
the dynamics at synthesis time, rather than computing a motion plan at runtime.
Similar synthesis approaches (e.g. [57,58]) provide guarantees for nonlinear sys-
tems, but assume that the specification is realizable. This work is complemen-
tary in the sense that we strictly deal with the case of unrealizability due to the
dynamics of the physical platform. Our approach, moreover, provides the user
with a rich source of information regarding compatibility issues with the cho-
sen platform. Specifically, we generate certificates that enable a user to consider
the environment’s behavior with respect to the mission and the dynamics of the
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autonomous system.
Our approach for computing revisions is closely related to recent methods
described in [5,34,55,56]. In [34], a method is devised for determining the cause
of unrealizability for non-reactive tasks and providing specification recommen-
dations to the user. In the reactive setting, [55] present a debugging method for
unrealizable specifications based on templates (LTL formulas) mined from an
environment counterstrategy. A counterstrategy captures the possible behav-
iors for the environment for which there are no safe system moves that allow
it to fulfill its goals. The method in [5] generates specification templates auto-
matically from the counterstrategy, yielding additional safety and liveness envi-
ronment statements that remove all execution traces of the counterstrategy. The
work of [56] apply the counterstrategy-based environment assumption mining
technique to an early warning system in human-in-the-loop control systems,
demonstrated in an autonomous driving scenario. By removing the behaviors
present in the counterstrategy, the modified environment is restricted in such a
way as to permit the system to realize its goals under the strengthened assump-
tions, but can sometimes lead to specifications that no longer match the user’s
intent.
The proposed approach differs from existing works in several ways. The
closest work to ours, [5], adopt a general approach to specification revisions.
Hence, the revisions generated do not hold preference in any one part of a coun-
terstrategy over any other part, and to avoid placing unnecessary restrictions on
either the environment or the behaviors of the system, it is up to the user to de-
cipher which of the generated revisions are important to keep. Our approach,
in contrast, proposes formulas that considers the discrete abstraction to guide
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the creation of environment assumptions that render the specification realiz-
able. The rationale is to propose a concise set of revisions for users to interpret
rather than whole counterstrategies. This also aids in managing a large number
of revisions.
Another difference from many existing works (e.g. [5,55]) is that we remove
the burden for the user to choose templates and subsets of variables for revising
specifications. Our algorithm does both automatically, allowing them to simply
accept or reject the proposed certificates at each step of an iterative synthesis
algorithm. We emphasize how we parse such formulas into statements that are
simple to understand, making use of a graphical user interface where applica-
ble.
Recent attention has focused on refining an existing abstraction as a means
of rendering a specification realizable. For instance, [68] presents an approach
to abstraction refinement in which the authors adopt a counterexample-guided
abstraction procedure to iteratively re-partition the state space of a dynamical
system, with the goal of satisfying the specification under the dynamical sys-
tem. Another related work, [25], introduces a partitioning scheme that refines
a discrete abstraction of a nonlinear system as a means for repairing unrealiz-
able specifications that are reactive in nature. The main distinction is that we
reason purely about an uncontrollable environment under a given discrete ab-
straction, so as to characterize the environment behaviors required to guarantee
the task under this abstraction. To show the benefit of using our certificates to
the task of abstraction refinement with respect to a reactive task, we adopt the
state-space-partitioning abstraction refinement procedure of [25] as a case study
in the robotics domain.
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3.1.2 Outline
The remainder of this chapter is outlined as follows. In Section 3.2, we review
relevant formal definitions and notation. We formally state the problem in Sec-
tion 3.3 and present the approach for generating formulas and user feedback in
Section 3.4. In Section 3.5, we present an approach for parsing the revisions as
feedback to the user both as verbal statements and with the help of a graphi-
cal tool. Next, we demonstrate our approach for two case studies that employ
two different types of discrete abstractions for a mobile robot are presented in
Section 3.6. Lastly, we provide a summary in Section 3.7.
3.2 Preliminaries
3.2.1 Linear Temporal Logic
Linear temporal logic (LTL) formulas are defined over the set AP of atomic
propositions in the recursive grammar:
ϕ ::= true | pi | ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 | ¬ϕ | ©ϕ | ϕ1Uϕ2
where pi is an atomic proposition in AP. Respectively, ∧ and ¬ are the Boolean
operators “conjunction” and “negation”, and © and U are the temporal opera-
tors “next” and “until”. From these operators, the following operators are de-
rived: “disjunction” ∨, “implication” ⇒, “equivalence” ⇔, “always” 2, and
“eventually” 2.
AP consists of a set of environment propositions X describing the state of
sensed environment (e.g. discretized values of a continuous-valued sensor) and
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a set of system action propositions Y describing the discrete actions the system
can take. The LTL formulas are evaluated over infinite sequences σ = σ0σ1σ2 . . .
of truth assignments to the propositions in AP. σ is said to satisfy ©ϕ, 2ϕ, or
2ϕ if ϕ holds true in the next position in the sequence, every position, or at
some future position(s), respectively. We refer the reader to [88] for a complete
definition of the syntax and semantics of LTL formulas.
3.2.2 Discrete Abstractions
Our model of the behavior of the physical system is a nonlinear differential
equation
ξ˙(t) = f (ξ(t), ν(t)) (3.1)
given by the function f : Rn × Rm → Rn, where ξ(t) is the continuous state of the
system and ν(t) the command input at time t ∈ R≥0. We impose the usual reg-
ularity assumptions on f that imply the existence and uniqueness of solutions
of (3.1).
Abstractions of a Dynamical System
Given a bounded configuration spaceW ⊂ Rn, let R = {R1 . . .Rp} represent a set
of regions (in general, not necessarily disjoint) whose closure coversW, where
the open sets Ri ⊆ W. Wherever disjointness must hold, we will state so ex-
plicitly. The system (3.1) may be either open-loop, in which case the inputs
ν represent the low-level commands given to the system, or else closed-loop,
in which case ν are regarded as high-level commands such as a target region
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that must eventually be reached under the action of some low-level (feedback)
controller that drives the system from one point or region in the state space to
another. We define discrete abstractions for both of these cases.
We adopt the motion encoding of [75] by introducing a completion proposi-
tion Xc ⊆ X, and let Xnc = X\Xc denote those environment propositions not
associated with completion (e.g. sensor propositions). Let pii ∈ Xc denote a
proposition that is True iff the system is in a certain configuration or region. Let
pia j ∈ Y denote a proposition that is True when the system is activating the jth
motion command. We assume that all pia j are mutually exclusive – the system
can only activate one request at a time.
Definition 3.1 (Discrete Abstraction). We define a discrete abstraction S a as the
tuple (Qa,Va,Xc,Y, γaX, γaY, δa), where:
• Qa is the set of regions discretizing the system’s configuration space;
• Va is the set of discretized system locomotion commands;
• Xc and Y are, respectively, the configuration and command propositions (defined
above);
• γaX : Qa → 2Xc labels each region with the associated proposition in Xc that
evaluates to True when the system is in the given region(s);
• γaY : Va → Y labels each discrete command with the associated proposition in Y
that evaluates to True when the system is activating the command;
• δa : Qa × Va → 2Qa is a nondeterministic transition relation defining a region
γaX(q
′
a) ∈ Xc once an action va ∈ Va is taken when in region γaX(qa) ∈ Xc, where
q′a ∈ δa(qa, va).
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This abstraction yields an encoding that may be expressed by a set of LTL formulas [75].
Two possible semantics of the abstraction are explained in the case studies in Section 3.6.
Abstractions in the Absence of Dynamics
In the absence of dynamics, let the action propositions Y represent the
workspace regions and pii ∈ Y denote a region proposition that evaluates to
True when the system is in Ri ∈ R. We consider a topology model, an undirected
connectivity graph describing those workspace regions that are accessible and
adjacent to one another.
Definition 3.2 (Topology Model). We define a topology model as a formula ϕtopt
over Y that encodes the allowed next regions given the current region, as follows:
ϕ
top
t =
∧
pii∈Y
2
pii =⇒
∨
pi j∈Y:
cl(Ri)∩cl(R j),∅
© pi j
 ,
where cl(·) denotes the closure operation on a set. Note that we also enforce mutual
exclusion of regions such that the physical system is only allowed to occupy one region
at a time.
3.2.3 Controller Synthesis
We define a mission specification from which it is required to synthesize a con-
troller for the system.
Definition 3.3 (Mission Specifications). The specifications we consider are LTL for-
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mulas of the form:
ϕ := (ϕei ∧ ϕet ∧ ϕeg)︸           ︷︷           ︸
ϕe
=⇒ (ϕsi ∧ ϕst ∧ ϕsg)︸           ︷︷           ︸
ϕs
The formulas ϕαi , ϕ
α
t , and ϕαg are defined over AP, where ϕαi are formulas for the initial
conditions, ϕαt the allowed transitions (safety conditions) to be satisfied always, ϕαg the
goals (liveness conditions) to be satisfied infinitely often, and α = {e, s} (with e for
‘environment’ and s for ‘system’). The liveness guarantees take the form
∧
i∈Iα 2 2(B
α
i ),
where Iα is the index set of environment goals Bei , defined over X ∪ Y ∪ X′ ∪ Y′, or
system goals Bsi , defined over X∪Y∪X′. X′ andY′ are those propositions in X andY,
respectively, prepended by the© operator.
Definition 3.4 (Controller Finite State Machine and Execution). A high-level con-
troller is defined as a finite-state machine (FSM) A = (Q,Q0,X,Y, δ, γX, γY), where Q
is the set of controller states, Q0 ⊆ Q is the set of initial controller states, X and Y
are sets of propositions described above, δ : Q × 2X → Q is a state transition relation
providing the next state q′ ∈ Q given the current state q ∈ Q and the current value of
the environment input z ∈ 2X, i.e. q′ = δ(q, z), γX : Q→ 2X is a labelling function map-
ping controller states to the set of environment propositions evaluating to True for all
transitions into that state, and γY : Q → 2Y is a labelling function mapping controller
states to the set of action propositions evaluating to True in that state.
Consider an infinite execution σ of A, where σ = (γX(q0), γY(q0))(γX(q1),
γY(q1)), . . . for q0 ∈ Q0 and qi ∈ Q, i > 0. At each step i in the execution, we say that
the environment has made a move (occurring first) if there exists an assignment γX(qi),
and that the system has a move (occurring only after the environment has moved) if
there exists an assignment γY(qi). A specification ϕ written over AP is deemed realiz-
able if there exists a finite-state machine A such that every execution produced by A
satisfies ϕ. That is, at every i ≥ 0, there exists an assignment of system variables Y for
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all possible assignments of the environment variables X such that σ satisfies ϕ. If there
exist some environment behaviors on X for which no such A can be found, then ϕ is
unrealizable.
When combining a mission specification ϕe =⇒ ϕs with the topological
model, we obtain a general formula
ϕ := ϕe =⇒ (ϕs ∧ ϕtopt ),
written over AP = X ∪Y.
When combining a mission specification with a discrete abstraction, we ap-
ply the proposition mapping Xnc ← X, Xc ← Y and define Y = {pia j} j, where
each pia j is a robot motion command. We then obtain a platform-specific formula
ϕabs := (ϕe ∧ ϕe,at,g ) =⇒ (ϕs ∧ ϕs,at ),
written overXc∪Xnc∪Y in which ϕe,at,g consists of environment liveness and safety
formulas and ϕs,at consists of system safety formulas, both over Xc ∪ Y, where
the superscript a stands for ‘abstraction’. Note that ϕtopt no longer appears in
ϕabs. Details on this encoding for specific abstractions presented in Section 3.6
may be found in [19, 25, 75].
If ϕabs is realizable, then a finite-state machine A is synthesized by solving
a two-player game played between the environment and the system, using a
GR(1) synthesis algorithm described in [11].
In the case that ϕabs is not realizable, we can synthesize an environment coun-
terstrategy: a state machine that captures the possible behaviors for the environ-
ment preventing the system from fulfilling its goals.
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Definition 3.5 (Environment Counterstrategies). We define an environment
counterstrategy as a finite-state machineAc = (Qc,Qc0,X,Y, δc, γcX, γcY), where
• Qc is the set of counterstrategy states;
• Qc0 ⊆ Qc is the set of initial counterstrategy states;
• X, Y are sets of propositions in AP;
• δc : Qc × 2Y → 2Qc is a nondeterministic transition relation returning the set of
counterstrategy states at the next position in the sequence given the current state
and the current valuations of system commands in Y;
• γcY : Qc → 2Y is a labelling function mapping counterstrategy states to the set of
action propositions that are True for all transitions into that state, and;
• γcX : Qc → 2X is a labelling function mapping counterstrategy states to the set of
environment propositions that are True in that state.
For notational convenience, we define δc(q) = {q′ ∈ Qc|∃ye ∈ Y : q′ ∈ δc(q, ye)}
as the projection of δc(·, ·) onto the set Qc, and δc−1(q′) = {q ∈ Qc | q′ ∈ δc(q)} as
the inverse transformation relation mapping counterstrategy states to a set of
predecessors.
We now briefly outline how such counterstrategies are synthesized, where
the reader is referred to [49] for technical details. Synthesis involves first per-
forming a fixed point computation on a representation of the specification to
find a Boolean formula of the winning positions for the environment. From
these winning positions, a particular counterstrategy Ac is extracted. Here, we
use the term positions to denote assignments over X ∪ Y ∪ X′ ∪ Y′ for both the
environment and system. We may express the environment’s winning positions
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as
WPenv = µV1.
∨
is∈Is
νV2.
∧
ie∈Ie
µV3.
(
¬Bsis ∨ PreV1
)
∧ PreV2 ∧
(
Beie ∨ PreV3
)
,
where µ and ν are, respectively, the least and greatest fixpoint operators, and
where V1 and V3 are initially True, and V2 is initially False before the fixed
point computation begins. PreV is an enforceable predecessor operator that
produces, for a set of positionsV, a set of predecessor positions such that, there
exists an environment assignment satisfying the environment safety formulas
ϕet and ϕ
e,a
t , for all possible action assignments satisfying the system safety for-
mulas ϕst and ϕ
s,a
t .
3.3 Problem Formulation
Assume the original mission specification ϕ under the assumption of a topolog-
ical model ϕtopt is realizable, where the formulas ϕe and ϕs are, respectively, envi-
ronment assumptions and system guarantees defined by the user. Additionally,
we require that ϕe is not falsified by system behaviors satisfying ϕs (i.e. no trivial
behaviors). The goal is to synthesize controllers for such specifications. Given
the discrete abstraction and the formulas ϕe and ϕs, we seek a controller for the
platform-specific specification ϕabs.
If ϕ is realizable and ϕabs is unrealizable, then, according to Definition 3.4,
there exists some environment behavior in Xnc admissible by ϕe such that, if
behaviors in Xc satisfy ϕs,et,g , then no system behaviors satisfy ϕs ∧ ϕs,at .
In the case that ϕabs is unrealizable, the goal of this chapter is to generate a set
of revisions (LTL formulas) that, upon conjunction with the platform-specific
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formula ϕabs, render it realizable. Specifically:
Problem 3.1 (Revision Generation and User Feedback). Given ϕ realizable, ϕabs
unrealizable, automatically derive a set of formulas for the environment and the system
such that
ϕmod := (ϕe ∧ ϕe,at,g ∧ ψeg ∧ ψet ) =⇒ (ϕs ∧ ϕs,at ∧ ψst ) (3.2)
is realizable and both ϕe ∧ ϕe,at,g ∧ ψeg ∧ ψet and ϕs ∧ ϕs,at ∧ ψst are satisfiable. For any such
revisions, provide the user with a suggested set of runtime certificates: a set of human-
readable statements consisting of safety assumptions and guarantees, resp. ψet and ψst ,
and liveness assumptions ψeg.
To illustrate the problem, consider the following example.
Example 3.1. Consider again the factory setting of Figure 3.1. We begin by writing
the specification in terms of a topology model. Under such a model, the regions of the
workspace to be visited are encoded as actions, hence stockroom, station 1 and station 2
belong toY, while s1 occupied and s2 occupied (indicating when the respective region
is occupied) are sensors belonging to X. The robot is required to visit the stockroom
and the two workstations (system liveness) but avoid visiting those that are occupied
(system safety). If the robot is within a workstation, the environment is required to keep
that station unoccupied (environment safety). Also, the workstations are required to be
infinitely often unoccupied (environment liveness).
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The general specification ϕ is composed of the following formulas:
2 2 stockroom ∧2 2 station 1 ∧2 2 station 2 / sys liveness
2 2¬s1 occupied ∧2 2¬s2 occupied / env liveness
2(© s1 occupied =⇒ ©¬station 1) / sys safety
2(© s2 occupied =⇒ ©¬station 2) / sys safety
2(station 1 =⇒ ©¬s1 occupied) / env safety
2(station 2 =⇒ ©¬s2 occupied) / env safety
True / sys init
True / env init
and the following topology model:
φ
top
t =2 (stockroom =⇒ © f actory f loor© stockroom)∧
2 (station 1 =⇒ © f actory f loor ∨© station 1)∧
2 (station 2 =⇒ © f actory f loor ∨© station 2)∧
2 ( f actory f loor =⇒ © stockroom ∨© station 1∨
© station 2 ∨© f actory f loor) .
where f actory f loor corresponds to the unlabeled white space in Figure 3.1. The speci-
fication ϕ is realizable.
Now suppose we are given a fully-actuated planar robot governed by inertia, de-
scribed by the system
x¨ = u y¨ = v, (3.3)
where (u, v) ∈ U are robot commands and (x, y) ∈ R2 are the Cartesian robot coordinates.
We derive an abstraction S a of these dynamics in the configuration space (x, y, x˙, y˙)T ∈
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W and obtain the formula ϕabs. With S a, we want to synthesize a realizable controller
for ϕabs that satisfies the task given an abstraction of these dynamics.
The specification may be unrealizable for a number of different reasons. One
cause is deadlock, where the environment can force the system into certain states
that have no legal transitions. Suppose that the robot has inertia, which is en-
coded in the abstraction as requiring two regions before it is able to decelerate to
a stop. If s1 occupied turns from False to True when the robot is within two grid
cells of station 1, it will be unable to avoid a collision. Note that, as this behav-
ior stems from the robot’s physics, this behavior occurs in the platform-specific
specification but not in the general specification.
Another cause of unrealizability is due to livelock, in which the system is
prevented from reaching its goals as a result of an infinite sequence of environ-
ment inputs. For instance, suppose the robot is approaching station 1 and the
environment toggles the value of s1 occupied infinitely often. If the switching is
fast enough, the robot may be able to change its heading, but unable to move
forward toward the workstation. The behavior does not appear in the general
formula because the topology graph always allows the robot to either remain in
place or transit to an adjacent region once the environment has made a move.
3.4 Revising Unrealizable Specifications via Counterstrategies
In this section, we formalize our solution strategy for Problem 3.1. The goal is
to generate revisions that, if possible, repair unrealizable specifications where
the unrealizability is a consequence of a discrete abstraction included in the
specification. We adopt an iterative approach that takes a specification ϕ and
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Figure 3.2: Overview of the procedure for finding runtime certificates and
controller synthesis.
dynamical system f , and interacts with the user at various stages of the process,
as illustrated in Figure 4.5. If successful, the approach outputs a finite state ma-
chine A and the user is exposed to the revisions that have been added to the
specification. At each step, the user may choose to accept the revisions or else
supply their own handwritten revisions. The interactive nature of the algorithm
allows the specification designer to choose revisions that are consistent with his
or her intent.
The first step is to create an abstraction of the specification (Abstraction in
Figure 4.5), either via a gridding procedure [19] or via the constructive pro-
cedure giving rise to partitions based on reachability analysis [20]. In the lat-
ter case, Abstraction contains a call to synthesize a finite-state machine from ϕ,
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upon which atomic controllers may be constructed. If the specification ϕabs or
the modified specification ϕmod is unrealizable, various stages of the revisions
approach are invoked as necessary; the complete process is discussed in this
section. The Realizable blocks take as input a specification and returns a con-
troller FSMA if realizable; otherwise, a counterstrategyAc is returned. Ac will
differ depending on whether it is synthesized from a deadlock-modified speci-
fication or livelock-modified specification. Note that, if the specification is un-
realizable and the counterstrategy is the same between iterations of the while
loop, this means that no revisions have been found that meet the user’s criteria
or do not falsify the specification. In this case, the algorithm terminates with an
unrealizable output.
Note that there are many potential counterstrategies for a given unrealizable
specification, with each one being assembled from a game structure [11] and con-
tain a subset of behaviors of the game structure. When extracting revisions to
the specification, we reason on counterstrategies rather than on game structures
for two reasons. First, game structures have at least as many behaviors as a
counterstrategy, so an approach that extracts revisions on a game structure will
produce at least as many revisions as one applied to a counterstrategy of that
game structure. Having fewer revisions in general reduces the conservatism
and lessens the number of assumptions that are fed to the user. Second, there
are many possible counterstategies for a given game structure to draw from.
Using existing counterstrategy-synthesis tools (e.g. [12,32]), these can be readily
customized to suit a particular designer’s needs. For instance, a counterstrategy
could be extracted that minimizes some objective function (e.g. minimizes dis-
tance to a goal) or that gives preference to certain states over others (e.g. wide
passageways over narrow ones). Thus, our aim is to introduce an approach
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that generates a small number of revisions, and may be customized to a user’s
design intent.
We introduce the following example to illustrate the major concepts dis-
cussed in the remainder of this section.
Example 3.2. Consider the workspace shown in Figure 3.3(a). Given X = {sen} where
sen is the sensor input and Y = {r1, r2}, we write a specification ϕ requiring the robot
to visit r2 (lower-left gray region) when sen is False, but avoid r2 when sen is True.
Formally:
2 2 r2 / ϕ
s
g
2 2¬sen / ϕeg
2(© sen =⇒ ©¬r2) / ϕst
2(r2 =⇒ ©¬sen) / ϕet
True / ϕsi
True / ϕei
The initial conditions are denoted True to signify that an execution can begin with
any safe initial robot configuration, action, and environment settings. The controller
satisfying this specification is given in Figure 3.3(b).
We are now given an abstraction, automatically derived using the procedure in [75],
in which we have redefined the complete set of environment variables to beX = Xc∪Xnc,
where we map the set of environment propositions in ϕ to the set Xnc (in this case Xnc =
{sen}). The set Xc = {x1, . . . , x16} is an encoding of the set of 2-D robot configurations,
and we replace the set of robot actions Y with the robot’s four cardinal directions of
motion. An excerpt of two of the conjuncts in ϕabs for which the robot’s current position
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is x7 is as follows:
2 ((x7 ∧W) =⇒ (© x6 ∨© x7)) ∧2 ((x7 ∧ S ) =⇒ (© x11 ∨© x7)) / ϕst ,
2 2 ((x7 ∧W) =⇒ © x6) ∧2 2 ((x7 ∧ S ) =⇒ © x11) / ϕeg.
Additionally, ϕabs includes conjuncts in ϕst and ϕet that encode, respectively, mutual
exclusion of action and completion propositions (no two actions or completions may
occur at the same time). The complete discrete abstraction S a appears as arrows in
Figure 3.3(a). A new specification ϕabs is derived, where:
2 2(x9 ∨ x13) / ϕsg
2 2¬sen / ϕeg
2(© sen =⇒ ©¬(x9 ∨ x13)) / ϕst
2((x9 ∨ x13) =⇒ ©¬sen) / ϕet
True / ϕsi
True / ϕei
3.4.1 Preventing Deadlock
In preventing deadlock, we introduce a scheme to process a counterstrategy
and extract a set of environment assumptions that remove deadlock behaviors.
Consider a counterstrategy Ac whose deadlock states are collected in Qdead =
{q ∈ Qc | δc(q) = ∅}, and let
Brobot(q) =
∧
pi∈γcY(q)∪(Xc∩γcX(q))
pi ∧
∧
pi∈(Y∪Xc)\(γcY(q)∪γcX(q))
¬pi,
Benv(q) =
∧
pi∈Xnc∩γcX(q)
pi ∧
∧
pi∈Xnc\γcX(q)
¬pi.
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Figure 3.3: 2-D example. (a) shows the workspace map and grid whose
cells are labeled with the configuration variable. The white
grid cells denote r1, while the gray denote r2. (b) shows the
synthesized controller for ϕ.
In words, Brobot(q) denotes a Boolean formula for the truth-values of the com-
mand and configuration propositions Y ∪ Xc at state q and Benv(q) denotes a
Boolean formula for the truth-values of the subset of environment input propo-
sitions Xnc at state q.
Removing Deadlock
As in [5], any pair of states qi, q j ∈ Qc in a counterstrategy satisfying q j ∈ δc−1(qi)
can be expressed with the formula∨
q j∈δc−1 (qi)
2
(
Brobot(q j) ∧© Benv(qi)
)
. (3.4)
For a particular qi, the formula characterizes the environment’s behavior at this
state in the counterstrategy and the robot’s configuration at the state immedi-
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ately prior. If there exists an execution that eventually reaches a deadlock state
qidead ∈ Qdead, we may use this statement to remove the environment behaviors
in the counterstrategy causing deadlock. The negation of (3.4) leads to the fol-
lowing formula, which is suggested as an additional assumption:
∧
q j∈δc−1 (qidead)
2
(
Brobot(q j) =⇒ ©¬Benv(qidead)
)
. (3.5)
Before conjuncting each computed formula with ψet , a check is made to deter-
mine if it falsifies the left-hand side of ϕmod, i.e. if (3.5) is assigned to ϕe,at , then
ϕe ∧ ϕe,at ∧ ψet = False. If this is the case, the formula is discarded and it is not
included as a conjunct in ψet . The deadlock state index i is then incremented and
the process repeats with a new suggested assumption.
Preventing Unintended Behaviors
When the environment assumptions of (3.5) are added to the specification, the
system may exhibit behaviors that are noticeably different from the system’s
behaviors from the original specification synthesized under a topology graph.
For instance, consider Example 3.2. Under the original (realizable) specifica-
tion ϕ, if the robot is in the white region in Figure 3.3(a) and the door is closed,
the FSM of Figure 3.3(b) reveals that the system remains within the white re-
gion until the door opens. Now consider the platform-specific specification ϕabs
abstracted under the shown workspace decomposition. After applying assump-
tions to prevent the door from closing when the system is in cell x5 (where the
system is unable to avoid entering r2 in the next step), the system will not avoid
moving toward the door when within the white region and the door is closed,
clearly different behavior than that in Figure 3.3(b).
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To reconcile these differences, our approach enforces that the system react
conservatively to the newly-added environment revision by treating the state
q j ∈ δc−1(qidead) (in the antecedent of (3.5)) as if it were a deadlock state. Thus,
when the physical system is at a configuration previous to the deadlocked con-
figuration and when the added assumptions on the environment prevent it from
behaving in a certain way in the next state, it will be forbidden from entering the
configuration prior to deadlock when these conditions hold in the current state.
In other words, such conditions will prevent the system from approaching the
door when it is closed. On the other hand, when the door is open, ψet prevents
it from closing again once the system has made its move.
Formally, we disallow the behavior
∨
q j∈δc−1 (qidead)
2(© Benv(qidead) ∧© Brobot(q j))
by introducing an additional revision ψst :∧
q j∈δc−1 (qidead)
2
(
© Benv(qidead) =⇒ ©¬Brobot(q j)
)
. (3.6)
Such a revision places a safety restriction on the system, preventing it from en-
tering a neighboring state to a deadlock state whenever the environment is set to
the same value for which deadlock occurs. Doing this produces a specification
that makes the system’s behavior conservative; we are limiting the conditions
under which the system may enter a neighboring state, when in fact the system
is not in any true danger of violating the original safety guarantees in ϕ until
it reaches r2. Nonetheless, if the specification is realizable, the system will be
able to react to the environment as long as the actions/configurations are not
included in those specified in
∧
q j∈δc−1 (qidead) Brobot(q
j).
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Aggregated Deadlock Removal via Backward Reachability
If the modified formula is determined to be unrealizable and new deadlock
states are found at a state q j ∈ δc−1(qidead), then we once again return to the origi-
nal set of circumstances specified in Problem 3.1. We repeat the process in this
section for as many times as required to eliminate deadlock states or until the
resulting specification is unrealizable. This, however, has the drawback that
synthesis of a counterstrategy may have to be repeated several times. We adopt
a more direct approach that reduces the number of computations, and has the
added benefit of producing user-generated statements that are simple to inter-
pret (see Section 3.5).
To avoid repeated synthesis of counterstrategies, we apply the assumption
and guarantee revisions explained above to entire subtraces of a single counter-
strategy (a finite word of an execution trace for the counterstrategy). To do this,
we identify states for which there is no safe command to be taken such that there
exists a subtrace that eventually visits states in Qc\Qdead. The search for dead-
lock revisions then reduces to a graph search on the counterstrategy, as summa-
rized in Algorithm 3.1. The algorithm builds up a set of deadlock-committed states
Qcommit by querying the abstraction and adding, via a breadth-first search (BFS
in line 4), predecessor counterstrategy states from deadlock Qdead for which all
system commands lead to states in Qcommit. As such, the procedure BFS amounts
to a backward reachability operation.
For generating revisions and providing user feedback, we also maintain
a mapping Qreach : Qcommit → 2Qdead of deadlock states reachable from each
q ∈ Qcommit obtained from the abstraction S a. The search continues until a fixed
point of states is reached where no additional deadlock-committed states can
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be found, at which point BFS returns a tuple containing Qcommit and Qreach. The
precise condition under which the search terminates is when a q ∈ Qc is found
such that:
∃q′ ∈ δc(q) : q′ < Qcommit.
Here, Qcommit plays the role of Qdead. We therefore replace Qdead in the safety
revisions (3.5) and (3.6) with Qcommit. To be precise, we replace (3.5) and (3.6)
with, respectively:
∧
q j∈Qicommit
2
Brobot(q j) =⇒ ∧
qk∈Qreach(qicommit)
©¬Benv(qk)
 (3.7)
∧
q j∈Qicommit
2
 ∧
qk∈Qreach(qicommit)
(
© Benv(qk) =⇒ ©¬Brobot(q j)
) , (3.8)
for each qicommit ∈ Qcommit.
Algorithm 3.2 contains a procedure for finding revisions that target dead-
locks. The first step in the algorithm is to compute environment and system
transition subformulas ψet and ψst (using the approach described in Section 3.4.1)
that prevent transitions to states in the counterstrategy from which the system
has no safe transitions (deadlock). If these revisions falsify the environment and
system, they are removed. The second step is to provide feedback to the user.
Depending on the user’s response, the revisions are either applied or discarded.
If accepted, they become runtime certificates, as discussed in Section 3.5.
The following proposition is immediate considering the fact that Algo-
rithm 3.1 traverses a particular counterstrategy Ac via backward reachability
using the transition system S a.
Proposition 3.1. Algorithm 3.1 is sound and complete with respect to S a.
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Algorithm 3.1: Computing deadlock-committed states.
1: procedure COMMITSTATES(Qdead)
2: Initialize Qnew,Qcommit to Qdead.
3: while Qnew , ∅ do
4: Qnew ← BFS(Ac,Qcommit)
5: Qcommit ← Qcommit ∪ Qnew
6: for q ∈ Qnew do
7: Qreach(q)← δc(q) . Create a graph of reachable states
8: end for
9: end while
10: return Qcommit, Qreach
11: end procedure
Soundness with respect to S a implies that Qreach does not contain states for
which there exists no sequence of actions that may eventually lead to Qdead.
Completeness with respect to S a implies that, from each state in Qreach, there ex-
ists a sequence of actions that may eventually reach Qdead and Algorithm 3.1
will always terminate with such a Qreach, if it exists.
Example 3.3. Returning to Example 3.2, suppose we obtain a counterstrategy contain-
ing the states q0, . . . , q3, as pictured in Figure 3.4(a) and Figure 3.4(b), starting in cell
x7 with sen = False. One of the possible executions in this counterstrategy eventually
leads the robot to cell x5 with the sensor sen = True as shown in Figure 3.4(b). In this
execution, the sensor sen remains False until the robot enters x5, at which point a tran-
sition in ϕst is violated. Hence q3 is a deadlock state. The formula 2(© sen∧¬x6∧W)1
(in words, “eventually, the system will be in cell 6 and activating go West, with sen
True in the following time step”) is extracted by evaluating 2(Brobot(q2) ∧© Benv(q3)).
1We only make the True action explicit (W in this case), since mutual exclusion disallows the
other actions from being activated at the same time.
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Algorithm 3.2: Synthesizing deadlock revisions for an realizable specifica-
tion ϕabs.
1: procedure SYNTHDEADLOCKREVISIONS(ϕabs,Ac,R)
2: Qcommit ← commitStates(Ac)
3: for all qicommit ∈ Qcommit do . Eliminate deadlocks
4: ψet,cand, ψ
e
t ← Eq. (3.7)
5: ψst,cand, ψ
s
t ← Eq. (3.8)
6: if ¬(ϕe ∧ ϕe,at,g ∧ ψeg ∧ ψet ∧ ψet,cand) or ¬(ϕs ∧ ϕs,at ∧ ψst ∧ ψst,cand) then
7: ψet ← ψet \ψet,cand
8: ψst ← ψst \ψst,cand
9: end if
10: end for
11: for all Ri ∈ R do . User feedback
12: (q?i , q
?
dead)← Eq. (3.22)
13: disti ← |γcX(q?) − γcX(q?dead)|
14: print (Ri, disti, Benv(q?dead,i))
15: end for
16: if user accepts any ψet , ψst then . Add to the specification and attempt to synthesize a new
counterstrategy
17: ϕmod ← Eq. (3.2)
18: (realiz,Amc ,WPenv)← ctrStrategy(ϕmod)
19: end if
20: return realiz,Ac,WPenv,ϕmod
21: end procedure
The complement of this formula, 2((¬x6 ∧W) =⇒ ©¬sen), is added as an additional
environment assumption. This assumption negates the behaviors in the counterstrategy
for that particular deadlock state. Being that there is only one deadlock state, we add no
further assumptions. Upon adding this revision to the environment assumptions, we
determine that the modified specification is realizable.
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Notice that the controller synthesized based on the specification above produces exe-
cutions that satisfy the specification but the system now assumes that the environment
will always turn sen False whenever it reaches x5. In the example, consider the behav-
ior when the robot starts at x7 with sen True. The execution of the robot in this case is
as shown in Figure 3.4(c). In this execution, sen remains True and, as the robot moves
toward r2, the environment eventually must set sen to False to be consistent with the
added assumption. When outside of x5, the robot follows the same sequence of moves
regardless of the environment. Note that the controller for the original, realizable spec-
ification ϕ (Figure 3.3(b)) does not exhibit this behavior because there is no imposition
on how the environment must behave based on the robot’s configuration. In that case, if
sen is True, the robot waits in r1 until sen becomes False.
We compute a set of four deadlock-commit states Qcommit = {q′1, q′2, q′3, q′4} corre-
sponding to the cells {x5, x1, x2, x6}. We obtain the following ψet formulas:
2((x5 ∧ S ) =⇒ ©¬sen) (3.9)
2((x1 ∧ S ) =⇒ ©¬sen) (3.10)
2((x2 ∧W) =⇒ ©¬sen) (3.11)
2((x6 ∧ N) =⇒ ©¬sen), (3.12)
and the following ψst formulas:
2(© sen =⇒ ©¬(x5 ∧ S )) (3.13)
2(© sen =⇒ ©¬(x1 ∧ S )) (3.14)
2(© sen =⇒ ©¬(x2 ∧W)) (3.15)
2(© sen =⇒ ©¬(x6 ∧ N)). (3.16)
With these revisions added to ψet and ψst (highlighted orange in Figure 3.5, the modified
specification eliminates the deadlock states present in the original counterstrategy. Ob-
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q0
¬sen, x7
q1
¬sen, x6
q2
¬sen, x5
q3
sen, {}
S
W W {}
(a)
(b)
sen False
sen True
sen True or False
(c)
Figure 3.4: (a) shows a partial counterstrategy for Example 3.3 leading to
deadlock. (b) shows a corresponding robot trajectory leading
to deadlock. The cells shaded yellow indicate configurations in
which there are no sequence of commands that avoid reaching
r2 eventually. (c) shows the result of a synthesized controller
where deadlock is removed, but where the strategy expects the
environment to set sen to False once the robot enters cell x5.
The numbering of the cells correspond to the state labels, omit-
ting the “x”.
serve that (3.9) alone will eliminate deadlock at cell x5; however, (3.9) coupled with the
system safety formulas (3.13) will introduce another deadlock at x1 and x6, and so on.
Hence, (3.9) – (3.16) are necessary when both environment and system safety formu-
las (3.7) and (3.8) are added at each state in Qcommit. Additionally, note that none of the
revisions falsify the environment.
Upon synthesis, we find that a counterstrategy synthesized from this modi-
fied specification does not contain deadlock states. In the next section, we dis-
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Figure 3.5: Map showing configurations for which the revisions ψet and ψst
from Example 3.3 apply; a counterstrategy execution trace, as
explained in Section 3.4.2. The green part of the path denotes
where sen = False and the red denotes where sen = True.
cuss an approach to render the specification realizable through an elimination
of livelock behaviors.
3.4.2 Preventing Livelock
The environment may be able to win the two-player game through livelock:
moves for the environment that force the system to cycle indefinitely through
a sequence of states, keeping the system away from one of its goals. Consider
the behavior of the system when the above ψet and ψst formulas (3.9)–(3.16) are
introduced as revisions. Starting at x16, the behavior shown in Figure 3.5 is
possible. In this execution (shown in Figure 3.5), the system eventually cycles
indefinitely between six cells in the workspace. Whenever the robot visits the
cell x7, the environment activates sen, forcing the robot to move S to avoid vi-
olating the safety guarantee revision in (3.16). The environment is then able to
satisfy its liveness goal (2 2(¬sen)), while preventing the system from achieving
its goal of reaching r2.
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Once we obtain a counterstrategy free of deadlock states, our approach gen-
erates environment assumptions that remove the counterstrategy executions
that exhibit livelock. The idea is to selectively identifies states in the counter-
strategy for which the system still has winning actions to take. Our approach
then exploits states with this property to prevent the environment from always
making such assignments at these counterstrategy states. We do so by applying
liveness assumptions that remove the environment’s ability to remain in these
states forever. Hence, there exists some finite time in the execution where the
system is allowed to take these actions.
Take any q ∈ Qc. Let Vnc : Qc → 2Xnc be a function mapping counterstrategy
states to the set of all non-completion environment proposition assignments at
the current step in the execution that satisfy the environment’s safety formula
ϕet , with respect to the proposition assignments at the previous step γcX(q)∪ γcY(q).
Now, let
B′nc(q) =
∨
v∈Vnc(q)
∧
pi∈v
© pi ∧
∧
pi∈Xnc\v
¬© pi
 ,
be the Boolean representation of Vnc(q) at the next execution step.
Our goal is to find, for each q ∈ Qc, a subset Qcut ⊆ Qc for which the result
B′nc(q) ∧ Benv(q) ∧ Brobot(q) ∧ ¬WPenv
∣∣∣X′c,Y′ , False (3.17)
is obtained, where WPenv is the set of winning positions for the environment
and where (·)|Xc,Y denotes the existential abstraction with respect to propositions
in X′c and Y′. Consequently, for any q ∈ Qcut there is valid environment input
assignment at the time step after visiting state q that is not winning for the en-
vironment. One can think of Qcut as being those counterstrategy states where it
is possible that the environment has been able to “cut away” a command that
will allow the system to proceed to its next goal by applying some environment
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input. Moreover, for all such environment inputs that are losing for the envi-
ronment, there exists a valid command the system may take that is winning for
the system.
Using Qcut, we formulate a set of liveness assumptions that restrict the envi-
ronment from always behaving in a manner that prevents the system’s progress
toward its goals. Notice that Qcut contains all states for which there is an envi-
ronment and system move not in the environment’s strategy; however, not all
such moves are necessarily winning for the system player. For instance, a state
in Qcut could yield an environment input that does not allow the environment
player to move strictly closer to its goal yet only allow system moves that place
the system further away from its goal.
We therefore form a set Pcut ⊆ Qcut for which the system has safe commands
that are winning for the system. We use Qcommit (from the deadlock counter-
strategy) to define the set of states where there exist system moves that lead the
system closer to its goals. We populate Pcut as follows:
Pcut = {q ∈ Qcut | ∃va ∈ Va,∃q′ ∈ Qcommit,∃qa ∈ δa(γcX(q), va) :
∀pi ∈ Xc, pi ∈ γaX(qa) iff pi ∈ γcX(q′)}. (3.18)
We then apply the environment liveness assumption
2 2
∨
qi∈Pcut
Brobot(qi) ∧ ∧
q j∈δc(qi,γcX(qi))
©¬Benv(q j)
 . (3.19)
This liveness formula disallows the environment from denying the system from
taking action that lead it closer to its goals, when the system is in a configuration
where there is such an action to be taken. Because we are targeting a set of
states Pcut rather than an entire counterstrategy, the conditions (3.19) are less
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restrictive than those in [5]. In that case, let SCCc be the set of states belonging
to a strongly-connected component (SCC) in Ac determined using Tarjan’s depth-
first search algorithm [81]. Then, the revisions are as follows:
2 2
∨
qi∈SCCc
Brobot(qi) ∧ ∧
q j∈δc(qi,γcX(qi))
©¬Benv(q j)
 . (3.20)
Nonetheless, that approach is adopted as a fallback if the addition of (3.19) fails
to render the specification realizable or if Qcommit is empty.
Algorithm 3.3 uses the counterstrategy from Algorithm 3.2 to generate live-
ness assumptions ψeg restricting transitions to cycles of states preventing the sys-
tem from fulfilling its goals (livelock). Once a candidate liveness assumption is
computed, it is checked in Lines 11–17 to ensure that the system’s strategy does
not contain a sequence of moves that cause the new liveness condition to be
falsified. In such cases, realizable returns False, and the candidate liveness is
removed. The user may elect to accept or discard this formula; if accepted, it is
added to the set of runtime certificates.
Example 3.4. With the specification ϕabs in Example 3.2 along with the deadlock revi-
sion (3.9)–(3.16), a new counterstrategy is extracted as pictured in Figure 3.7 that is
free of deadlock. The set of winning states for the environment, shaded orange in Fig-
ure 3.6(a), includes assignments for the environment variable sen, also visualized in the
figure. From this, we may observe that there are four states, q3, q5, q6, q8 in Figure 3.7
for which there is an alternative assignment to sen, namely sen =False, that does not
satisfy (3.17). In each of the other states in the counterstrategy, sen =False could be
replaced with the alternative assignment sen =True, yet the result will remain in the
environment’s winning set. Hence, Qcut = {q3, q5, q6, q8}.
Of these states, q3, q6, q8 are those in which the robot’s abstraction has an action
(move W) driving the system into configurations matching states within the set Qcommit
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Algorithm 3.3: Synthesizing livelock revisions for an realizable specifica-
tion ϕmod.
1: procedure SYNTHLIVELOCKREVISIONS(ϕmod,Ac,WPenv,R,Qcommit)
2: if Qcommit , ∅ then . Eliminate livelocks
3: Qcut ← {q ∈ Qc | B′nc(q) ∧ Benv(q) ∧ Brobot(q) ∧ ¬WPenv
∣∣∣X′c,Y′ , False}
4: Pcut ← Eq. (3.18)
5: ψeg,cand, ψ
e
g ← Eq. (3.19)
6: else
7: ψeg,cand, ψ
e
g ← Eq. (3.20)
8: end if
9: if ¬(ϕe ∧ ϕe,at,g ∧ ψeg ∧ ψet ∧ ψeg,cand) then
10: ψeg ← ψeg\ψeg,cand
11: else
12: ϕtry ← Eq. (3.2)
13: realiz← realizable(ϕtry)
14: if ¬realiz then . System falsifies environment liveness
15: ψeg ← ψeg\ψeg,cand
16: end if
17: end if
18: for all Ri ∈ R do . User feedback
19: print Liveness revisions found for region Ri.
20: end for
21: if user accepts livelock revisions then . Add to the specification and attempt to synthesize a
new counterstrategy
22: ϕmod′ ← Eq. (3.2)
23: (realiz′,A′c,WP′env)← ctrStrategy(ϕmod′)
24: end if
25: return realiz′,A′c,WP′env,ϕmod′
26: end procedure
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r2
{sen,¬sen}
{sen}
{sen,¬sen}
{sen,¬sen}
{sen}
{sen}
{sen,¬sen}
{sen,¬sen}
{sen,¬sen}
{sen,¬sen}
{sen,¬sen}
{sen,¬sen}
(a) (b)
Figure 3.6: (a) Partial visualization of the set of winning positions WPenv,
showing all assignments to the environment proposition sen
that are in the set WPenv in the next step in the execution given
the system is currently occupying positions in the red-shaded
cells and activating the indicated actions. (b) Map showing re-
gions associated with cut states from Example 3.4.
computed in Example 3.3. The intersection of Qcut and {q3, q6, q8} are collected in Pcut,
corresponding to regions shaded blue in Figure 3.6(b). Note that this leaves out {q5}
(shaded yellow) for which there is an environment move keeping it from immediately
realizing an environment goal (2 2(¬sen)) but does not lead the system closer to its
goal of reaching r2.
With Pcut, we apply environment liveness revisions ψeg:
2 2((x7 ∧W ∧©¬sen) ∨ (x3 ∧W ∧©¬sen) ∨ (x7 ∧ S ∧©¬sen)) . (3.21)
Adding this final revision produces a specification ϕmod that is realizable.
Proposition 3.2. The alternating application of the approaches in Algorithms 3.2
and 3.3 in the context of the flow diagram of Figure 4.5 terminates with either a re-
alizable specification or failure.
Proof. Unrealizability of ϕabs with ϕ realizable implies an inconsistency between
the task and the abstraction S a. The special structure of the problem gives rise to
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q7
¬sen, x15
q0
¬sen, x16
q1
¬sen, x12
q2
¬sen, x8
q4
¬sen, x4
q6
¬sen, x3
q8
sen, x7
q5
sen, x11
q3
¬sen, x7N
N
W
N
S
W
E
S
S
E
S
Figure 3.7: Deadlock-free counterstrategy for Example 3.4.
specific selection of the propositions Xc ∪ Y for Brobot and Xnc for Benv. Addition
of a safety formula (3.6) or a liveness formula (3.19) restricts the behavior of Xnc
without altering the transitions of S a. Since the user may preempt the revision
process at any step in the algorithm, we assume without loss of generality that
the revisions are always accepted.
We prove soundness by showing that, whenever the revisions ψeg and ψet are
found at any iteration m > 0, then either Amc , Am−1c or the revisions falsify the
antecedant of ϕmod,m−1, the modified specification ϕmod at step m − 1. The coun-
terstrategy Am−1c produces executions σc that are either finite (end in deadlock)
or infinite (enter an SCC). If Am−1c contains deadlock states, then (3.4) will en-
code a transition for one such σc. If ψet of (3.5) does not falsify the antecedant of
ϕmod,m−1, then this σc will not be an execution accepted by Amc . If Am−1c contains
no deadlock states, it must contain an SCC [5] with an execution σc accepted by
Am−1c . Thus, either formula (3.19) or (3.20) will produce a ψeg that, if it does not
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falsify ϕmod,m−1, then at least one execution trace σc will not be accepted byAmc .
Further iterations of the main loop in Algorithms 3.2 and 3.3 that uncover
new revisions only adds to the executions σc removed and, by application of
the induction hypothesis, this results in termination either by recovering a real-
izable specification, orAmc = Am−1c (failure). 
Note that the existence of a deadlock or livelock revision is predicated on the
reachability of the system goals ϕsg.
3.5 Creation of Runtime Certificates
Our feedback to the user represents a certificate that, if upheld, will guarantee
the mission under the dynamics. We build this certificate around three types of
statements: a command given to express the added environment safety revisions,
a consequence used to describe the outcome of the system safety revisions the
system’s behaviors, and a cause for the revisions stemming from the discrete
abstraction. We combine the statements automatically into a template of the
form
Because [Cause], then [Command]. If these conditions are upheld, [Consequence].
Given this information, the user may choose to accept either the command or
consequence statements depending on their consistency with the original de-
sign intent. We describe the process for translating the abstraction and revisions
into such statements. We also provide a graphical tool that aids this process by
allowing the user to interact with a map of the workspace.
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3.5.1 Parsing the Revisions
By exploiting the iterative aggregation procedure in Section 3.4.1, we group
statements in terms of commit states resulting in certificates that are simpler
to parse than would be the case if separate statements were to be given for each
region of the configuration space. For each labeled workspace region Ri ∈ R, we
mark those deadlock states (if any exist) from whose predecessors there exists a
command va ∈ Va (Definition 3.1) to reach Ri. Those marked as deadlock states
are collected in the set Pdead(Ri), defined formally as:
Pdead(Ri) = {q ∈ Qdead | ∀q′ ∈ δc−1(q),∃va ∈ Va,∃q′a ∈ δa(γcX(q′), va) :
∀pi ∈ Xc, pi ∈ γaX(q′a) iff pi ∈ γa(Ri)}.
In addition to giving the user a graphical representation for the set of the
configuration space over which the revisions have been generated (discussed
in Section 3.5.2), we verbally provide the user with a conservative metric for
this set. In the fixed point computation in Algorithm 3.1, we keep track of each
deadlock state reachable from each state added to Qcommit. We use this stored in-
formation to find the distances associated with the regions for each state stored
in Qcommit, and provide the user with a simple numerical metric overapproximat-
ing the conditions under which the environment would be required to adhere
for the generated revisions to be satisfied. Specifically, this overapproximation
is a radius of an enclosing circle projected onto the Cartesian subspace.
Given counterstrategy state q ∈ Qc, let JγcX(q)K denote the projection of the
region Ri for which pii = γcX(q) onto R
3 ∩ W. For each Ri corresponding to a
configuration for the system that satisfies some deadlock state in Qdead, we find
the relative proximity to a deadlock condition (in terms of physical coordinates)
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by finding the maximal pairwise distance between any states affected by the
deadlock revisions:
(q?i , q
?
dead,i) = arg max
q∈Qcommit ,
q′∈Qreach(q)∩Pdead(Ri)
∣∣∣∣JγcX(q)K − JγcX(δc−1(q′))K∣∣∣∣ . (3.22)
Here, |vx′ | is the Euclidean norm of the real-valued abstraction state qa ∈ Qa
represented by a set of propositions vx′ ⊆ Xc that are True in that state. The
pair of counterstrategy states q?i and q
?
dead,i are those corresponding to a revision
for region Ri where the distance is greatest, under the constraint that q?dead,i is a
deadlock state that is reachable from q?i ∈ Qcommit. Note that the distance between
the configurations of the two states is:
disti =
∣∣∣∣JγcX(q?i )K − JγcX(δc−1(q?dead,i))K∣∣∣∣ .
Translating Environment Assumptions into Command Statements
Our goal is to provide users with statements such as “Keep sensor sen False if
the robot enters to within N meters of r2”. We correlate each unique region Ri to
the environment proposition assignments prevented by the safety assumption
revisions ψet . Those prevented assignments are given in the formula ψ2(q?dead,i).
That is, the added environment assumptions prevent the environment from trig-
gering the combination ψ2(q?dead,i). The data provided to the user is represented
by the triple (Ri, disti, ψ2(q?dead,i)). The triple can be displayed to the user as fol-
lows: “If the robot is within disti of region Ri, then the generated deadlock re-
visions (for a given counterstrategy) will be satisfied if the environment is not
set to ψ2(q?dead,i).” Note that this metric supplies a sufficient but not necessary
condition for satisfying the revisions. That is, there might be executions where
the system enters within disti with any environment setting yet still be able to
satisfy the revision formulas.
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Translating System Guarantees into Consequence Statements
In a similar manner to our formation of command statements, we generate con-
sequential statements based on the set of states that are backward-reachable
from deadlock states. Such statements are used to convey the added guarantees
that are required to recover behavior that is close to that of the topology graph.
The triple (Ri, disti, ψ2(q?dead,i)) yields the statement “If the environment does not
set ψ2(q?dead,i), then the robot will not move to within disti of region Ri.” The user
can elect to accept or discard these statements (hence controlling whether or
not ψst is inserted into (3.2)), providing a more refined level of control over the
behavior of the system in the presence of the added environment assumptions.
Translating the Abstraction into Causal Statements
Statements are also provided to the user in order to convey to the user the root
cause of the added environment assumptions. These are generated as a conse-
quence of the reachability analysis described in Section 3.4.1. Specifically, the
pair (Ri, disti) produces the statement “If the robot is within disti of region Ri,
then it cannot avoid ultimately entering Ri.”.
The following example illustrates the procedure.
Example 3.5. In the result of Example 3.3, let qdead be the deadlock state computed
by the counterstrategy corresponding to the configuration x9, and designate Qcommit =
{q1, q2, q3, q4} as the set of commit states for this deadlock. For workspace region r2,
Pdead(r2) = qdead, and Qreach(qi) = qdead for i = 1, . . . , 4. We next determine the pair
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(q?2 , q
?
dead,2) to be
(q?2 , q
?
dead,2) = arg max

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
01
 −
02

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ,
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
00
 −
02

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ,
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
10
 −
02

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ,
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
11
 −
02

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
 = (q2, qdead),
where the subscript 2 in the ? variables is used to signify the fact that the variables apply
to region r2. Assuming η = 1m, the corresponding distance is dist2 =
√
12 + 22 = 2.2m.
Finally, reflective of the revisions in (3.9)–(3.16), we note the subformula ψ2(q?dead,2) =
sen.
Therefore, the generated causal statement is: “the robot cannot avoid entering r2
if it enters to within 2.2m of it”. LTL formulas in (3.9)–(3.12) are summarized as:
“if the robot enters to within 2.2m of r2, the environment must not set the variable
sen to True”. Likewise, the LTL formulas in (3.13)–(3.16) are summarized as: “if the
environment sets sen to True, the robot will not enter to within 2.2m of r2”.
3.5.2 Graphical Visualization Tool
We aid the user in eliciting the runtime certificates generated above via a graph-
ical user interface (GUI), pictured in Figure 3.8, which runs as an extension to
the LTLMoP toolkit2. The tool allows a user to make queries on different re-
gions and actions with the aid of a map to discover any runtime certificates that
have been generated. The generated statements will change depending upon
the user’s decision to accept or reject the revisions. In the example shown, the
region denoted E dropoff L indicates an overapproximation and projection of
the deadlock-committed states, which has been computed by analysis (e.g. [25]).
In the query example shown in Figure 3.8, the user has selected the region
2https://github.com/VerifiableRobotics/LTLMoP/
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E dropoff L to query the case where the robot is currently in E dropoff L. The
user has next selected dropoff L to indicate that moving to dropoff L is the com-
manded action the robot is taking. The certificates for this query is provided
in the GUI text box. The GUI aids a user when there are numerous certificates
to consider, or when the workspace has been re-partitioned as a consequence of
reachability analysis. We examine such a use case in further detail in Section 3.6.
Clicked re-
gions
LTL formu-
las
Runtime
certificates
Figure 3.8: A screen capture of the certificate visualization tool. The user
specifies the current region and action by clicking regions in the
workspace map (highlighted orange). Based on this input, the
LTL formulas representing the revision matching that selection
are displayed in the info box, along with a certificate of the
revisions, provided as text-based feedback. Any sensors that
are disallowed as per the command statement are painted red
in the upper-right list.
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3.6 Case Studies
In this section, we demonstrate the revisions approach in two example scenar-
ios. The examples serve to demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach when
the designer is faced with different specifications and different types of discrete
abstractions representing the physics of a mobile robot.
3.6.1 Abstractions
We begin by defining two special cases of abstraction that fit in the general def-
inition of Definition 3.1.
Temporally-Grounded Abstractions
The discrete abstraction in a temporal paradigm. By adopting the approach
in [71, 76, 95], we may discretize the bounded configuration spaceW ⊂ Rn and
the bounded space of command inputs U ⊂ Rm, then define q′a ∈ δa(qa, va) to
be the set of configurations γaX(q
′
a) that are reached after some elapsed time τ.
Specifically, we denote [W]η and [U]µ to be, respectively, the uniform grid on
W discretized with resolution η and U discretized with resolution µ. This grid
is defined as follows:
[W]η:= {x ∈ W | ∃k ∈ Zn : x = kη}, (3.23)
[U]µ := {u ∈ U | ∃k ∈ Zm : u = kµ}. (3.24)
Note that, in Definition 3.1, Qa = [W]η, Va = [U]µ. Also, rather than δa being
defined as the region under which motion completes, it is defined to complete
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after some time interval τ. The reader is referred to [19] for full details on the
approach to constructing such an abstraction.
Abstractions Grounded on Activation/Completion of Motion
In this case, the transition relation δa is defined to be the possible regions γaX(q
′
a)
that may be reached under action va ∈ Va from region γaX(qa). For a particular
transition under δa to be defined, the underlying system must guarantee that,
under action va, the system eventually reaches the set γaX(q
′
a), q′a ∈ δa(qa, va), from
any continuous state ξ ∈ γaX(qa) and remains within the union of γaX(q′a) and
γaX(qa). Alternatively, a subset of γ
a
X(qa) may be taken as long as a controller
composition property holds (see [25] and references therein for details).
3.6.2 Revisions in a Finely-Partitioned, Temporal Abstraction
In this case study, we return to the factory scenario in Example 3.1 using the
workspace in Figure 3.1. To carry out this task, we select a robot described by a
unicycle model that is governed by the kinematic relationship:
x˙ = v cos θ, y˙ = v sin θ, θ˙ = ω,
where the x and y are the Cartesian displacements in meters, θ is the orientation
angle, and v and ω are, respectively, the forward and angular velocity inputs
to the system. The car model is subjected to the constraint where it may only
move with positive forward velocity (it cannot stop). An abstraction is generated
for the three-dimensional configuration space and two-dimensional input space
consisting of 2.2 × 106 states, with the chosen values η = 0.15, µ = 0.2, τ = 0.35.
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We generate a temporally-grounded abstraction, as described in Sec-
tion 3.6.1, using the Pessoa Toolbox.3 For synthesis, we use the Slugs Synthesis
Tool, part of the LTLMoP Toolkit;4.
The general specification is realizable, producing the controller pictured in
Figure 3.9; however the specification ϕabs (with respect to the unicycle model)
is unrealizable. With the approach in Algorithms 3.2 and 3.3, we compose re-
visions that render ϕmod realizable. After a counterstrategy is synthesized, re-
visions are found for a total of 2040 states in the counterstrategy (taking 1020
seconds to synthesize on a laptop PC with a dual-core processor and 8GB mem-
ory). A metric for these revisions is generated and the user is prompted with
the following:
Deadlock revisions found.
When within 1.32 m of station 1, never set environment variable
s1 occupied to True.
Accept? (y/n)
If the environment variable s1 occupied is set to True, then the
robot will never enter to within 1.32 m of station 1.
Accept? (y/n)
Note that, as our configuration space consists of variables of mixed units, the
norm computed in (3.22) has been projected onto the Cartesian plane. Recall
that accepting the first statement (environment behaviors) removes deadlocks
associated with entry into station 1, while accepting the revisions to the sec-
ond statement does not alter the realizability of the resulting specification, but
instead produces different system behaviors in proximity to station 1.
3https://sites.google.com/a/cyphylab.ee.ucla.edu/pessoa/
4https://github.com/VerifiableRobotics/slugs
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A second prompt is given:
When within 1.44 meters of station 2, never set environment
variable s2 occupied to True.
Accept? (y/n)
If the environment variable s2 occupied is set to True, then the
robot will never enter to within 1.44 m of station 2.
Accept? (y/n)
At this point, should the user accept both revisions, a new counterstrategy is
synthesized containing no deadlock states. The user is prompted again:
Livelock revisions found. When within 1.35 meters of station 1,
always eventually set environment variable s1 occupied to False.
Accept? (y/n)
Livelock revisions found. When within 1.46 meters of station 2,
always eventually set environment variable s2 occupied to False.
Accept? (y/n)
Note that the revisions are associated with a set of counterstrategy states in Pcut.
The locative commands are computed in a similar manner to the deadlock revi-
sions by replacing the states within Pcut in place of Qcommit.
This time, the specification is realizable if the user accepts this revision. The
resulting execution for the controller is as shown in Figure 3.10. The trajectories
pictured in the figure represent evolutions of the continuous nonlinear system
when commanded by the synthesized controller. Forward integration is applied
to solve the equations of motion using an integration step size of 0.001 sec. Note
that the system in the figure infinitely often visits the three regions and is able
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f actory f loor
q2
station 1
q3
f actory f loor
q4
stockroom
q5
f actory f loor
q6
station 2
¬s1 occupied
s1 occupied
¬s1 occupied
True
True
¬s2 occupied s2 occupied
¬s2 occupied
Figure 3.9: Controller for ϕ in Example 3.1. Edges are labeled with the
disjunction of assignments in X that may be assumed for that
transition.
to react to a change in the environment. In Figure 3.10(a), the system avoids the
region station 1 whenever s1 occupied turns True, this happens at distances
greater than 1.32 m of station 1. A similar result is seen in Figure 3.10(b). These
behaviors are consistent with the intended behaviors encoded by the specifica-
tion in Example 3.1.
3.6.3 Workspace Re-Partitioning in the Activation/Completion
Paradigm
In this case study, we examine the use of our approach to fulfill a specifica-
tion where the robot is tasked with moving packages from a pick-up area to
one of two drop-off locations, as pictured in Figure 3.11. The specification is,
“Visit the loading area. If push box is active and go to left is requested, visit
dropoff L. If push box is active and go to right is requested, visit dropoff R. Ac-
tivate push box when in pickup and deactivate push box when in dropoff L or
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station 2
station 1
stockroom
(a)
station 2
station 1
stockroom
(b)
Figure 3.10: Continuous trajectories for the nonlinear unicycle abstraction
in a 5×5 workspace, where the robot is initialized at the lower-
left corner of the workspace. Dots along the trajectory indicate
the position of the robot when a new control command is re-
ceived (a time step of 0.35 seconds). Color indicates the state
of the environment (red: s1 occupied; blue: s2 occupied). (a)
shows a trajectory when the s1 occupied sensor is activated.
(b) shows a trajectory when the s2 occupied sensor is acti-
vated.
dropoff R.”
We employ a KUKA youBot to perform the task, which operates on an omni-
directional base whose position and orientation is measured in real time. Pack-
ages are moved by way of pushing them along the ground using the robot’s
front fender. There is one action (treated as a system variable) in this scenario,
push box, which is True whenever the robot is moving a package and False
otherwise.
The discrete abstraction for the robot is created using the activation/com-
pletion approach of Section 3.6.1. When pushing the box, we impose conditions
of the under-actuated unicycle model, constrained with fixed forward velocity,
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as explained in Section 3.6.2 in order to assure that the box always maintains
contact with the robot. When the robot is no longer required to push the box or
when it must disengage with the box, holonomic (fully-actuated) dynamics are
imposed to allow the robot to move freely.
We synthesize, using the procedure in [25], a finite-state machine satisfying
the mission specification consisting of 6 states and 9 transitions. Controllers
were synthesized for the dynamical system using a low-level controller synthe-
sis procedure described in [25] that uses the FSM resulting from synthesis of
the general formulas to compute controllers that respect reachability under the
dynamics, guaranteeing any sequence of FSM states from any initial robot state
selected within the reachable set. If the process fails to compute a controller
for some behavior in the FSM, the workspace is re-partitioned and a change to
the discrete abstraction is triggered. If the resulting specification is unrealiz-
able, this prompts a call to the revisions approach discussed in this chapter to
uncover any certificates associated with an unrealizable specification.
In this case study, the original specification could not be implemented us-
ing the imposed dynamics, necessitating an update to the abstraction and the
creation of new regions Rmiddle,L and Rmiddle,R based on reachability computations
(Rmiddle,L is as indicated in Figure 3.11). Using the proposed revisions approach
and calls to the slugs synthesis tool, we automatically generate runtime certifi-
cates that restrict the environment’s behavior and alter the system’s behavior to
accommodate the robot’s limited capability for movement in these regions. In
Figure 3.8, one such certificate is shown for the case where the robot is in Rmiddle,L
and activating motion to dropoff L. The configuration under consideration are
highlighted in orange, and the sensor value (request) that is required to be inac-
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tive for that configuration is highlighted in red. A similar set of certificates was
generated for Rmiddle,R.
The execution of the controllers generated as a result of the generated revi-
sions are shown in Figure 3.11. As the robot is heading to dropoff L but while
still outside Rmiddle,L, the environment (human operator) is not violating the cer-
tificate if the request is changed from go to left to go to right, and hence the
system is guaranteed to react to the environment and execute the task.
3.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have described an automatic approach for generating run-
time certificates for missions carried out on physical systems with dynamics.
Our contribution is an approach that makes use of the problem structure for
reactive missions to arrive at certificates that preserve the behavior of the phys-
ical system when executing a controller generated from a general specification
that is agnostic to the dynamics. The proposed approach features a mechanism
for providing feedback to the user as text-based feedback, aided by a GUI, and
enables the freedom to accept or reject any such proposed formula at synthesis
time. A key benefit of our framework is the ability to generate a small number
of revisions for the task, and those that are generated are concise enough to be
easily interpreted. This provides the user the best opportunity at synthesizing a
controller that is consistent with the original design intent of the specification.
Future work includes providing a means for suggesting a richer set of possi-
ble revisions to give as feedback to the user, thereby offering him or her a multi-
plicity of possible options to apply (e.g. trading off modifying the system’s be-
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dropoff L dropoff R
pickup
dropoff L
dropoff R
pickup
Rmiddle,L
Figure 3.11: Problem set up for the box-transportation scenario. The top
image shows the KUKA youBot performing the task of deliv-
ering a box to the appropriate region as determined by the
sensor. The map is displayed at the bottom left. The new
region as a result of the reachability-based re-partitioning,
Rmiddle,L, is shown in pink. The robot’s trajectory is shown in
black at the bottom right, along with the reachable sets for
the activated controllers, and a nominal trajectory (magenta).
A runtime certificate is generated (indicated in Figure 3.8)
that indicates that the sensor should not change go to left to
go to right when the robot is in Rmiddle,L. For full details, the
reader is referred to [25].
havior vs. restricting the environment). Such an extension will involve mining
more complex formulas from the synthesis game and automatically translating
such formulas into easy-to-understand explanations. Future efforts toward user
studies would give the ability to objectively evaluate the effectiveness of the tool
as users create their own specifications for (possibly complex) robotic systems.
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CHAPTER 4
MULTI-ROBOT REACTIVE MISSION AND MOTION PLANNING
AVOIDING DYNAMIC OBSTACLES
4.1 Introduction
Mobile robots, such as package delivery robots, personal assistants, surveillance
robots, cleaning robots, mobile manipulators or autonomous cars, execute pos-
sibly complex tasks and must share their workspace with other robots and hu-
mans. For example, consider the case shown in Figure 4.1 in which two mobile
robots are tasked with patrolling and cleaning the rooms of a museum. What
makes this task challenging is that the environment in which the robots oper-
ate could be filled with static obstacles, as well as dynamic obstacles, such as
people or doors, that could lead to collisions or block the robot. To guarantee
the task of continuously monitoring all the rooms, each robot must react to the
environment at runtime in a way that does not prevent making progress to-
ward fulfilling the overall mission. In particular, we describe an approach for
navigation in dynamic environments that is able to satisfy a mission by resolv-
ing deadlocks, i.e. situations where a robot is temporally blocked by a dynamic
obstacle and can not make progress towards achieving its mission, at runtime.
Planning for multi-agent systems has been explored extensively in the past.
Many have focused on approaches for local motion planning [1, 87] that of-
fer collision avoidance in cluttered, dynamic environments. While these ap-
proaches are effective for point-to-point navigation, the planning is myopic and
could fail when applied to complex tasks in complex workspaces. On the other
hand, it has been demonstrated that correct-by-construction synthesis from lin-
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ear temporal logic (LTL) specifications has utility for composing basic (atomic)
actions to guarantee the task in response to sensor events [30,52,58,91]. Such ap-
proaches are naturally conducive to mission specifications written in structured
English [51], which are translatable into LTL formulas over variables represent-
ing the atomic actions and sensor events associated with the task.
In the surveillance-cleaning scenario of Figure 4.1, the motion (moving be-
tween rooms), atomic actions (e.g., “remove garbage”, “identify a subject”), and
binary sensors (e.g. “intruder sensing”, “garbage sensing”) are assumed to be
perfect: they are treated as black boxes that always return the correct result and
hence admit a discrete abstraction that is appropriate for the task and workspace.
A major challenge underpinning this approach is in creating atomic elements
holding guarantees for correct execution of the discrete abstraction. To guar-
antee motion fulfillment, researchers have explored combining LTL-based plan-
ners with grid planners [10], sampling-based planners [42], or planners for mul-
tiple robots predicated on motion primitives [77]. Such approaches are able to
guarantee motion in cluttered environments but do not readily extend these
guarantees to cases where the environment is dynamic in nature. Solutions
have been sought that, in a computationally expensive manner, partition the
workspace finely [60, 91] or re-compute the motion plan [10], or else apply con-
servative constraints forbidding the robot to occupy the same region as an ad-
versarial agent [50].
In the approach introduced in this paper, we alleviate such difficulties by
considering an integration of a high-level mission planner with a local planner
that guarantees collision-free motion in 3-D workspaces when faced with both
static and dynamic obstacles, under the assumption that the dynamic obsta-
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cles are not intentionally adversarial. In this context, “intentionally adversarial”
means that the dynamic obstacles may behave in a way that may temporarily
prevent the robot from achieving a goal, but cannot move in a way that actively
always prevents the robot from achieving its goals, for instance by blocking the
robot forever. Our integration involves two components: an off-line algorithm
for plan synthesis adopting the benefit of an LTL formalism, and an on-line local
planning algorithm for executing the plan. Our approach is centralized for the
robots in the team, and decentralized with respect to moving obstacles, i.e. we
do not control the moving obstacles. While the robots are able to measure the
position and velocity of moving obstacles, they only need to do so only within
a local range of the robot – the key assumption in this paper is that the robots
are not required to have global knowledge of their environment.
The basis of the off-line synthesis is a novel discrete abstraction of the prob-
lem that applies simple rules to resolve physical deadlocks, between two or more
robots in a team or between a robot and a dynamic obstacle. This abstraction
is composed with a specification of a multi-agent task to synthesize a strategy
automaton encoding the mission plan. In contrast to approaches that would re-
quire on-the-fly re-planning upon encountering a physical deadlock [10, 42, 64],
the approach we propose automatically generates alternative plans within the
synthesized automaton. As with any reactive task, there may exist no mission
plan that guarantees the task, due to the conservative requirement that a mis-
sion plan must execute under all possible environment behaviors. To address this
conservatism, our approach automatically identifies for which environment be-
haviors the mission is guaranteed to hold. These additional assumptions are
transformed succinctly into a certificate of task infeasibility that is explained to
the user.
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Figure 4.1: Surveillance/cleaning scenario. Two robots are tasked with ac-
tively monitoring the rooms of a museum. The robots must
avoid collisions with static and moving obstacles and resolve
deadlocks in order to achieve their goals.
The on-line execution component is based on a local planner that can opti-
mally avoid dynamic obstacles in two- or three-dimensions, executed as a ser-
vice called during execution of the strategy automaton. Given a dynamic model
of the robots and a coarse description of the moving agents (e.g. their maxi-
mum velocities) our local planner computes a plan that guarantees collision-
free motion between the robot and static and dynamic obstacles. The collision-
avoidance feature obviates the need for collision avoidance to be taken care of
by the discrete abstraction. It furthermore allows our local planner to preserve
the behaviors of the strategy automaton, by preventing a robot from entering
unintended regions as it carries out its task. To the authors’ knowledge, this
is the first end-to-end system that has been devised to guarantee multi-agent
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mission-level tasks in dynamic environments using optimization-based local
planners.
The proposed deadlock resolution approach is motivated by works in event-
driven planning (e.g. [27]), but yields a strategy that scales well with the number
of dynamic obstacles without incurring conservatism that would prevent mis-
sion plans from being synthesized. In particular,
• Our approach establishes proof for task success without requiring a costly
re-planning step or fine workspace discretization, as long as the environ-
ment that causes deadlocks behaves according to the generated assump-
tions.
• Our approach comes with proof that admissible deadlocks are always re-
solved and livelocks (the situation where a robot is free to move but unable
to reach a goal) never occur.
• The fully automated nature of our approach has practical utility, since the
user does not need to intervene to debug specifications. In fact, our ap-
proach explains, in an intelligible way, any additional environment as-
sumptions it has added.
• Another practical feature of our approach is that, unlike related plan-
ners [50, 60], we do not require global knowledge of the obstacles. As we
show, this allows our approach to scale to an arbitrary number of dynamic
obstacles, as long as the aggregate behavior of the obstacles adhere to all
specified assumptions.
Our approach is suited for dynamic environments that are not actively ad-
versarial; for instance, in human environments where the participants can be
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informed of assumptions regarding the robot’s assumptions on its behaviors.
Specifically, our automatically-generated environment assumptions are trans-
formed into human-readable certificates such as:
The synthesized controller is certified for this task, if any encountered deadlock between
the robot and a dynamic obstacle in the hallway resolves eventually.
The certificates provide, at synthesis time, a set of rules defining situations
which could make it impossible for the robot to achieve its goals, with the pur-
pose of creating a layer of cooperation between the user (i.e. the human that
performs the controller synthesis and deploys the system) and the robots. This
frees a user from having to come up with assumptions that characterize the en-
vironment’s behavior, a difficult proposition in practice. If these assumptions
are broken at runtime, then this signifies that the task is no longer strictly guar-
anteed. Our approach also aims to reduce situations where members of the
robot team become deadlocked with one another, by adopting a coordination
strategy in the specification preventing actions that may induce deadlocks.
In a preliminary version of this work, [23], a strategy was developed for syn-
thesizing controllers for guaranteed collision-free motion of a robot team. In
this paper, we extend those results by presenting a complete description of the
proposed abstraction method and off-line controller synthesis procedure, solid-
ify details on the mathematical derivation for the constraints of the local motion
planner, and provide in-depth evaluation of our proposed synthesis techniques
aided by both simulation and physical experiments. Additionally, we enhance
the approach in two ways. First, our approach reasons about the geometry of
workspace regions in order to avoid preventable deadlock. For instance, if a
corridor is only wide enough for one robot, we offer an approach that coordi-
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nates the actions of two robots so that they do not head in opposite directions
in the corridor. Second, we present a general approach that allows a richer set
of deadlock resolution rules to be chosen at synthesis time.
4.1.1 Related Work
Reactive Synthesis for Mission Planning
A number of approaches are suited to automatic synthesis of correct-by-
construction controllers from mission specifications written as temporal logic
formulas [10, 42, 61]. Reactive synthesis [52, 91] extends these capabilities to
tasks in which the desired outcome depends on uncontrolled events in the en-
vironment and changing sensor inputs, and is especially compelling given the
complex nature of multi-agent scenarios. For instance, [86] synthesized con-
trol and communication for producing optimal multi-robot trajectories, [14] dis-
tributed a specification among a robot team, and [72,74] synthesized centralized
reactive controllers based on analytically constructed multi-robot motion con-
trollers. Distributed and decomposition-based planning approaches tackle the
complexity problem when scaling to a large number of robots. For instance, [83]
construct distributed controllers from a specifications already separated into co-
ordinating and non-coordinating tasks, while [78] automatically decompose a
specification into independent, distributed task specifications. In contrast, our
method only requires local awareness of the robot’s surroundings, and guaran-
tees collision-avoidance via a local planner.
Reactive synthesis in dynamically-changing environments presents a crucial
dilemma: explicitly modeling the state of all other agents can be computation-
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ally prohibitive, but incomplete models of the environment destroy task satis-
faction guarantees. To address the state-explosion problem while tracking the
state of uncontrollable agents, [92] formulated an incremental synthesis proce-
dure that started with a set number of agents assumed observable, and added
more agents to this set depending on available computational resources; how-
ever, unlike our approach, they still required global knowledge of the external
agents. The authors in [60], on the other hand, made local modifications to the
synthesized strategy when new elements of the environment were discovered
that violated the original assumptions. While we also update our specification,
we differ from [60] in that we synthesize strategies before execution, thereby
preserving guarantees at runtime.
Specification Revisions
Recent efforts in reactive synthesis have focused on automatically identifying
certain environment assumptions that may prevent the existence of a controller
that satisfies the task. Approaches to assumption-mining have provided tech-
niques that enable automatic specification debugging for specifications of any
structure [5,55]. While providing the ability to automate the debugging process,
they still requires input from the user, for instance the variables the user de-
sires and a final selection of candidate assumptions generated by the algorithm,
which has drawbacks for realizing a fully-automated robotic mission planner.
An assumption-mining approach to certify the necessary environment assump-
tions for a given task and robot dynamics was introduced in [21], however, the
dynamics-based abstraction do not extend naturally to multi-agent scenarios.
This proposed approach obviates the need for the user to intervene during the
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planning process.
We propose a novel approach in which assumptions on the environment
are generated to identify likely deadlock situations. These added assumptions
may be interpreted as restricting the mobility of the uncontrolled agents and
are relaxed, when possible, by identifying when they may be violated, if only
on a temporary basis. In this regard, our approach is inspired by works on error
resilience [33] and recovery [90] in reactive synthesis.
Motion Planning in Dynamic Environments
Collision-free (and deadlock-free) motion planning for multi-robot teams has
been successfully demonstrated via non-convex optimization, as proposed in [8,
67], but these approaches did not account for dynamic obstacles, nor could be
computed in real-time. On the other hand, convex optimization approaches for
collision avoidance, such as [87] and [1], are on-line and account for dynamic
obstacles, but cannot reason globally to resolve deadlocks. In this work, we
extend these works to enforce collision avoidance and motion constraints over
a short time horizon, where the global execution is given by a discrete controller
synthesized from a mission specification.
There are two main bodies of work in motion planning that are relevant to
our efforts: collision avoidance and deadlock resolution. The authors of [48] applied
pedestrian-avoidance principles to deadlock resolution in narrow passageways.
While our approach is similarly reactive to the environment, we additionally
reason about situations that cannot be locally resolved (e.g. a blocked corridor).
Along similar lines, [15] described a centralized graph search technique for mo-
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tion planning, but did not consider dynamic obstacles, and required a rich un-
derlying graph to represent multi-robot motions with kinematic constraints. In
contrast, our proposed local planning approach presents a more concise discrete
abstraction and also applies to 3D environments.
4.1.2 Contribution
This paper presents three major contributions toward reactive mission and motion
planing with deadlock resolution among dynamic obstacles.
• A holistic synthesis approach to provably achieve collision-free behaviors
in dynamic environments with an arbitrary number of moving obstacles
that does not require mutual exclusion. The approach leverages (a) reac-
tive mission planning to globally resolve deadlocks and achieve the speci-
fied task, and (b) on-line local motion planning to guarantee collision free
motion and respect the robot kinodynamics.
• An automatic means for encoding tasks that resolve deadlock based on
automatically-generated revisions to a specification. Our approach auto-
matically generates human-comprehensible assumptions in LTL that, if
satisfied by the controlled robots and the dynamic obstacles, would en-
sure correct behavior. We show that our revision approach is sufficient in
making the original specification realizable.
• An optimization-based method for local motion planning that guarantees
real-time collision avoidance with static and dynamic obstacles in 3D en-
vironments while remaining faithful to the robot’s dynamics. The method
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extends [4] by efficiently computing the robot’s local free-space in clut-
tered environments.
We also present extensive experimental results with ground robots and sim-
ulations with aerial vehicles.
4.1.3 Organization
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. The required concepts for
off-line synthesis and on-line motion planning are described in Section 4.2. We
formalize the problem in Section 4.3 and give an overview of the method in
Section 4.4. In Section 4.5, we introduce a strategy for mission planning for re-
solving deadlock at runtime, while, in Section 4.6, we introduce an automated
approach for generating runtime certificates and a coordination scheme for mis-
sion planning. In Section 4.7, we describe the on-line motion planner. We pro-
vide theoretical guarantees of the integrated approach in Section 4.8. In Sec-
tion 4.9, we present extensive simulation and experimental results. Conclusions
and future work are provided in Section 4.10.
4.2 Preliminaries
Throughout this chapter, scalars are denoted in italics, x, and vectors in bold,
x ∈ Rn, with n denoting the dimension of the workspace. The robot’s current
position is denoted by p ∈ Rn and its current velocity by v = p˙. A map of
the workspace W ⊂ Rn is considered, and formed by a set of static obstacles,
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given by a list of polytopes, O ⊂ Rn. For mission synthesis the map is abstracted
by a set of discrete regions R = {R1, . . . ,Rp}, and their topological connections,
covering the obstacle-free workspace F = Rn \ O, where the open sets Rα ⊆ W.
We consider robots moving in R3 and approximate them by their smallest
enclosing cylinder of radius r and height 2h, denoted by V. Its ε-additive dila-
tion of radius r¯ = r+ ε and height h¯ = h+ ε is denoted by Vε. For a set X ⊂ Rn we
denote the collision set by X + V = {p ∈ Rn | X ∩ V(p) , ∅}, with V(p) a volume
V at position p. Throughout, the notation ‖ · ‖ is used to denote the Euclidean
norm.
We consider a set of dynamic obstacles DO and denote the volume occupied
by a dynamic obstacle i ∈ DO, at position pi, by Vi(pi). To be able to prove
safety in dynamic environments, we assume that all moving obstacles either
maintain a constant velocity during the planning horizon (a couple of seconds),
or that they employ an identical algorithm for collision avoidance as our robots,
as introduced in the Reciprocal Velocity Obstacles literature [4]. In this work
we do not treat the case where moving obstacles seek collisions and are capable
of overtaking the robots. Instead, we assume a fair environment - one where
it is always possible for the robots to avoid collisions - such as the case when
operating with humans or other risk-adverse agents.
4.2.1 Linear Temporal Logic
LTL formulas are defined over the set AP of atomic (Boolean) propositions by
the recursive grammar ϕ ::= pi ∈ AP | ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 | ¬ϕ | ©ϕ | ϕ1 U ϕ2. From the
Boolean operators ∧ “conjunction” and ¬ “negation”, and the temporal opera-
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tors© “next” andU “until”, the following operators are derived: “disjunction”
∨, “implication” ⇒, “equivalence” ⇔, “always” 2, and “eventually” 2. We
refer the reader to [88] for a description of the semantics of LTL. Let AP repre-
sent the set of atomic propositions, consisting of environment propositions (X)
corresponding to thresholded sensor values, and system propositions (Y) corre-
sponding to the robot’s actions and location with respect to a partitioning of the
workspace. The value of each pi ∈ X ∪ Y is the abstracted binary state of a low-
level component. These might correspond to, for instance, thresholded sensor
values, discrete actions that a robot can take, or a discrete region (e.g. room in a
house).
Definition 4.1 (Reactive Mission Specification). A Reactive Mission Specification
is a LTL formula of the form ϕ = ϕei ∧ ϕet ∧ ϕeg =⇒ ϕsi ∧ ϕst ∧ ϕsg, with s and e standing
for ‘system’ and ‘environment’, such that
• ϕei , ϕsi are formulas for the initial conditions free of temporal operators.
• ϕet , ϕst are the safety conditions (transitions) to be satisfied always, and are of
the form 2ψ, where ψ is a Boolean formula constructed from subformulas in
AP ∪© AP.
• ϕeg, ϕsg are the liveness conditions (goals) to be satisfied infinitely often, with each
taking the form 2 2ψ, with ψ a Boolean formula constructed from subformulas
in AP ∪© AP.
A strategy automaton that realizes a reactive mission specification ϕ is a de-
terministic strategy that, given a finite sequence of truth assignments to the
variables inX andY, and the next truth assignment to variables inX, provides a
truth assignment to variables inY such that the resulting infinite sequence satis-
fies ϕ. If such a strategy can be found, ϕ is realizable. Otherwise, it is unrealizable.
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Using a fragment of LTL known as generalized reactivity(1), a strategy automata
for ϕ of the form above can be efficiently synthesized [11], and converted into hy-
brid controllers for robotic systems by invoking atomic controllers [52]. These
controllers are reactive: they respond to sensor events at runtime.
4.2.2 LTL Encoding for Multi-Robot Tasks
We adopt a LTL encoding of a centralized multi-robot mission that is robust to
the inherent variability in the duration of inter-region robot motion in continu-
ous environments [75]. Let APR = {piiα | Rα ∈ R} be the set of Boolean propositions
representing the workspace regions, such that piiα ∈ APR is True when robot i is
physically in Rα for α ∈ [1, . . . , p]. We call piiα in APR ⊆ X a completion proposition,
signaling when robot i is physically inside Rα. We also define the set APactR ⊆ Y
that captures robot commands that initiate movement between regions. We call
piiact,α in APactR an activation variable for moving to Rα (but has not necessarily com-
pleted motion to Rα). Non-motion actions are handled similarly. Observe that
piiα and piiact,α′ may be true at the same time if robot i is in Rα′ and is moving to-
ward Rα, where Rα′ and Rα are adjacent regions. Also note that this is sufficient
for the special case piiα and piiact,α (the robot stays put). We assume reasonably
that non-motion actions are independent of motion, so that actions themselves
do not involve moving within any particular region and, if it is possible to ex-
ecute a particular action within a region, it can be performed anywhere within
that region.
We now solidify the semantics of the LTL formulas in the context of robot
mission and motion planning. Let T denote a particular fixed time step at which
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the strategy automaton is updated with sensory information and supplies a new
input to the local planner (as described in Section 4.4.3). A proposition pi ∈ AP
is True at time t > 0 iff© pi ∈ © AP is True at t + T .
Definition 4.2 (LTL Encoding of Motion [75]). A task encoding that admits arbi-
trary controller execution durations is
ϕst :
∧
piiα∈APR,
i∈[1,nrobots]
2
© piiα =⇒ ∨
Rβ∈Ad j(Rα)
© piiact,β
 ,
ϕet :
∧
piiα∈APR,
Rβ∈Ad j(Rα),
i∈[1,nrobots]
2
(
piiα ∧ piiact,β =⇒ © piiα ∨© piiβ
)
,
ϕeg : 2 2
∧
i∈[1,nrobots]
piiact,α∈APactR
((
piiact,α ∧©(piiα ∨ ¬piiact,α)
)
∨
(
¬piiact,α ∧©(¬piiα ∨ piiact,α)
))
,
where Ad j : R → 2R is an adjacency relation on regions in R and nrobots is the number
of robots. The ψst -formula is a system safety condition describing which actions can oc-
cur (© piiact,β) given the observed completion variables (© piiα). Formula ψet captures the
allowed transitions (© piiβ) given past completion (piiα) and activation (piiact,β) variables.
Formula ψeg enforces that every motion and every action eventually completes (first dis-
junct) as long as the activation variable is held fixed (second disjunct). Specifically, the
second disjunct in this formula allows the system to change its mind for a given action,
absolving the environment from having to complete motion for that action. Both ψet and
ψeg are included as conjuncts to the antecedent of ϕ.
Take, for example, two regions R1 and R2, arranged as shown in Figure 4.2,
with a robot positioned in R1 and heading toward R2. The system can only take
a subset of actions; in this case, it is free to stay in R1 or move to R2:
2(© piR1 =⇒ © piact,R1 ∨© piact,R2).
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Figure 4.2: Example of two connected regions.
Upon taking an action, for instance move to R2 (activate piact,R2), the system is
allowed to be in either of the two regions
2(piR1 ∧ piact,R2 =⇒ © piR1 ∨© piR2),
and the environment must eventually allow the system to either arrive at this
region or change course
2 2((piact,R2 ∧©(piR2 ∨ ¬piact,R2)) ∨ (¬piact,R2 ∧©(¬piR2 ∨ piact,R2))).
To complete the motion encoding, mutual exclusion is also enforced to express
the fact that the robot can only be in one region at a time and must decide on
one motion at a time. That is, 2(piR1 ∨ piR2) and 2(piact,R1 ∨ piact,R2).
We note that it is shown in [31] that complexity of synthesis under the gen-
eralized reactivity(1) fragment is polynomial in the size of the state space of the
game structure that is, in turn, at most exponential in the total number of propo-
sitions. Considering motion alone, the formulas effectively impose restrictions
to the allowed state transitions to only consider those that are physically adja-
cent, effectively reducing the size of the synthesis problem.
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4.2.3 Robot Dynamics
Letting t ∈ R+ denote time and tk the current time instant, we define the relative
time t˜ = t− tk ∈ [0, . . . ,∞) and the time horizon of the local planner τ > 0, greater
than the required time to stop if moving at maximum speed. Note that different
robots may present different dynamic models.
We denote the state of a robot by z = [p, p˙, p¨, . . . ], which includes its po-
sition and velocity and may include additional terms such as acceleration and
orientation. Given a control input ν(t) the dynamical model is z˙ = g(z, ν).
Our method is agnostic to the robot dynamics, which are only taken into
account by the online local planner. In particular the deadlock resolution and
mission planning method is agnostic to the local planner, which can be substi-
tuted by a different one that also provides collision avoidance guarantees.
In our local planner, we consider a set of candidate local trajectories, each
defined by a straight-line reference pref(t˜) = p + ut˜ of constant velocity u ∈ Rn
and starting at the current position p of the robot. Each motion primitive is
then given by an appropriate trajectory tracking controller probot(t˜) = f (z,u, t˜)
that is continuous in the initial state z of the robot, respects its dynamical model
and converges to the straight-line reference trajectory. Local trajectories are now
parametrized by u, see Figure 4.7 for an example. Suitable controllers defining
the function f (z,u, t˜) include LQR control and second order exponential curves,
for ground robots [3] and quadrotors [4].
For fixed robotic platform, controller, initial state z and reference velocity
u, the maximum deviation (initial position independent) between the reference
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Figure 4.3: Schema local and reference trajectories for an aerial vehicle,
generated from the reference velocity u. The tracking error is
limited by ε and the robot volume dilated by ε.
and the simulated trajectory is given by
γ(z,u) = max
t˜>0
||(p + t˜u) − f (z,u, t˜)||2. (4.1)
In an off-line procedure, we precompute the maximal tracking errors γ(z,u)
via forward simulation of the robot dynamics and controller f (z,ui, t˜) for a dis-
cretization of reference velocities u and initial states z - we only discretize in
initial velocity since the error is independent of the initial position of the robot.
They are stored for on-line use in a look-up table.
4.3 Problem Formulation
This work combines global planning with local motion planning to produce
a correct-by-construction synthesis method that avoids collisions locally yet is
able to resolve deadlocks. Synthesis is carried out in a fully-automated way;
when modifications to the original specification are necessary, these are ex-
plained to the user in an intelligible manner. We provide an example to motivate
our correct-by-construction synthesis method.
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(a) Specification ϕ with local planner (b) Specification ϕ with local planner
(c) Proposed approach with deadlock reso-
lution
Figure 4.4: Examples of integrated mission and motion planning. The blue
robot starts in the region Goal 1 (top) and is tasked to visit Goal
2 (bottom right) and return to Goal 1. The red robot is placed
in the region Goal 2 and is tasked to visit Goal 1 and return.
The shortest path for both robots, given by solving a specifi-
cation ϕ is to go through the corridor on the right. In (a), an
execution of a specification ϕ using a local planner that locally
avoids the collision between both robots and succeeds in ex-
ecuting the mission. (b) employs the same specification as (a),
but the workspace is shrunk, resulting in a deadlock at location
?. (c) shows an execution of a controller synthesized from the
modified specification ϕ′′ using the deadlock resolution strat-
egy and local planner developed in this work. With our ap-
proach, dynamic obstacles can be avoided locally, as in (a), and
deadlocks can also be resolved.
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Example 4.1. Consider the workspace in Figure 4.4(b), where two robots are tasked
with visiting regions Goal1 and Goal2 infinitely often; that is,
ϕgs =
∧
i∈{1,2}
2 2(pi
i
Goal1) ∧2 2(piiGoal2).
Figure 4.4 illustrates two approaches for solving this task. Figure 4.4(a)
and Figure 4.4(b) show the result of applying a local motion planning scheme
to locally avoid collisions with other robots or dynamic obstacles. In certain
instances, such as the case shown in Figure 4.4(b), deadlocks can lead to the
execution failing to satisfy the task.
Our approach, shown in Figure 4.4(c), relies on a local motion planner to
allow several agents per region and avoid dynamic obstacles, as in Figure 4.4(a).
Furthermore, it is able to resolve encountered deadlocks that may arise. In this
example, when one of the robots encounters deadlock, it reverses its motion to
allow the other one to pass into Goal 1, ultimately taking another route to Goal
2.
Definition 4.3 (Collision). A robot at position p is in collision with a static obstacle
if V(p) ∩ O , ∅. The robot is in collision with a dynamic obstacle i at position pi and of
volume Vi(pi) if V(p) ∩ Vi(pi) , ∅.
Denote by p(t) the position of a robot at time t and by pi(t) the position of a
dynamic obstacle i at time t. The trajectory of the dynamic obstacles is estimated
between the current time tk and a time horizon τ. In our model we consider
constant velocity.
Definition 4.4 (Collision Free Local Motion). A trajectory is said to be collision free
if for all times between tk and the time horizon there is no collision between the robot
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and any static or dynamic obstacle,
V(p(t)) ∩
(
O ∪
i∈DO Vi(pi(t))
)
= ∅ ∀t ∈ [tk, tk + τ]. (4.2)
Which is equivalent to
V(p(t)) ⊂ F and V(p(t)) ∩ Vi(pi(t)) = ∅ ∀t ∈ [tk, tk + τ], ∀i ∈ DO. (4.3)
Definition 4.5 (Deadlock). In this work we consider motion related deadlocks. A robot
at position p is said to be in a deadlock if it is not in a collision, it has not achieved the
target given by the automaton and it can not make progress towards the goal, i.e. it is
not moving, for a prespecified amount of time.
The goal of this work is to solve a set of problems as follows.
Problem 4.1 (Local Collision Avoidance). Given the dynamics for each robot in the
team, construct an on-line local planner that guarantees collision avoidance with static
and dynamic (moving) obstacles.
Problem 4.2 (Synthesis of Strategy Automaton with Deadlock Resolution).
Given a topological map, a local motion planner that solves Problem 4.1 and a realizable
mission specification ϕ that ignores collisions, automatically construct a specification
ϕ′ that includes both ϕ and a model of deadlock between robots and unmodeled dynamic
obstacles. Use ϕ′ to synthesize a controller that satisfies ϕ′.
This synthesized controller will re-route the robots to resolve deadlocks
(should they occur), while satisfying the reactive mission specification and re-
maining livelock free. For mission specifications that consider the presence of
possible deadlocks, there may be no satisfying controller. We therefore syn-
thesize environment assumption revisions as additional LTL formulas to iden-
tify cases where dynamic obstacles may trigger deadlock and trap the system
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from achieving its goals. These formulas are significant because they offer cer-
tificates explaining the required behaviors of the environment that, if followed,
guarantee that the robot team will carry out the task. Such certificates must be
conveyed to the user in a clear, understandable manner. An example of such
a condition is: “the environment will never cause deadlock if robot 1 is in the
kitchen and moving to the door”. This leads to the following Problem.
Problem 4.3 (Revising Environment Assumptions). Given an unrealizable reactive
mission specification ϕ′, synthesize environment assumption revisions [ϕet ]rev such that
the specification ϕ′′ formed by replacing ϕet with [ϕet ]rev is realizable, and provide the user
with a human-readable description of these revisions as certificates for guaranteeing the
task.
4.4 Approach
This work solves Problems 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 via a combined off-line and on-line
approach that (a) synthesizes a strategy automaton that realizes the mission and
(b) computes a local motion planner that executes the automaton in a collision-
free manner. Figure 4.5 highlights the off-line and on-line components and their
interconnections, which we now introduce.
4.4.1 Off-Line
The inputs for the off-line part of the method are: (a) a user given mission spec-
ification, (b) a discrete topological map of the workspace (which ignores dy-
namic obstacles) and (c) the dynamic model and controller of the robots in the
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Figure 4.5: Structure of the proposed mission and motion planner, with
off-line and on-line parts. The mission planning is off-line and
is described in Section 4.5 and in Section 4.6. The motion plan-
ner, Section 4.7, is computed at runtime and utilizes the strat-
egy automaton (finite-state machine) synthesized off-line by
the mission planner.
team. The off-line part of the method consists of two independent parts.
Mission Planning
In this step we synthesize a centralized controller, or finite state machine, that
will guide the robots in the team through the topological map. This controller
considers possible physical deadlocks between robots in the team as well as with
moving obstacles. Since the position of the moving obstacles is not known at
synthesis time, environment assumptions are iteratively revised as necessary.
The resulting strategy automaton with the revisions included accommodate
deadlocks wherever they may occur at runtime, and fulfillment of the speci-
fication is guaranteed as long as the environment behaves according to the as-
sumptions explained to the user in the revisions generation step. We also adopt
a recovery scheme [90] that synthesizes a strategy that allows violations of en-
vironment safety assumptions to be tolerated, retaining satisfaction guarantees
as long as the violation is transient.
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The mission planning part of the off-line synthesis approach is described in
detail in Section 4.5 and Section 4.6.
Motion Planning
The automaton is agnostic to the robot’s dynamics, which are instead accounted
for by the local planner. For a given robot model and controller a set of motion
constraints, or tracking errors, are precomputed at synthesis time. This part was
described in Section 4.2.3.
During execution, the local planner is fed, at runtime, a set of constraints
that are then solved for in an efficient manner. These constraints include region
boundaries, static and dynamic obstacles and kinodynamic model of the robot.
4.4.2 On-Line
At each time step of the execution, the synthesized strategy automaton provides
a desired goal for each controlled robot in the team. Then, each robot indepen-
dently computes a local trajectory that achieves its goal while avoiding other
agents.
If a physical deadlock is sensed, an alternative goal is extracted for the robot
from the synthesized strategy automaton. The existence of such an alternative
in the automaton is guaranteed by construction if the environment assumptions
are satisfied. The local planner builds on [4] by adopting a convex optimization
approach as described in Section 4.7.
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4.4.3 Integration of mission and motion planning
The proposed method consist of two interconnected parts, the mission planner
and the motion planner. Figure 4.5 highlights the components and their inter-
connections.
The mission planner is computed off-line, prior to execution. It requires a
topological map of the environment given by a description of the regions, such
as rooms, and their connections. It creates a finite state machine or automaton
that achieve the high-level specification and from which the robots in the team
can extract a strategy at runtime. Note that we do not optimize the mission
planner in this work, but our framework allows us to readily adopt techniques
for optimal execution such as [40] to extract an optimal strategy automaton.
At each time instance in the execution, a target motion is extracted from
the automaton. The motion planner computes a collision-free motion to make
progress towards the target. If a physical deadlock is sensed, an alternative
strategy is extracted from the automaton.
The motion planner requires a local map of the environment W, containing
all the static and moving obstacles. The regions in the free space F of the local
map - used at run-time - must be labeled to match the regions R of the topolog-
ical map - used for off-line synthesis.
If the automaton commands a robot to transition between two connected re-
gions, a path is computed from the current position of the robot to the border of
the destination region and then is followed by the local planner. If the automa-
ton commands a robot to remain in a region, the local planner moves the robot
towards the middle point of the region.
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4.5 Off-Line Synthesis: Resolving Deadlock
In this section, we discuss how to synthesize a strategy automaton given a mis-
sion specification and a topological map of the environment, provided that, at
runtime, a low-level control strategy is applied that guarantees collision-free
motion. We assume that the task specification ϕ ignores collisions, but we allow
the possibility that deadlocks can occur at any time during the robot’s execution.
Deadlocks can trap the robot from achieving its goals, rendering the specifica-
tion unrealizable. The crux of this work is an approach that systematically mod-
ifies the specification with additional behaviors that redirect the robot team in
order to resolve deadlocks, whenever possible. If a satisfying mission plan does
not exist, the approach iteratively adds assumptions on the deadlock behavior
to the specification until a satisfying strategy can be found for the robot team.
By focusing on deadlock rather than the positioning of dynamic obstacles, it al-
lows our approach to be valid for any number of dynamic obstacles, as long as
they fulfill the stated assumptions returned by our synthesis approach. It also
removes the need to globally track the positions of every obstacle at runtime.
An outline of the general approach is shown in Figure 4.6. Such a strategy
was chosen to disable any blocked routes to the goal and thereby enable the
strategy automaton to seek alternate routes once deadlock has been encoun-
tered. In this section, we detail the steps involved to implement the overall
approach.
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4.5.1 Deadlock Resolution
We declare a robot to be physically in deadlock with another agent if it has not
reached its goal but cannot move. This can happen when an agent becomes
blocked either by another agent or by a dynamic obstacle. To keep track of
which robot is in deadlock, we introduce Boolean input signals xi j ∈ X, where
i = 1, . . . , nrobots and j = 0, . . . , nrobots (the index j = 0 representing a dynamic
obstacle). Without loss of generality, we consider only deadlock between pairs
of agents at a time. For the case where a robot is in deadlock while in proximity
to a dynamic obstacle, we let j = 0 and refer to this case as singleton deadlock.
Otherwise, the robot is in deadlock with another robot on its team, j , 0, and
is considered to be in a state of pairwise deadlock. The proposition xi0 is True iff
robot i is in singleton deadlock and xi j is True iff robots i and j are in pairwise
1
2
3a
3b
4a
4b
R1 R2 R3
R4 R5
R6 R7 R8
Figure 4.6: Diagram illustrating the deadlock resolution strategy for a sin-
gle robot tasked with visiting R1 and R8. Starting in region R1
(marked ‘1’), the robot encounters deadlock (2) in region R6,
while heading to R7. The R6-to-R7 transition is prevented (red
line), and the robot must move a discrete radius m away from
the deadlock event to resolve deadlock. If m = 1, then dead-
lock is resolved once the robot crosses the green line, leaving
R6 (3a). From there, it may reach R8 (4a) if no other deadlocks
are encountered. On the other hand, when m = 3, deadlock
is resolved only when crossing the cyan line (3b); an alternate
path to the goal may result (4b).
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deadlock. We defer detailing our approach for detecting deadlock at runtime to
Section 4.7.
To simplify the notation in what follows, we introduce the following short-
hand:
θ
i j
P = ¬xi j ∧© xi j rising edge–pairwise deadlock between robots i and j
θiS = ¬xi0 ∧© xi0 rising edge–singleton deadlock for robot i
ψiαβ = pi
i
α ∧© piiα ∧ piiact,β incomplete transition (α , β); remain in region (α = β)
The definition for singleton deadlock is abstract enough to capture the case
where deadlock occurs between the robot and any number of dynamic obsta-
cles - singleton deadlock will be set if the robot stops moving when encounter-
ing one or more dynamic obstacles blocking its path. On the other hand, since
the members of the team are controlled by the same mission planner, pairwise
deadlock can be resolved separately. For instance, if three robots on a team con-
verge on the same point, then three pairwise deadlock propositions will be set.
Resolving deadlock by redirecting the robot’s motion based on the instanta-
neous value of xi j alone may result in livelock, where the robot may be trapped
from achieving its goals as a result of repeated deadlock status changes. For
this reason, our scheme automatically introduces additional memory proposi-
tions that are set when deadlock is sensed, and reset once the robot moves a
predefined discrete radius, denoted m, defining the a deadlock resolution hori-
zon (i.e. it traverses m regions away from the region where deadlock occurred
in order for the deadlock to be considered “resolved”.
Definition 4.6 (Discrete Radius). Let piicurr(ki) ∈ APR and piiact,curr(ki−1) ∈ APactR be,
respectively, the configuration and action taken by robot i, where ki = 1, 2, . . . represents
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an event that is incremented when robot i enters a new region, i.e. ki is incremented
at the time instant when curr(ki − 1) ← curr(ki). The current region index curr(·) ∈
[1, p] is defined recursively, initialized such that piicurr(1) is the robot’s completion when
deadlock was recorded and
piiact,curr(0) is the robot’s action when deadlock was recorded. Then, the discrete radius m
is the number of successive steps ki ∈ [1,m] for which we impose the restriction
piicurr(ki) ∈ APactR \{piiact,curr(ki−1)} on the robot’s actions. This ensures that the robot makes a
move that does not re-enter the region just visited.
The concept behind the proposed deadlock resolution approach is to force
the robot to actively alter its strategy to overcome a deadlock by imposing a
small number of constraints without directly prescribing the path the robot is
required to take. The path is obtained from a strategy automaton synthesized
from the specification that has been augmented with any revisions generated
by our approach. For instance, as illustrated in Figure 4.6, for the case m = 1
(resp. m = 3), if a deadlock is sensed at point (2), the revisions forbid the robot
from crossing the red line until it reaches the green line (resp. cyan line). As a
result, different choices of m will lead to the synthesis of strategies that give rise
to different subsequent paths to goal region R8 and decisions whether or not to
revisit the location where deadlock had occurred.
We first introduce an approach where resolution occurs when the robot
leaves its current region, then generalize this approach to allow the user to
choose any number of discrete steps, m ≥ 0, to be taken by the robot before
deadlock is declared as resolved. In this work, we assume m to be chosen ahead
of time.
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4.5.2 Resolving Deadlock when m = 0
Our deadlock resolution approach for the case m = 0 amounts to the situation
where robot i is forced to move in another direction whenever xi j becomes True
for j = 0, . . . , nrobots. As long as xi j remains True when robot i is in region Rα, we
disallow motion to Rβ as follows:
2
∧
piiα∈APR,
Rβ∈Ad j(Rα)
(
© xi j ∧ piiα =⇒ ©(¬piiact,α ∧ ¬piiact,β)
)
. (4.4)
It is easily observed that, as soon as the robot’s motion is nonzero when it be-
gins to move in a direction opposite to its previous motion, xi j becomes False
again and the robot is free to resume its motion to Rβ. This can lead to un-
wanted behaviors, such as chattering. To avoid chattering behaviors, we enrich
the deadlock resolution approach to allow for any choice of m > 0.
4.5.3 Resolving Deadlock when m = 1
For each robot, we introduce into Y the system propositions {yiβ | Rβ ∈ R} ⊂ Y
representing the deadlock flag occurring when activating a transition from a given
region Rα to region Rβ. When the flag is set, the following formula restricts the
robot’s motion:
2
∧
piiα∈APR,
Rβ∈Ad j(Rα)
(
yiβ ∧ piiα =⇒ ©(¬piiact,α ∧ ¬piiact,β)
)
. (4.5)
The role of yiβ is to disallow the current transition (from Rα to Rβ), as well as the
self-transition from Rα to Rα. The self-transition is disallowed to force the robot
to leave the region where the deadlock occurred (Rα), instead of waiting for it to
resolve; Rβ is disallowed since the robot cannot make that transition.
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Next, we encode conditions for detecting singleton deadlock at runtime, and
storing these as propositions yiβ that memorize that singleton deadlock had oc-
curred:
2
∧
piiα∈APR,
Rβ∈Ad j(Rα)
(
¬yiβ ⇒
(
(θiS ∧ ψiαβ)⇒ © yiβ
))
, (4.6)
2
∧
piiα∈APR,
Rβ∈Ad j(Rα)
(
yiβ ⇒
(
(piiα ∧© piiα)⇔ © yiβ
))
. (4.7)
The first formula sets the deadlock flag yiβ if the robot is activating transition
from Rα to Rβ. The second formula keepsthe flag set until a transition has been
made out of Rα (to a region different from Rβ). Notice that, in our construction,
singleton deadlock considers deadlock between one robot and any number of
dynamic obstacles, alleviating the need to globally track or identify obstacles at
runtime. While this construction could introduce cycling, we prefer it over an
approach that stores the entire path because we can limit the number of propo-
sitions added to Y in order to manage complexity. For instance, if we are aware
that deadlock does not occur when the robot is trying to reach a given region R·,
we can eliminate the variable yi·.
For pairwise deadlock, we add the following formulas encoding the conditions
for declaring that pairwise deadlock has been detected. Note that the disjunc-
tion in the formula allows the synthesis tool to decide which one of the two
robots should react to the deadlock:
2
(
θ
i j
P =⇒
( ∨
`∈{i j}
∧
pi`α∈APR,
Rβ∈Ad j(Rα)
(
¬y`β ∧ ψ`αβ
)
=⇒ © y`β
))
. (4.8)
We also add the following to ensure that the memory propositions are only set
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when the rising edge of deadlock (singleton or pairwise) is sensed.
2
( ∧
i∈[1,nrobots]
Rβ∈R
(
¬yiβ ∧ ¬θiS ∧
∧
j∈[1,nrobots]
j,i
¬θi jP
)
=⇒ ©¬yiβ
)
. (4.9)
In practice, we do not need a proposition yiβ for every Rβ ∈ R, but only
d = max
Rα∈R
(|Ad j(Rα)|) such propositions for each robot in order to remember all
of the deadlocks around each region of the workspace. Here | · | denotes the
set cardinality. The number of conjuncts required for condition (4.8) is
(
nrobots
2
)
,
but, since the number of formulas contributes at worst linear complexity (due
to parsing of each formula), the conjuncts contribute only a small amount to
the overall complexity. Note that the complexity of the synthesis algorithm is a
function of the number of propositions and not the size of the specification.
Conjuncting the conditions (4.5)–(4.9) with ϕst yields a modified formula [ϕst ]′
over the set AP, and the new abstracted specification ϕabstr = ϕei ∧ ϕet ∧ ϕeg =⇒
[ϕsi ]
′ ∧ [ϕst ]′ ∧ ϕsg. The initial conditions are modified by setting the additional
propositions xi j, yiα to False.
4.5.4 Resolving Deadlock when m > 1
In some cases, having a deadlock resolution strategy in which multiple discrete
steps must be made away from any encountered deadlock may result in differ-
ent behavior than a strategy in which deadlock is resolved when moving away
just one step. Considering Figure 4.6, the case m = 3 results in greater explo-
ration of the workspace, whereas the case m = 1 results in confinement to a
smaller portion of the workspace.
We generalize the strategy presented in Section 4.5.3 by considering the case
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where deadlock is resolved once m > 1 discrete moves have been taken away
from the last encountered deadlock. In what follows, the same formulas as in
Section 4.5.3 apply; here, we only describe modifications to this setup. To en-
sure each robot moves away from deadlock a discrete radius, we require m − 1
propositions (for robot i, yiout,1, . . . , y
i
out,m−1) that are set and reset in a chain in or-
der to memorize the robot’s position from the encountered deadlock. yiout,k are
initially False for all i, k.
In order to set the first such memory proposition in the chain, the terms
© yiβ in (4.6) and © y`β in (4.8) are replaced with © yiβ ∧ © yiout,1 and © y`β ∧ © y`out,1,
respectively, and the abstracted specification ϕabstr is constructed based on these
formulas. For each subsequent discrete step away from deadlock, we require
the remaining propositions to be set when the one with next lowest index has
been reset. This behavior occurs through the formula:
2
∧
k=2,...,m−1
(
¬yiout,k ⇒
(
(yiout,k−1 ∧©¬yiout,k−1)⇒ © yiout,k
))
. (4.10)
Additionally, for each k = 1, . . . ,m− 1, we require that each yiout,k be reset only
when the robot has left the current region; specifically,
2
∧
piiα∈APR,
k=1,...,m−1
(
yiout,k ⇒
(
(piiα ∧© piiα)⇔ © yiout,k
))
. (4.11)
Finally, as long as some yiout,k is set, we also set the deadlock flag memory propo-
sition yiα corresponding to the region Rα that the robot had immediately de-
parted. That is,
2
∧
piiα∈APR
(
(piiα ∧
∨
k=1,...,m−1
yiout,k)⇒ © yiα
)
. (4.12)
This prevents the robot from re-entering the region from which it just departed.
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The safety revisions restrict the system’s moves in the execution sequence be
ones that actively take it m away from the location where the deadlock flag was
raised. Since waiting in a region is disabled in (4.5), and reentering a region is
disabled in (4.12), these safety revisions will cause the system to move m steps
away from deadlock in finite time.
In general, setting m large, could lead to behavior that “explores” more of the
workspace, but also could result in unrealizability. Consider again the scenario
in Figure 4.6, but with R2 always blocked. In this case, m = 3 would result in
an unrealizable specification because the robot cannot make three discrete steps
away from R6 without entering R2. Such design tradeoffs therefore depend
on the workspace and its partitioning. Automatic selection of m for a given
specification and collection of regions is the subject of future work, as is the use
of 2 2 liveness formulas to resolve livelock in a more direct manner similarly
to [5, 21] while remaining scalable to the number of robots on the team.
4.6 Off-Line Synthesis: Environment Assumptions and Coor-
dination
If the specification ϕabstr is synthesizable, then Problem 2 has been solved and
no further modifications to the abstracted specification are necessary. But, the
possible presence of humans or other uncontrollable agents in some parts of the
environment may cause the abstracted specification to be unrealizable. Then,
it becomes necessary to solve Problem 3 to find a minimal set of environment
assumptions that restores the guarantees.
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We automatically generate assumptions on the environment’s behavior in
cases where the modified specification is unrealizable. To prevent any unrea-
sonable assumptions (assumptions that the robot can overcome deadlock when
it is impossible to do so), we provide a means for coordinating robot actions to
prevent such assumptions from being given to the user. Combining the encod-
ing and revisions approach, we formally show that the synthesized automaton
is guaranteed to fulfill the task under these assumptions, showing that our ap-
proach also removes the possibility of deadlock and livelock from occurring.
4.6.1 Runtime Certificates for the Environment
We note that the dynamic obstacles are uncontrollable agents, and lacking be-
havioral information, so altering environment assumptions does nothing to
characterize their behavior. Rather, we may still provide the user with a cer-
tificate under which the environment’s behavior will guarantee that the team
can achieve all its goals without being trapped permanently in a state of dead-
lock or livelock. Such assumptions can be given to the user to allow him/her to
be mindful of any condemning situations when co-inhabiting the robots’ envi-
ronment. As such, we call these added assumptions runtime certificates.
When a specification is unrealizable, there exist environment behaviors
(called environment counterstrategies) that prevent the system from achieving its
goals safely. Here we build upon the work of [5, 21, 55], processing synthesized
counterstrategies to mine the necessary assumptions. Rather than synthesize
assumptions from the counterstrategy, as in [5], which requires specification
revision templates to be specified by hand, we automate the counterstrategy
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search by searching for all deadlock occurrences, then store the corresponding
conditions as assumptions.
We denote Cϕabstr as an automaton representing the counterstrategy for ϕabstr.
Specifically, a counterstrategy is the tuple Cϕabstr = (Q,Q0,X,Y, δ, γX, γY), where
Q is the set of counterstrategy states; Q0 ⊆ Q is the set of initial counterstrategy
states; X, Y are sets of propositions in AP; δ : Q× 2Y → 2Q is a transition relation
returning the set of possible successor states given the current state and valu-
ations of robot commands in Y; γX : Q → 2X is a labelling function mapping
states to the set of environment propositions that are True for incoming transi-
tions to that state; and γY : Q → 2Y is a labelling function mapping states to the
set of system propositions that are True in that state. We compute Cϕabstr using
the slugs synthesis tool [32].
To find the graph cuts in the counterstrategy graph that prevent the envi-
ronment from impeding the system, we first define the following propositional
representation of state q ∈ Q as ψ(q) = ψX(q) ∧ ψY(q), where
ψY(q)=
∧
pi∈γY(q)
pi ∧
∧
pi∈Y\γY(q)
¬pi, (4.13)
ψX(q)=
∧
pi∈γX(q)
pi ∧
∧
pi∈X\γX(q)
¬pi. (4.14)
Next, letting δY(p) = {q ∈ Q|∃pi ∈ Y : q ∈ δ(p, pi)}, the set of cut transitions S cuts is
computed as S cuts = {(p, q) ∈ Q2 | q ∈ δY(p), ψ(p) ∧ ψ(q) |= ∨i∈[1,nrobots]© θiS }. S cuts
collects those transitions on which the environment has intervened (by setting
deadlock) to prevent the system from reaching its goals.
Finally, the following safety assumptions are found:
ϕerev = 2
∧
(p,q)∈S cuts
(ψY(p) ∧ ψX(p) =⇒ ¬©ψX(q)) (4.15)
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If any of the conjuncts in (4.15) falsify the antecedant of ϕ (the environment
assumptions), they are discarded. Then, set [ϕet ]rev = ϕet ∧ ϕerev and construct the
final revised specification ϕrev = ϕei ∧ [ϕet ]rev ∧ ϕeg =⇒ [ϕsi ]′ ∧ [ϕst ]′ ∧ ϕsg.
Algorithm 4.1 expresses our proposed approach for resolving deadlock. The
automatically generated assumptions act to restrict the behavior of the dynamic
obstacles. Each revision of the high-level specification excludes at least one en-
vironment move in a given state. Letting | · | denote set cardinality, with 2|X|
environment actions and 2|Y| states, at most 2(|Y|+|X|) iterations occur, though in
our experience far fewer are needed. The generated assumptions are minimally
restrictive – omitting even one allows the environment to cause deadlock, re-
sulting in unrealizability. Note that the parsing step in line 7 creates statements
that are displayed to the user. The user display step is explained in detail in the
implementation in Section 4.9.
Algorithm 4.1: Find realizable ϕrev fulfilling task ϕ and resolving deadlock.
1: ϕabstr ← ϕei ∧ ϕet ∧ ϕeg =⇒ [ϕsi ]′ ∧ [ϕst ]′ ∧ ϕsg
2: [ϕet ]
rev ← ϕet ; ϕrev ← ϕei ∧ [ϕet ]rev ∧ ϕeg ⇒ [ϕsi ]′ ∧ [ϕst ]′ ∧ ϕsg
3: while ϕrev is unrealizable do
4: Extract Cϕrev from ϕrev
5: ϕerev ← Eq. (4.15)
6: for each kth conjunct of ϕerev s.t. ϕerev[k] ∧ [ϕet ]rev ,False do
7: Parse ϕerev[k] into human-readable statements and display to user.
8: [ϕet ]
rev ← [ϕet ]rev ∧ ϕerev[k]
9: end for
10: ϕrev ← ϕei ∧ [ϕet ]rev ∧ ϕeg ⇒ [ϕsi ]′ ∧ [ϕst ]′ ∧ ϕsg
11: end while
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In practice, many of the added environment safety statements can be vi-
olated by dynamic obstacles at runtime without consequence, if these viola-
tions can be assumed to be temporary. For this reason, we introduce a recovery
scheme that synthesizes a strategy that allows environment safety assumption
violations to be tolerated. We refer the reader to [90] for these technical details
of the details of this strategy. Note that we modify the approach to attempt a
recovery only for violations of the newly added assumption ϕerev, rather than for
the entire formula [ϕet ]′, since our goal is to only make assertions on the envi-
ronment’s behavior with respect to deadlock and not all behaviors in general.
The requirement for temporary deadlock is less restrictive than the requirement
that deadlocks should never occur, but it nonetheless places additional require-
ments on the environment’s behaviors, i.e. that the dynamic obstacles cannot
infinitely often cause deadlock. Hence such conditions are displayed to the user
in an easily-interpretable form.
Runtime certificates are displayed to the user in a format such as: The task
is guaranteed or robot 1 as long as any singleton deadlock occurring in
the kitchen while heading to the door is eventually resolved on its own.
In this specific case, dynamic obstacles may enter deadlock with robot 1, but the
obstacles are obligated to eventually resolve deadlock. If the dynamic obstacle
is a person, the certificate may have no impact on the true behavior of the en-
vironment, as social norms deem it natural for people to resolve deadlocks on
their own. If the dynamic obstacle is a door, then the certificate could alert that
the door should eventually be opened to allow the robot to pass through. On
the other hand, if the door never opens, then the certificate could help to explain
that the door being closed as the reason the task remains unfulfilled.
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It is possible that many such certificates are required, which may overwhelm
the user. We address this in two ways. First, we project the found certificates
onto the set of propositions relating to motion only, eliminating any proposi-
tions that do not relate to motion. Second, we use a graphical visualization of
the certificates overlaid on a map of the physical workspace. In addition to the
above provisions, the work in [21] offers an approach that can be adopted to
further reduce the number of revisions fed to the user. There, a method is intro-
duced for grouping regions that share the same properties for the revisions, and
convey to the user metric information that is necessary for fulfilling the added
revisions. Such an integration is left for future work. We refer the reader to
Section 4.9 for implementation details.
4.6.2 Coordination Between Robots
Since the strategy for the robots’ motion is completely determined at synthesis
time, the controllers we synthesize should not lead to deadlocks if they can be
safely avoided. For instance, two robots on the team should not enter a narrow
doorway from opposite ends, only to become deadlocked there. This motivates
the creation of a method for automatically inserting dimension-related informa-
tion into the specification based on the workspace geometry and the volume
of the robot so that the robots can pre-coordinate, at synthesis time, to avoid
unneeded deadlock. This pre-coordination serves two purposes: 1) it allows to
eliminate any environment assumptions between two robots in a region where
there is high likelihood of deadlock if both are occupying that region, and 2) it
changes the behavior of the agents to actively avoid potential deadlock in such
high-risk regions, such as one-way corridors.
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The modification considers the restrictions on what robots are allowed to
do in certain regions, based on the dimension of the region and the size of the
robot. We introduce an encoding of LTL formulas that eliminate the actions of
robots that would result in deadlock. Specifically, we consider two cases: 1) a
robot will not enter a region if the move will exceed the region’s capacity and,
2) it will be prevented that two or more robots enter through opposite sides a
one-way narrow region. We then create a new specification ϕabstr,coord with pre-
coordination of robots, and apply Algorithm 4.1 on ϕabstr,coord by swapping out
ϕabstr in line 1.
To create the LTL encoding, we introduce Algorithm 4.2 to enforce pairwise
coordination amongst robots in the controlled team. If the region is too small
to contain a pair of robots, any robot outside of the region is prevented from
entering (line 5). If the boundary between two regions Rα and Rβ is too small for
two robots to pass through at once, and one robot is approaching the boundary
from Rα (resp. Rβ), then no other robot may approach that boundary if in Rβ
(resp. Rα). This requirement is encoded in lines 9–10. Note that Algorithm 4.2 is
general to any workspace with convex regions.
4.7 On-line Local Motion Planning
In this section we describe the local planner that links the mission plan with the
physical robot (recall Figure 4.5). At each step of the on-line execution, the syn-
thesized strategy automaton provides a desired goal position for each robot and
a preferred velocity u¯ ∈ Rn towards it. An overview of the algorithm is given
in Algorithm 4.3 and each step is described in detail in the following sections.
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Algorithm 4.2: Augmenting a specification with agent coordination with
respect to region geometry.
1: D←max dimension of the enclosing hull of the robots on the team
2: for each Rα ∈ R do
3: A← area of region Rα
4: if AD < 1 then . Region capacity is too small
5: ϕst ← ϕst ∧ (© piiα =⇒ ¬© pi jact,α) ∧ (© pi jα =⇒ ¬© piiact,α)
6: end if
7: for each Rβ ∈ Ad j(Rα) do
8: if ‖Rα ∩ Rβ‖ < 2D then . Boundary between Rα and Rβ is too narrow
9: ϕst ← ϕst ∧
∧nrobots
i, j=1
(
(ψiαβ ∧© pi jβ) =⇒ ©¬pi jact,α
)
10: ϕst ← ϕst ∧
∧nrobots
i, j=1
(
(ψiβα ∧© pi jα) =⇒ ©¬pi jact,β
)
11: end if
12: end for
13: end for
We note that the reader may choose any other method for online planning as
long as it preserves the avoidance guarantees with the kinematic model of the
robots.
4.7.1 Local Motion Planning Overview
We build on the work on distributed Reciprocal Velocity Obstacles with motion
constraints [3], and its recent extension to aerial vehicles [4].
As described by [3], the method follows two ideas. (a) The radius of the
robot is enlarged by a pre-defined and typically fixed value ε > 0 for collision
avoidance. This value depends on the kinodynamic model of the robot and
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can be reduced in real time without having to recompute the stored maximum
tracking errors. And, (b) in run time, the local trajectories are limited to those
with a tracking error below ε with respect to their reference trajectory. Recall
that the tracking errors where precomputed in the off-line process.
At each time-step an optimal reference velocity u∗ ∈ Rn is obtained by solv-
ing a convex optimization in reference velocity space. The associated local tra-
jectory is guaranteed to be collision-free, satisfies the motion constraints and
minimizes a cost function. The cost function minimizes the deviation to a pre-
Algorithm 4.3: Execution of the local planner using the synthesized strat-
egy automaton.
1: Input: Current state of the robot, a local map, position and velocity of neighbors
and a synthesized strategy automaton (FSM).
2: At each time instance (∼ 10 Hz) do the following:
3: if the robot is in deadlock with any other agent then
4: Send a deadlock flag to the FSM.
5: end if
6: Obtain command from the FSM (e.g. ”stay in the current room” or ”move to the
next room”), based on current state and deadlock flag.
7: Convert command into a goal position and preferred velocity u¯.
8: Compute constraints to satisfy the dynamic model of the robot.
9: for each neighboring agent do
10: Compute pairwise collision avoidance constraint.
11: end for
12: Compute largest obstacle-free convex region wrt static obstacles.
13: Solve constrained optimization to obtain collision-free motion
14: Output: A collision-free motion for the robot and the time horizon
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Figure 4.7: Schema local and reference trajectories for an aerial vehicle,
generated from the reference velocity u. The tracking error is
limited by ε and the robot volume dilated by ε.
ferred velocity u¯, corrected by a small repulsive velocity u˚ inversely propor-
tional to the distance to the neighboring obstacles when in close proximity. As
described by [4] this additional term introduces a desired separation between
robots and obstacles. Note that the avoidance guarantees arise from the con-
strained optimization and not from the repulsive velocity.
4.7.2 Constraints
To define the motion and inter-agent avoidance constraints we build on the ap-
proach in [4]. We additionally introduce constraints for avoiding static obsta-
cles. For completeness, we give an overview of each of the constraints.
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Robot dynamics
Recalling (4.1) the motion constraint is given by the reference velocities for
which the tracking error is below ε,
R(z, ε) = {u | γ(z,u) ≤ ε}. (4.15)
approximated by the largest inscribed convex polytope/ellipsoid Rˆ(z, ε) ⊂
R(z, ε).
Avoidance of other agents
Denote by p j, v j, r¯ j and h¯ j the position, velocity, dilated radius and height of
a neighboring agent j. Assume that it keeps its velocity constant for t˜ ≤ τ.
Reciprocity (i.e. the other agent follows the same algorithm) can as well be
assumed and is discussed in [4]). For every neighboring agent j, the constraint
is given by the reference velocities u for which the agents’ enveloping shape do
not intersect within the time horizon. For cylindrically-shaped agents moving
in 3D the velocity obstacle of colliding velocities is a truncated cone
VOτj = {u | ∃t˜ ∈ [0, τ] : ‖pH − pHj + (uH − vHj )t˜‖ ≤ r¯ + r¯ j
and |pV − pVj + (uV − uVj )t˜| ≤ h¯ + h¯ j},
where p = [pH, pV], with pH ∈ R2 its projection onto the horizontal plane and
pV ∈ R its vertical component. The constraint is linearized to A j(p, ε) = {u |nTj u ≤
b j}, where n j ∈ R3 and b j ∈ R maximize nTj v − b j subject to A j(p, ε) ∩ VOτj = ∅.
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Avoidance of static obstacles
We extend a recent fast iterative method to compute the largest convex polytope
in free space [26], by directing the growth of the region in the preferred direction
of motion and enforcing that both the current position of the robot and a look
ahead point in the preferred direction of motion are within the region. The
convex polytope is computed in position space (R3 for aerial vehicles) and then
converted to an equivalent region in reference velocity space. See Algorithm 4.4,
where directedEllipsoid(p,q) is the ellipsoid with one axis given by the segment
p−q and the remaining axis infinitesimally small, and K the number of steps in
the linear search, typically between 2 and 4.
Algorithm 4.4: Largest collision-free directed convex polytope.
1: L← p + u¯{τ, K−1K τ, K−2K τ, . . . , 0}; P := ∅;
2: q← L[0]; L := L \ q;
3: while L , ∅ and p,q < P do
4: E← directedEllipsoid(p,q) . Largest polytope seeded in E computed as in [26]
5: while not converged do
6: P← separating planes of E and dilated O (QP)
7: such that P ⊂ Rn \ (O + Vε)
8: If p,q < P then { q← L[0]; L := L \ q; break; }
9: E← ellipsoid E ⊂ P of maximal volume (SDP)
10: end while
11: end while
12: F(p, ε) := (P − p)/τ . Converts to ref. velocity, u, space
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Avoiding incorrect region transitions
The local planner prevents incorrect region transitions (for instance, avoiding
entering another region if the robot’s local goal is within the current one) by in-
troducing “virtual” doors at borders between workspace regions. These virtual
doors may be closed or opened depending on the desired transition. A closed
door is introduced as an obstacle in O.
4.7.3 Optimization
The optimization cost is given by two parts. As described in Section 4.2.3, the
first one is a regularizing term, weighted by a design constant α¯, and the second
one is a minimizer with respect to a preferred velocity.
A convex optimization with quadratic cost and linear and quadratic con-
straints is solved
u∗ := arg min
u∈Rn
(α||u − v||2 + ||u − (u¯ + u˚)||2),
s.t. u ∈ Rˆ(z, ε) ∩ F(p, ε)
u ∈ A j(p, ε) ∀ j neighbor agent
(4.14)
The solution of this optimization is a collision-free reference velocity u∗
which minimizes the deviation towards the goal specified by the strategy au-
tomaton. The associated trajectory (see Section 4.2.3) is followed by the robot
and is collision-free.
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4.7.4 Deadlock Detection
To allow the strategy automaton to resolve deadlock at runtime, we set the
deadlock proposition xi j (i = 1, . . . , nrobots, j = 0, . . . , nrobots; j = 0 implying a
dynamic obstacle), according to the following rule:
xi j ⇐ (‖u∗i ‖ < k1) ∧ (‖u¯i‖ > k2) ∧ (‖pi − p j‖ < k3), (4.15)
with k1, k2, k3 > 0 being tunable parameters. This states that a necessary con-
dition for xi j to be set is when the agent velocity magnitude ‖u∗i ‖ is low, the
preferred velocity magnitude ‖u¯i‖ is high, and the unsigned distance between
agents ‖pi − p j‖ is within a prescribed tolerance. In our experiments these val-
ues are chosen experimentally to detect all deadlocks while minimizing false
positives. We introduce a small hysteresis in the flag activation. In particular,
we activate the deadlock flag when the right-hand condition of (4.15) has been
True for a minimum period of time Tdk−true. When the flag becames active, xi j is
kept in True for a minimum period of time Tdk− f alse. In our experiments we em-
ploy 8s and 5s respectively. This hysteresis prevents false alarms and chattering
when the velocity is small (e.g. while the robot is accelerating).
4.8 Theoretical Guarantees
We provide proofs for the guarantees inherent to our synthesized controller. The
following three subsections are sufficient to show that, under the collision-free
guarantees provided by the local planner, the synthesized strategy realizes the
reactive task specification and resolves deadlocks.
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4.8.1 Correctness With Respect to Robot Dynamics
By construction of the local planner, the controller is guaranteed correct with
respect to the low-level controller f (z,u, t˜), which is continuous on the initial
state of the robot and respects its dynamics. We do assume that the model of the
robot is accurate and that there are no external disturbances.
4.8.2 Collision-Free Motion
We claim that local planner of Section 4.7 yields collision-free motion in dynamic
environments, under the constant velocity assumption. A proof of this fact is
contained in Theorem 1 of [2]; however, a sketch of the proof is as follows.
If (4.7.3) is feasible, collision-free motion is guaranteed for the local trajectory
up to time τ with the assumption that all interacting agents maintain a constant
velocity. The foundation of the proof is included in the work of [4], with exten-
sion to treat the case of a dynamic obstacle maintaining a constant velocity, in
which all agents are always assumed to perform reciprocal collision avoidance.
On the other hand, if (4.7.3) is infeasible, no collision-free solution exists that
respects all of the constraints. If the time horizon τ of the local planner is larger
than the required time to stop - typically a couple of seconds - passive safety is
preserved by slowing down on the last feasible path and eventually reaching a
stop. Also, since this computation is performed at a high frequency, each indi-
vidual robot is able to adapt to changing situations, and the resulting motion is
collision-free.
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4.8.3 Correctness with Respect to the Task Specification
Since the local planner is myopic, it provides guarantees up to a time horizon
τ and consequently may result in deadlock and livelock. However, as we have
shown, the planner’s local guarantees allow a discrete abstraction that the strat-
egy automaton can use to resolve deadlocks and avoid livelocks. Here we for-
mally prove the guarantees on the execution provided by our synergistic on-line
and offline synthesis.
Proposition 4.1. Given a task specification ϕ that ignores collisions, if the resulting
specification ϕabstr defined in Section 4.5 is realizable, then the corresponding strategy
automaton also realizes ϕ.
Proof. Assume given ϕ = ϕei ∧ ϕet ∧ ϕeg =⇒ ϕsi ∧ ϕst ∧ ϕsg. Recall that ϕabstr =
ϕei ∧ ϕet ∧ ϕeg =⇒ [ϕsi ]′ ∧ [ϕst ]′ ∧ ϕsg, where [ϕsi ]′ and [ϕst ]′ contain ϕsi and ϕst as
subformulas, respectively. Suppose that strategy automatonAϕabstr realizes ϕabstr.
This means that the resulting controller is guaranteed to fulfill the requirement
[ϕsi ]
′ ∧ [ϕst ]′ ∧ ϕsg as long as the environment fulfills the assumption ϕei ∧ ϕet ∧ ϕeg.
This implies that Aϕabstr fulfills ϕsi ∧ ϕst ∧ ϕsg as long as the environment fulfills the
assumption ϕei ∧ ϕet ∧ ϕeg. 
Proposition 4.2. Given a task specification ϕ that ignores collisions, if ϕ is realizable
but the resulting specification ϕabstr is not realizable, then the revision procedure in
Section 4.6.1 will find an assumption ϕerev to add to ϕabstr that renders the resulting
specification ϕrev realizable and the resulting strategyAϕrev free of deadlock and livelock.
Proof. Suppose ϕ is realizable by strategy Aϕ, but ϕabstr is not realizable, ad-
mitting counterstrategy Cϕabstr = (Q, . . .). It suffices to show that the set S cuts is
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nonempty. Assume by way of contradiction that S cuts is empty. Then the ris-
ing edge of deadlock θis never occurs for any i, so no robot transitions are ever
disabled. Since we assume that deadlock does not occur in the initial state, this
means that xi j is always False for every i, j. Therefore [ϕsi ]
′ ∧ [ϕst ]′ ∧ϕsg defined in
Section 4.5 reduces to ϕsi ∧ ϕst ∧ ϕsg. The lack of deadlock means that any region
transition contained in Aϕ is still admissible, and therefore Aϕ can be used as a
strategy to realize ϕabstr, a contradiction. Therefore, there must be deadlock and
S cuts is not empty. Now, upon addition of the assumptions ϕabstr, existence of
Aϕrev that satisfies ϕabstr implies, by construction, thatAϕrev is livelock-free. 
Note that it may be the case that S cut is nonempty, but for every (p, q) ∈ S cuts,
the resulting revision
(ψY(p) ∧ ψX(p) =⇒ ¬©ψX(q))
contradicts ϕte. This indicates that ϕ is only realizable because it makes unrea-
sonable assumptions on the environment. Our approach identifies this fact as a
by-product of the revision process.
4.8.4 Computational Complexity
For a given choice of m, the offline reactive synthesis algorithm used in this
work is exponential in the number of propositions [11, 32]. Using our encod-
ing, the problem scales linearly with nrobots – no worse than existing approaches
(e.g. [86]). When one or more dynamic obstacles are considered, the number of
propositions does not change. As stated in Section 4.6, 2(|Y|+|X|) iterations of the
main loop in Algorithm 4.1 are needed in the worst case, yielding a theoretical
complexity that is doubly exponential in the number of propositions.
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For the on-line component, a convex program is solved independently for
each robot, with the number of constraints linear in the number of neighboring
robots. The runtime of the iterative computation of the convex volume in free
space barely changes with the number of obstacles, up to tens of thousands [26],
and a timeout can be set, with the algorithm returning the best solution found.
4.9 Experiments and Simulations
We present results of our end-to-end approach both in simulation and on hard-
ware. Our evaluation is meant to illustrate the various parts of the synthesis
and execution process, and provide a statistically-grounded evaluation of the
approach when placed in a difficult environment that does not necessarily be-
have according to the automatically-generated environment assumptions. In
this context, our results reveal that our approach has merit in dealing with such
environments to execute the task successfully. We furthermore show that our
approach is scalable to any number of dynamic obstacles, and that the local
planner applies to 3-D workspaces. Lastly, we show that our approach may be
executed in real time on actual hardware.
The synthesis procedure described in Section 4.5 was implemented with the
slugs synthesis tool [32], and executed with the LTLMoP toolkit [37]. The local
motion planner, Section 4.7, was implemented with the IRIS toolbox [26] and an
off-the-shelf convex optimizer. We assume the dynamic obstacles are coopera-
tive in avoiding collisions, therefore, each one is controlled by a local planner.
Many of the experiments presented in this section are available in the accompa-
nying video.
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In what follows, we consider a “garbage collection” scenario, upon which
we synthesize a strategy automaton.
Example 4.2 (Garbage Collection). A robot team is required to patrol the Living
Room (RLR) and Bedroom (RBR) of the workspace in Figure 4.8. For two robots, the
specification is:
2 2(pi
1
LR) ∧2 2(pi1BR) ∧2 2(pi2LR) ∧2 2(pi2BR)
and if garbage is observed, pick it up
2(pi1garb =⇒ pi1act,pickup) ∧2(pi2garb =⇒ pi2act,pickup).
Additionally, the robots must always avoid other moving agents.
The system propositions are actions to move between regions (piiact,LR, . . . , pi
i
act,BR) and
to pick up (piiact,pickup). The environment propositions are sensed garbage (pi
i
garb), region
completions (piiLR, . . . , pi
i
BR), and pick up completion (pi
i
pickup).
We omit the complete encoding of Def. 4.2, however, for illustration we supply the
transition formulas for the case where robot 1 is in Hall:
ϕst :

2(pi1Hall ∨ pi1LR ∨ pi1BR ∨ pi1Kitchen ∨ pi1Door)
2(© pi1Hall =⇒ © pi1act,Hall ∨© pi1act,BR ∨© pi1act,LR)
ϕet :

2(pi1act,Hall ∨ pi1act,LR ∨ pi1act,BR ∨ pi1act,Kitchen ∨ pi1act,Door)
2(pi1Hall ∧ pi1act,Hall =⇒ © pi1Hall)
2(pi1Hall ∧ pi1act,LR =⇒ © pi1Hall ∨© pi1LR)
2(pi1Hall ∧ pi1act,BR =⇒ © pi1Hall ∨© pi1BR)
The initial conditions ϕsi and ϕ
e
i are True.
We implement the above example using humanoid robots (able to rotate in
place, move forward and along a curve) and simulated quadrotor UAVs.
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4.9.1 Synthesis and Revisions
Upon synthesizing a controller for single robot, we obtain 16 revisions to the en-
vironment assumptions. These are displayed to the user as runtime certificates.
One example is: Deadlock should not occur when the robot is in the Hall
moving toward the Living Room and had already been blocked from
entering the Bedroom. Note that, with each robot added to the team, the num-
ber of revisions grows combinatorially. In contrast to the single-robot case, there
are a total of 1306 statements given to the user in the case of two robots. In these
cases, we display the revisions graphically, by projecting over the variables of
interest: the current region and action for each robot. Rather than displaying all
1306 statements, we show the projection consisting of 45 statements projected
onto the set of each robot’s motion and activation propositions. Satisfying these
45 statements implies that we also satisfy the 1306 statements. To further aid the
user, we display them graphically on the workspace as shown in Figure 4.8.
For instance, a red arrow on the boundary of the Hall indicates that the au-
tomaton cannot guarantee the task if the robot experiences deadlock when it
is in the Hall and while activating a motion to the Living Room. The certifi-
cates displayed in Figure 4.8 are projections onto a subset of the complete set of
propositions (i.e. deadlocks, memory propositions, robot positions, and robot
actions for each of the robots in the team), by abstracting those variables away.
That is, if there exist restrictions on deadlock for any of the propositions that
have been abstracted away, then the revision displayed will be a conservative
overapproximation to the true revision and the dot will be labeled red.
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Figure 4.8: Workspace showing specification revisions for each region
completion/activation pairs where singleton or pairwise dead-
lock may occur. An arrow’s color indicates the type of assump-
tion that has been made. The number (or pair of numbers) indi-
cates the robot (or robot pairs) concerned with the assumption.
The placement of the arrow indicates the region that the robot
is headed (i.e. its action commands APactR ) when the given as-
sumption holds true.
4.9.2 Scalability with Respect to Dynamic Obstacles
Considering Example 4.2, the specification for the single-robot case consists of
14 propositions, while that for the two-robot case consists of 29 propositions.
The specification is invariant to the number of dynamic obstacles in either case.
One could also consider a two-robot team controlled by a baseline strategy
that relies on mutual exclusion (one robot per region) to be kept with other
robots and dynamic obstacles (DO). That strategy required 20 propositions for
the case without DOs. One additional proposition is added for each region for
each DO (producing 25 for one DO, 35 for three DO, 60 propositions for eight
DO, etc.). Because the obstacles are assumed to behave in an adversarial man-
ner, they can violate mutual exclusion if they enter a neighboring region of the
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robot. Hence, the baseline synthesis procedure is not realizable for one or more
dynamic obstacles.
In contrast, our approach is realizable independently of the number of dy-
namic obstacles and requires fewer propositions than the case with two or more
DO.
4.9.3 Performance Evaluation
We directly compare the proposed approach with a baseline approach where
the robots execute a local planner, but there is no deadlock resolution in the
strategy. Recall that there is no guarantee of mission satisfaction in that case.
Figures 4.9, 4.10 and 4.11 display results for various problem scenarios. In each
experiment, we use the model described in [4] to model the robots and dynamic
obstacles as quadrotors. The “counter-flow” cases follow a pre-defined set of
waypoints that allow DOs to circulate within the workspace in one direction
(counter to the flow of the robots), while, in the “random waypoints” cases, DOs
randomly select a neighboring waypoint once a waypoint has been achieved.
To detect deadlock, we use the criteria in (4.15) with the choice of parameters
k1 = 13 , k2 =
1
4 , and k3 = 1.5.
Each test case consisted of 133 minutes of data obtained over multiple sim-
ulation runs lasting 200 seconds each. The simulation was terminated before
200 seconds if none of the controlled robots reached their goal, but none had
been moving (their velocity falls below a threshold) for 100 seconds or longer.
Any such runs were flagged as unresolved deadlock, at which point the robots are
deemed unable to continue their task. The robots in the team were initialized
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(a) Without deadlock resolution (b) With deadlock resolution
(c) Path with deadlock resolution
Figure 4.9: Example of the approach in a scenario with six dynamic obsta-
cles (dark red) and one controlled quadrotor (light green/yel-
low). The path of the controlled quadrotor is shown with a
dashed green line. (a) The original approach without deadlock
resolution avoids collisions but can get into unresolved dead-
locks. The path leading to the deadlock is shown. (b) The pro-
posed approach successfully resolves deadlocks, like the one
shown here. The path leading to and resolving the deadlock
are shown. (c) Path of the controlled quadrotor using the pro-
posed approach during a ten minutes simulation. The quadro-
tor successfully avoids collisions and reverts the motion when
it encounters a deadlock.
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randomly at different regions in the workspace.
In the “counter-flow” example of Figure 4.11, 100% of the simulation runs
without the proposed deadlock resolution approach eventually enter unre-
solved deadlock at some point during the run. In contrast, when the proposed
approach is used, deadlock is able to be resolved, resulting in more goals being
visited. In the single-robot case, only 5% of the runs lead to unresolved dead-
lock. In all such runs, the DOs had violated a runtime certificate (note that the
DOs were not programmed to satisfy any such certificates); in some cases the
DOs surrounded the robot. In the two-robot case, nearly 20% of the runs lead to
unresolved deadlock. This number is higher than in the one-robot case because
there is more than one robot whose motion could be blocked by the DOs, lead-
Figure 4.10: Example of the approach with six dynamic obstacles (dark
red) and two controlled quadrotors (light green). The dy-
namic obstacles navigate to randomized locations and the
controlled robots execute the proposed framework. The path
of the controlled quadrotors is shown with a dashed green
line for one minute of the simulation. The quadrotors success-
fully avoid collisions, reverse motion when they encounter a
deadlock and explore the top and bottom rooms.
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(a) # encountered deadlocks
per 200-sec run
(b) # goals visited per 200-sec
run
(c) # unresolvable deadlocks
per 200-sec run
Figure 4.11: Comparison of the results of the “garbage collection” sce-
nario with DOs exhibiting counter-flow (CF) or random way-
points (RW) behaviors, with either one quadrotor (1Q) or two
quadrotors (2Q). For each scenario, we evaluate the results for
data collected over 40 200-sec runs. Six quadrotors were used
for the DOs. Over each run, (a), (b), and (c) show, respectively,
data for the number of encountered deadlocks, the number
of goals visited, and the number of unresolvable deadlocks.
Standard deviations are indicated as error bars in (a) and (b).
ing to more encountered deadlocks. Additionally, when one robot has already
become deadlocked, the objects in the environment effectively act as static ob-
stacles to the remaining robot, increasing the chance it will become deadlocked
as compared with moving, dynamic obstacles. The combined effect of these two
factors is the reason why there is a four-fold increase in the number of encoun-
tered deadlocks.
The “random waypoints” cases are included to evaluate the performance of
the proposed approach where the DOs do not all move in the same direction,
but instead move randomly in the workspace. In the case of a single robot,
deadlock resolution allows the robots to find alternate routes around deadlocks,
and thus the robot is able to visit 40% more goals than the case without deadlock
resolution. In the case of two robots, the team is able to achieve 136% more goals
than without resolution. As may be observed in the supplementary videos,
deadlock resolution gives the robots an ability to exploit areas of the workspace
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containing a lower density of dynamic obstacles to achieve their goals. The
cases where deadlock resolution is included results in greater likelihood of task
achievement over a 200-second interval. As compared with the counter-flow
cases, there are fewer cases of unresolved deadlock because the random nature
of the DOs allows the robots to move more freely in some cases than in others.
4.9.4 3D Problem Domain
We next demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach in a 3D scenario where,
in the 5×5×5 m3 two-floor workspace of Figure 4.12, robots move between floors
through a vertical opening at the left corner or the stairs at the right side. The
two robots on the team as well as the dynamic obstacle are simulated quadro-
tors. The task is to infinitely often visit the top and bottom floors while avoiding
collisions and resolving deadlock. The strategy automaton is synthesized as de-
scribed in Section 4.5. A local planner for the 3D environment is constructed
following Section 4.7. A representative experiment is shown in the snapshots
in Figure 4.12. The green robot enters deadlock when moving towards the up-
wards corridor; however, deadlock is resolved by taking the alternative route
up the stairs.
4.9.5 Physical Experiments
To demonstrate effectiveness in a physical setting, we employ two Aldebaran
Nao robots to carry out the planar garbage collection scenario, with a teleop-
erated KUKA youBot serving as the dynamic obstacle. The model for the Nao
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Time: 5 – 15 sec. Time: 16 – 31 sec.
Figure 4.12: Deadlock resolution (green robot) and safe navigation in a 3D
environment. Quadrotors are displayed at the final time and
their paths for the time interval. Each yellow disk represents
a quadrotor and the cylinder its safety volume. The orange
robot represents the dynamic obstacle.
robots is one where the robots are are able to rotate in place, move forward, and
move along a curve at a constant velocity. The size of the field is 5m by 3m,
and the sensing range for the local planner is 1m. The size is such that only one
Nao robot may fit through the Hall and Door at a time. The positions of each
robot are measured through a motion capture system. The local planner is im-
plemented on a laptop computer communicating via a WiFi connection to the
robots. In the local planner, the Nao robots are taken to have a circular footprint
with effective radius of 0.2 m.
We carried out experiments using two robots on the team, using the
workspace shown in Fig. 4.8. The revisions for these two robots are pictured in
the figure for the synthesized mission plan. As demonstrated in the snapshots
in Fig. 4.13, the Naos can execute the task, by avoiding collisions and resolving
deadlocks with one another and with the dynamic obstacle (the KUKA youBot).
At the particular deadlock event shown in Fig 4.13(b), the youBot must even-
tually move away from the Door region, as the assumption pictured in Fig. 4.8
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(a) Avoidance maneuver (b) Deadlock resolution
Figure 4.13: Planar scenario with two centrally-controlled Nao robots and
a dynamic obstacle (youBot). In each image, three consecutive
frames of the robot’s motion are superimposed. In (a), the
local planner enables the two Naos to avoid collisions with
each other. In (b), one of the Naos reverses direction to resolve
the deadlock with the youBot.
states that ‘only temporary deadlock is allowed’ when either of the robots are
trying to enter it from the Kitchen. The experiments demonstrate that the ap-
proach is effective at deadlock resolution and at achieving collision free motion,
thereby satisfying the mission specification.
4.10 Conclusion
We present a framework for synthesizing a strategy automaton and collision-
free local planner that guarantees completion of a task specified in linear tem-
poral logic, where we consider reactive mission specifications abstracted with
respect to basic locomotion, sensing and actuation capabilities. Our approach
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is less conservative than current approaches that impose a separation between
agents, and is computationally cheaper than explicitly modeling all possible ob-
stacles in the environment. If no controller is found that satisfies the specifica-
tion, the approach automatically generates the needed assumptions on deadlock
to render the specification realizable and communicates these to the user. The
approach generates controllers that accommodate deadlock between robots or
with dynamic obstacles independently of the precise number of obstacles present,
and we have shown that the generated controllers are correct with respect to the
original specification. Experiments with ground and aerial robots demonstrate
collision avoidance with other agents and obstacles, satisfaction of a task, dead-
lock resolution and livelock-free motion. Future work includes optimizing the
set of revisions found, and decentralizing the synthesized controller.
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